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Should any of my customers receive more than one Catalogue, will they please distribute the extra copies

, among their fellow farmers and gardeners. =®t

¥

ANNUAL CIRCULAR
AND

1 ETA IL CATALOGUE
OF

( The Marblehead Squash.

)

<3-IiOW]Sr AND SOLD 33

Y

^atalogyes free to all

is^lf [any. of my friends will send me the names of persons residing in their

neighborhood who would be likely to need a supply of good Vegetable

Seed, I shall be happy- to send such my Catalogue.^

PEASE, TRAILL & FIELDEN, STEAM PRINTERS, SALEM, MASS.



In response to inquiries made for books treating on various subjects of interest to the
of which will be sent post-paid, to any address in the United States or Territories, on receipt

Agricultural Chemical Analysis, by Prof. G. C. Caldwell of Cor-
nell University

Allen's (R. L. & L. F.) New American Farm Book
Allen's (R. L. ) Diseases of Domestic Animals
American Bird Fancier
American Cattle, by L. F. Allen
American Manures, (Bruckner
American Rose Culturist,,

American Weeds and Useful Plants
Art of Saw Filing (Holly)
Bement's Poulterer's Companion
Bement's Rabbit Fancier
Bommer's Method of Making Manures
Breck's New Book of Flowers
Bridgeman's Young Gardener's Assistant
Buist's Flower Garden Directory
Bryant's Forest Trees
Burr's Vegetables of America' .

Barry's Fruit Garden '.

Chemistry of the Farm (Nichols)
Chorltan's Grape Grower's Guide
Cider Makers' Manual
Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book
Cole's Veterinarian
Crack Shot (Barber)
Canary Birds Paper, 50c, Cloth
Cranberry Culture, by Joseph J. White
Cobbett's American Gardener
Dadd's (George H.) Modem Horse Doctor
Dadd's American Cattle Doctor
Dana's Muck Manual
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, 2 vols.

Downing's Fruit and Fruit Trees of America.
Eastwood on Cranberry.
JBSHWfs W«»t>*i "^uit Grower's Guide,
j

,
Pear Culture.

>2 00
2 50
1 00

30

Grasses
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Fr: .nual for Young Sportsman, 8vo.
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Breeding

ants Grow ; . .
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A of Botany and Lessons, in 1 vol
ol and Field Book of Botany

j Squashes
on Cabbages

J on Onions
on on Milch Cows

.., Rod and Saddle
irris's Insects Injurious to Vegetation, Ex. Clo

Harris on the Pig. By Joseph Harris
Henderson's Gardening for Profit
Hop Culture
Horse Training Made Easy (Jennings')
How Crops Feed, by Prof. S. W. Johnson
Hunter and Trapper
Herbert's Hints to Horse Keepers
Jennings on Cattle
Jennings on Sheep, Swine and Poultry
Jennings on the Horse and His Diseases. . .

75
50
25
50

2 50
2 50
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 50
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Gardeners of the South !

A -.rord to you who grow early vegetables for the markets of the
g?,eat cities of the North. I have many customers in the South who
are growing them very extensively, and a hint or two on varieties

from the results of their experience may be of service to beginners.
For an early Cucumber, earliness, size, symmetry of form and pre-

sentable appearance after transportation all considered, you will find

nothing superior to the Early White Spine. For an early Tomato,
of the e.irly sorts I would recommend Canada Victor (this stands
shipping remarkably well), or Boston Market, or General Grant.
When tjie hot season comes on there is loss from- sun-burning
under the extreme heat. At this season two characteristics are wanted
in a good tomato : 1st, That it shall shield its fruit under a mass of

leaves ; and 2d, That the roots shall be as far down in the cool earth as

possible, and not near the hot surface. You will find the first desirable

trait probably more fully developed in the Mexican Tomato than in any
other sort, so my customers in Florida write me. The -second desirable

characteristic can be got probably with almost any variety by planting

the seed where the tomato is to grow, as the roots will then naturally

strike down and not spread out near the surface, as they do after suf-

fering the pruning incidental to transplanting.
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Should Congress see fit to essentially alter the present postage law, which charges
eight cents per pound for seed sent through the mails, my per pound charges for mail matter
would be varjed accordingly. It is not probable that any such change, even if made, would
go into operation before the close of the seed season now opening.-#H

I this season introduce to my customers the Butman Squash. This new squash is the only one of our
running varieties kn own to have originated in the United States. For this fine variety the public are indebted
to the scientific knowledge, the skill, care and perseverance of Clarendon Butman, Esq., of Maine. Mr. But-
man selected for his experiment the Hubbard and a choice -variety from Japan, with the object of combining in

one new variety the best characteristics of each. Any man can make across between two varieties, and, in

fact, nature is continually doing this through the agency of the bee tribe ; but to combine the characteristics of
each squash so thoroughly and so permanently as to fix them, so that actually a new variety is produced whose
characteristics belong alone to itself and are fixed as permanently as in either of the parents, has been accom-
plished, to my knowledge, by but one man as yet, and that man is Mr. Butman !

Mr. B. writes me-that he began his experiment several years ago of transferring the pollen of one variety
to the other, with tile precautions well known to every scientific man ; that he repeated the process two or three
years until he had achieved complete success. The new squash produced is, externally, very distinct in color
Vom any other kind, being a bright grass green intermixed with white. In size and productiveness it re-

sqmb1
' ;he Hubbard

; u has a thick shell and is thick meated. The color of the flesh is quite striking, being
Jlra" light salmon and lemon color combined. It is very fine grained and smooth to the palate. It is

remarkably dry, sweet and delicious, being entirely free from the pumpkin-like flavor occasionally found
in the Hubbard, while it does not grow so stringy on the inner portion of the flesh, as is usually the case with
that fine variety quite late in the season. I am inclined to the opinion that the period when the Butman Squash
is in its prime is from October to January, though as a keeper it is equal to the Hubbard. My supply of seed
this season being quite limited, I offer it to my customers by package only. Single package, 25 cents ; five
packages, $1 00.

The proprietors of the three leading hotels in Boston and the editor of the American Agriculturist, who
have tested it, express the following opinions of the quality of this new squash.

[ From Editor of American Agriculturist,,]

New Yokk, Dec, 1874.

Mk. Gregory.
Dear Sir .-—The Butman Squash was duly received and has been test-

ed. I can say no more than that it seems to me that every good quality
of every good squash is in this, concentrated and combined. AVhen yeii
get any better squash please send it to

Truly yours, George Tiiurber.

[From the Proprietor of the Revere and Tremont Houses,]

Boston, Dec. 1st, 1874.
'3 J. II. Gregory, Esq. :

Sir:—We tried the sample Squash that you sent us on the 27th of
>er, and found it superior to all other varieties in every respect,

and would like to use them on our tables, both at Revere and Tremont
Houses, and if you have a quantity to sell, would be glad to purchase
them from you.

Yours truly, Silas Gurney.

[From the proprietors of the Parker House.]

Boston, Nov. 30, 187-1.

Mr. J. J. IT. Gregory :

Bear Sir :—We have tried the sample of Butman Squash sent us and
compared with three others, we think it excels them all, and place
it as the best we have ever seen. If you have any to dispose of, send
us memorandum of price and quantity.

Yours very truly, II. L. Parker ifc Co

.



lUASH.

The above engraving is that of my Marblehead Squash, which 1 named and sent out for the first f me season before last

This new squash, as a rule, is characterized by a shell of a more flinty hardness than the Hubbard. It is usually thicker

and flatter at the top. It has a greater specific gravity. The flesh is of rather a lighter color than the Hubbard, while its com-
bination of sweetness, dryness and delicious flavor is something realty remarkable. In the important matter of purity, it ex-

cels the Hubbard and every squash that I have ever raised, the Butman alone excepted. Its outer color is a light blue ; not

to be confounded with the blue colored squashes that come at times from the Hubbard seed—mongrels made by a cross

of the Hubbard and a thin skinned squash which we used to call Middleton blue, which we were rr

of the Hubbard, and raised for a few years after Ave had the Hubbard, side by side with it. If the seed

planted, their hybrid character will be seen by a terrible sporting, so dreaded by every farmer
;
while

crop from the seed of the Marblehead will be found to excel in purity.

Packets of seed of this new variety will be sent post-paid, to any address, for 15 cents
;
per ounce

$2.50. Dealers supplied at the usual discount. Each package will have on the label the above engr;

§51= The Butman Squash will be found to have a different flavor from either the Marblehead, Hubbard or Turban, ^jgi

I add extracts from letters received from gentlemen well known to the agricultural community.

ising before we knew
of these mongrels be

on the contrary, the

30 cents
;
per lb.,

iving reduced in size.

" My wife cooked one of the Marbleheads last Saturday, and she says
it was the nicest squash she ever tasted; dr3r

, fine and sweet, and had
every quality which goes to make a good squash."

John H. Hoole, Sec. Middlesex Co.,Hort. Society.

"The Marblehead is the best squash that I ever had. I raised sixty-

three from the package—nice ones they were too. We cut the last on
the 23d of March; it was so hard that I had to cut it with an axe. I
recommend them to all." S. B. Greenwood.

Wales, Me.
,
April 9, 1S74.

" I grew some of your Marblehead squash last season, the first that
was ever grown here, and the finest squash we ever ate. I took the pre-

mium at our fair, over some ten other varieties." T. C. Foote.
Amherst, Ohio, Jan. 4, 1S74.

" Last year I sent for some Marblehead Squash seed, and from it I had
between thirty and forty, and they are splendid; each one is twin brother
to all the rest." J. F. Cotton.
Middlebunj, Vt., Dec. 22, 1S73.

" Your Marblehead squash proved a success with mo last season. I
am perfectly satisfied with it in every respect. As a keeper it was ahead
of anything I ever had. I cooked the last one, an eight pounder, Sun-
day. May 10th; it was perfectly sound and deliciously sweet."

Middleboro, Mass., May 12, 1874. J. D. Coffin.

" I raised about thirty Marbleheads weighing from nineteen pounds
down. They proved to be very fine, though the season here was quite
unfavorable. They were quite good enough; hard work to stop after
eating enough." James Adams.

Union, Knox Co., Me., March 3, 1874.

"Your Marblehead Squash seed, that you sent me last spring, proved
the best that I ever ate. My brother-in-law from Ann Arbor, ate some
here. He says that it excelled anything of the kind he everate. They
are equal to a boiled chestnut and are good keepers."
Lansing, Mich. W. S. Hull.

" The new squash was fine ; the best I ever raised. It is a good keeper

;

have some yet, March 12, and they are as sound as when they went in
the cellar." W. H. Smith.
Minneapolis, Minn., March 12, 1874.

The Marblehead Squash. At a Christmas feast in 1873, we had
the pleasure of testing the flavor of that new squash, the Marblehead,
when in the pie, and cooked otherwise. It proved decidedly high living,
and a committee composed of five epicures who were lovers of that veg-
etable, voted that it is much better than the celebrated Hubbard, being
of a better color, finer grained, and more agreeable to the taste. The
flavor seemed something like and between the sweet potato and the

chestnut, and we heartily recommend it to the
world and the rest of mankind."

—

C. Colby in

attention of the "whole
Country Gentlemen.

"The 'Marblehead' Squash. Some we >ks ago we received from
Mr. James J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, Ma ;s. , the introducer of the
Hubbard, specimens of a squash which came without name. The squash
was tried by several, and unanimously pronounced to be of the very high-
est quality."

—

American Agriculturist, Feb., 1873.

" Having tried the Marblehead Squash sent
were very much pleased with it and think it possesses all the best qualities

us, we must say that we

of the Hubbard and Turban combined ; in fine

it."

Boston, Mass., March 5, 1873.

" I have tested the specimen of squash, anc
hard and thick. Its specific gravity is greater i ban the famous Hubbard:
On cooking 1 find the new variety also excels tl

and fineness of grain, richness of flavor and
am sure it will come into general favor with th
Bridgeport, Conn., Dee. 21, 1872. J. L. G(

" A specimen of the Marblehead Squash, sent to us by the introducer,

(Mr. Gregory, Feb. 1st), has been tested, and truly we can say, without

exception, it is superior to all in quality, as a t.i

Boston, Mass., 1873.

it is difficult to over-rate
"Washburn & Co.

find the shell unusually"

e Hubbard in smoothness
perhaps in sweetness. I
: public."
uld, Ed. B&p. Farmer.

ble squash.'
Curtis & Cobb.

xiic Marblehead will step to the front. It is the dryest, richest,

best grained and best colored squash I have ever seen cooked. Blessings,

I say, on the man who " invented" it. For as a soggy, stringy, squash
is sickening, so there is no vegetable product of our soil more
highly to be' esteemed than a first rate variety of this exceedingly varia-

ble fruit." W. S. Clark, Pres. Mat" Agricultural College.

Amherst, Dec. 30, 1872.

" I have tested the Marblehead Squash. For solidity and richness

I have seen no Squash that ever surpassed it. The introduction of the

Hubbard was a great blessing to the country. If the Marblehead sliould

prove better in any respect, "you will have done another good thing for

the public." Marshall P. Wilder.
Boston, Mass., Dec. 18, 1872.

" I have tried the Squash you were kind enough to send me. It is de-

licious. I have seen nothing equal to it since the palmy days of the
Marrow. I am truly obliged to you for the production. If it can be
steadily and uniformly propagated, it is one of the most valuable of all

recent additions to our vegetable products." Geo. B. Loring.
Salem, Dec. 16, 1872.

Consider it most excellent, and should regret if it roas any better,

as there might he danger of eating too much.
Philadelphia, 12 mo., 17, 1872. P. MttEBlS.
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JAMES J. II. GEEGOEY'S
ei' 1&» ifi^k

With the return of another season, I again present my friends

with 1113- annual seed catalogue. In the North, the past season
has heen a remarkable one in several respects

;
opening with

an exceptionally cold and backward Spring, July and August
were two degrees below the average temperature, and nearly

all late crops were behindhand,—particularly those of the vine
family,—yet the growing season Avas so prolonged beyond the

memory of men in middle age, and in the end to the happy
disappointment of all of us, even the crops that require all that

the most favorable season can do for them, matured fully up to

the quality of average years. The only marked exception to a
year of plenty in seed is that of the crop of onion seed. This
has generally failed to yield the crop -that, until the close of

the season, had been anticipated.

1 trust that another year's experience with seed from my
establishment has given results that Avere very uniformly sat-

isfactory. There happens occasionally an instance, when I

have complaint against the vitality of seed, in which the seed
was grown by myself that season and thousands of customers
were supplied from the same lot to their satisfaction. Such
cases are very obviously of the class where the cause of the
trouble was owing to the season, or soil, or manner of planting;

in short to some cause utterly beyond my control and conse-

quent responsibility. It is my labor and my anxiety to send
out none but the very best of seed, just such seed as I would
be willing to plant myself, and the thousands of cheering
letters that I open are very pleasant testimony to the success
of my undertaking. With all care that it is possible to exer-

cise, mistakes will occasionally, though very rarely, occur
;

these my customers will always find me ready to rectify in

accordance with the promise of my three warrants.

On my several farms I have grown this season over seventy
acres of seed and seed stock, embracing over one hundred and
fifty varieties. Some may infer that in growing so many kinds
there is danger of admixture ; but this is a matter I specially

guard against, by completely isolating every variety of the
same kind. My farms are located somewhat like the angles of

a right-angled triangle, and are about one mile distant from
each other ; in addition to this the different lots of three of
them are very much scattered. Of all these advantages I
avail myself to produce complete isolation. All roots, bulbs,

&c, intended for seed purposes, are selected with the utmost
care.

Advantages of buying: Seed directly from the
Grower. But few seed dealers grow any of the seed the3r

sell,—the business of seed growing and that of seed selling

being almost entirely distinct. Hence, as a general rule, seed
dealers know only what is told them of the careful selection of

seed stock and of the freshness and purity of their seed ; now
if the person of whom they purchase should be careless,

ignorant, or dishonest, you who plant have to suffer, as the
dealer can only reaffirm what is told him. On the other hand,
if the seed dealer grows his own seed, he is able to affirm

what he himself knows as to its freshness and purit3r
; and thus

you who purchase have the invaluable guarantee from his

own knowledge. It is that I may be able to give this guarantee
that I raise so many varieties, some of them at double the cost at

ichich I could purchase them. The public will thus understand
how greatly it is for their advantage to sustain me in this

effort to combine the business of seed grower and seed dealer.

From what I have said let it not be inferred that I raise all

the varieties of seed that I sell ; I do not
;
many choice varie-

ties I import from England, France and German, some of

which cannot be raised in this latitude, others I purchase of

eliable dealers, or have grown for me by careful men, whom I

supply with stock seed of my own raising. My plan is to
increase my varieties, until I grow all the kinds of seed that
can be grown in m3r latitude.

The Three Warrants. I warran;, 1st, That my seed
shall be what it purports to be in kind and quality ; aud i hold
myself ready to refill the order anew, gratis, in other seed,
should it prove defective in either respect, 2d, That all money
sent for seed shall reach me, with the single proviso, that all

sums to the amount of one dollar and upwards be sent in the
form of a Post Office Order on Marblehead, Registered Letter,
Draft, or Cashier's Checks

;
Money Orders, when of not less than

one dollar in value, to be purchased at my expense. 3d, That the
seed ordered shall reach every one of mkr customers. Thus I
take all the risks of the business upon niyself, and make the
purchase of seed the safest investment possible, instead of being
what it has so often proved to farmers and gardeners, very
unreliable and ver3r vexing. In attempting thus to revolution-
ize the business, I am aware that I shall n|ake some losses, but
it will be a great satisfaction to me to know that every feeling
of doubt is removed from the minds of my customers ; and 1
know that the3r will reciprocate in this matter, and feel it to

be for their interest to sustain me in this enterprise.

How Seed and Letters are Lost. I sometimes receive
letters of which the following from College Springs, Iowa, is a
sample, showing that when letters from nrvr easterners arc not
responded to by me the matter ma3' need a little local investi-
gation. " My patience has been sorely tried this spring,
I enclosed monev March 9, ordering seed] and about a month
ago wrote again to let you know I had had no response. This
week our mail carrier was arrested, and in his pocket Avere
found a great many opened letters and among them my first

letter to you." The public have but a faint idea of the great
number of letters which in course of a single 3/ear are stolen from
large firms. Tavo or three j

rears ago, through the representa-
tive of my district, I laid before the Post Master General a
list of eight hundred letters addressed to me, nearly all of them
containing money, all of Avhich had been stolen in the mails
within a feAV months. If any of my corresjpondents have rea-

son to believe their letters have been stolen on the vt&y, let

them address me as. John O. Hand, and the thief may for a
Avhile at least, be throAvn off his track.

Sometimes seed packages are broken open on the route from
accident or careless handling (though I use in my establish-

ment only the very strongest Manila paper manufactured in

the country), at times they are stolen, at times eaten into by
mice. I shall always be happy to make all losses good, by
refilling the order gratis, and my customers will bear me
Aritness that I uniformly do so, though at a loss to me of

many hundred dollars annually-. When writing that seed have

failed to reach you, always renew your first order, or order the

same Aralue in other kinds of seed.

= Be Careful to avrite your address in full,
giving the State as well as the toAvn,for a town of the same
name will oftentimes be found in a dozen States. Scores of my
friends eArery season forget to sign their name to their letters,

rendering it"impossible for me to respond to them. Please be

particular in this matter, and write the name A
Tery distinctly.

The Postage Laav. The laAv enables me to send seed to

the amount of four pounds or less in one parcel to any part

of the United States, by prepaying postage at the rate of one
cent for every tAVO ounces and fraction of tAvo ounces. It

matters not Iioav man3r Ararieties are sent in the package, pro-

vided the Aveight of the entire lot does not exceed four pounds.

If a larger -lot is Avanted, it maj' be diA'ided into lots of four
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pounds each. This law, in effect, brings my seed establishment

to every man's door.

Payment for Seed. All suras to the amount of one
dollar or upwards can be more safely sent in Cashier's Checks
on New York or Boston, Drafts, Money Orders on Marblehead
or in Registered Letters. Money Orders, when of the value
of one dollar and upwards, may be purchased at my expense,
the cost being deducted from the amount remitted. If money
orders are not for sale at your office they can oftentimes be
procured at a neighboring town. Cash must accompany all

orders. Let me advise my friends before ordering their seed

sent by Express to figure carefully and see if it would not be
much cheaper for them (as is almost invariably the case with
small parcels) to have them sent by mail.

I woidd advise my customers not to order their seed by
Express to be sent C. O. D.; though should, they do so I shall

of course send as directed. If the order is sent through the

express, as Express Companies give receipts for all money,
there can be no risk in sending the money before the seed is

received, and as I have to add the cost of collection and return
charges to the cost of the seed to make myself whole, my
customers will see at a glance that the transaction is highly
unprofitable. I make no charge for postage on packages or

ounces ; I do not pay Express charges, but I will make no
charge for boxes used in packing.

Large Orders from Granges of Husbandry, Clubs, Mar-

ket Gardeners, Inviduals and Dealers.

Eive per cent, discount on all orders allowed for seed to the
amount of five dollars and upwards, excepting Onion seed, for
discount on which see page 27, whether the order be for pack-
ages, ounces, pounds or quarts, either separately or combined;
eight per cent, when the amount ordered is as high as ten dollars

and under twenty-five ; ten per cent, when twenty-five and
under forty dollars ; and twelve and a half on orders to the
amount of forty dollars and upwards. Terms to Dealers, Clubs
and Granges of Husbandry on application. I do not send out
seed to be sold on commission.

For full particulars on Cabbage growing, see my Treatise, advertised in this Catalogue.

Nine tenths o'f the Cabbage seed raised in the United States is grown from heads that are so small or

soft that they would be worthless if carried to market. My seed is grown from the largest and hardest of

heads, both larger and harder than the great bulk of those which are sold in the market for table use. For
several years I have devoted the first three or four pages of my catalogue to quite a detailed presentation of

the standard varieties of Cabbage and Squash. I do this because, having been the original introducer of sev-

eral of these varieties, the public naturally look to me for the fullest explanation and description of them, and
I therefore present these pages for the information of the thousands of new customers who come for the first

time each season, rather than for the perusal of old friends, who from personal experience of years know all

about their merits.

plied seed to one planter in the W. I. for several years. He says
the heads are three or four times as large as he can get from
any other kind. Yet I would not have my Southern friends

suppose from this that they will succeed in growing them to

the extreme large size attained in the North, where the colder

climate is more favorable for Cabbage culture. What I assert

is, that large market gardeners in New Orleans and elsewhere,
who have raised them for market on a large scale for several

years, inform me that with them they grow to much larger

size than any other variety of Cabbage.

MARBLEHEAD MAMMOTH.

Marbleheao Mammoth. This is without doubt the
largest variety of the Cabbage family in the world, being
the result of extreme high culture.' I have had heads,
when stripped of all waste leaves, that could not be got into

a two-bushel hasket, having a diameter two inches greater

!

The weight of these cabbages is proportional to their size, «V-

craging by the acre, under the culture of our Marblehead far-

mers, about thirty pounds a plant. In a former circular I

quoted from persons residing in fourteen States and Terri-
tories, and also in the Canadas, East and West, expressing
their great satisfaction with the Stone-Mason and 'the Marble-
head Mammoth Cabbages, in their great reliability for bead-
ing, the size, sweetness and tenderness of the heads. They
had succeeded in growing the Mammoth to the weight of
thirty and forty pounds, and in some instances over fifty
pounds]

This Cabbage will make larger heads in the West Indies
and in the extreme South, than any other kind! I have sup-

STOjSTIC mason
a harder head.

Stone-Mason Cabbage. This
Cabbage is the standard drumhead
in New England, being clistin-

k guished for its reliability for head-
«ing, the size, hardness and quality

ff of. the heads. Under proper culti-

W vation nearly every plant on an
acre will make a marketable head.
The heads vary in weight from
nine to over twenty pounds, de-

pending on the soil and cultiva-

tion. In earliness the Stone-Mason
is upward of a week ahead of the
Premium Flat Dutch and makes

FOTTLER'S EARLY DRUMHEAD.
After an extensive trial on a large scale by market farmers

in all parts of the United States, Fottler's Cabbage has grown
in estimation, particularly in the great Cabbage districts of
Long Island and in the vicinity of Albany, 1ST. Y. My stock
seed came directly from Messrs. Copeland and Fottler, the two
gardeners who were the first to raise the Cabbage. I send
this out in 15 cent packages also at 70 cts. per ounce, $7 per lb.
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FOTTLEE'
Following will be found some of the recommendations I

have received from those who have raised the Fottler's Cab-
bage. It is very rapidly growing in favor.

"My Fottler's Early Drumhead Cabbages were the wonder and ad-
miration of all who saw them, for I had the only cabbages in the neigh-
borhood

;
and they readily commanded 17 cents per head .Some of them

weighed 20 pounds, trimmed ready to cook." Georo.e Spear.
Farrnington, Maine, March 11, 1874.

"Your Marblehead, Fottler's and Red Drumhead Cabbages were all
very large. They were the best cabbages sold in Pottstown Market.
Ihe people all wondered what place we bought the seed.

So. Coventry, Pa., Oct: 29, 1874. John D. Fries.

"Those Fottler's cabbages are the best I ever raised; not a plant failed
ot heading readily. I raised 100 heads that weighed from 10 to 21 lbs.
per head." Edwin Phillips.
Ashfield, Mas.-,., March 17, 1874.
" The Fottler cabbage is my favorite. It headed up uniformly and

splendidly." N. A. Taylor.
Houston, Texas, Feb. 9, 1844.

"Your Fottler Improved Marblehead cabbages are raised with great
success here, much better than that Dutch Drumhead Cabbage seed.
It grows larger and stands the climate better." A. Flake & Co

Galveston, Texas, May 39, 1874.

" The Fottler's Cabbage are the wonder of all, and readily command
10 to 15 cents per head, when other kinds go hard at 5 cents or less."
Hubbardston, Mich., Sept. 4, 1873. Charles H. Seaver.

"A friend of mine has raised the Fottler's Cabbage to the great
weight of 34 lbs. per head, and an average of 25 per head by the whole
P'ece." John W. Lojtnsbury.
Cannons Station, Conn., March 5, 1873.

"My Fottler's Early Drumhead Cabbages were the admiration of all
who saw them, for I had the only cabbages in the neighborhood that
were good. The more I buy of your seeds'the better I like them."

Eaton, l'reble. Co., Ohio, Jan. 19, 1873. William W. Petry.
"Although your seeds did splendidly, Fottler's Early Drumhead

Cabbage was especially the admiration of our neighbors."
Smyrna, Harrison Co., Ohio March 20, 1873. War. Kirk.
" Your Fottler's Drumhead Cabbage is the best I ever saw in Tennessee •

they beat any thina in the cabbaae line ; and your Cracker Onions cannot
be surpassed by any

;
in fact your seeds are all good, for I have ordered

largely from you and they have always proved true to name."
Covington, Tennessee, Ajml 17, 1872. James B. Arthur.
" I raised Fottler's Cabbages last season that would weigh 25 pounds

March 20.

" The Fottler's Cabbage and White Belgian Carrot were A, No 1 I
raised some Fottlers with heads, after the waste leaves were taken off
as large as a half bushel measure." George A. Sammis

'

Huntington, L. I., (JV. Y.,) Feb. 27, 1872.

Y our r- ottler's Cabbages that I raised last year were splendid I en-
:ed six heads of them at the Ogdensburg City Fail- that weighed 8(i
unds, and they took first premium." James Glancy
Rensselaer Falls, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., April 2, 1872.

"The Fottler's Cabbage seed and Cannon Ball I got of you last spring
ire the finest early cabbages ever raised in this county' both for size

were
and hardness of heads
Columbus, Ky., Jan. 20, 1871.

Joseph M. Gest.

Every one of your cabbages grew and made fine heads ; some of
Fottler s weighed 36 lbs. I took to the Countv Auditor one of your 36
pounders as a guarantee of the quality of the Fottler.
many winters I had kept it in a cold frame
for a ' yearling.'

"

Jtosetulale, Minn., Nov. G, 1871.

" I had Fottler's Cabbages from the seed
that weighed thirty-live pounds, and don't
bage in the lot but would weigh twenty pounds, and every plant had a
good head.

West Fork

He asked me how
as he said it was far too big

J. W. Murphy.

obtained from you last year
think that there was a 'cab-

Chas. G. Perkins.

each, clear of waste leaves."
Bucksberry, Ocean Co., JV. J. 1871.

Stewart Newman.

" The Fottler's Cabbage seed I purchased from you last year 1" planted
the first of March. When I commenced taking them to market in Juno
it was diverting to see others who had eabbagefor sale tuck them down
in one corner of their wagon, pretending to have none unless some of
their special customers called for cabbage, when they would brin~ them
out, about as large as a tea-cup, half a dozen for a dime, while I was sell-
ing the Fottler at twenty and twenty-five cents a head—which is an ex-
traordinary price for a cabbage in this market. They are very reliable
for heading for early or late crops. After I saw my late cabbages giving
up the ghost, I planted the Fottler's seed, and raised more cabbages than
all the balance of cabbage growers in this county. This may seem like
bragging on the Fottler's Cabbage, but it is nevertheless true The Can-
non Balls make excellent cabbages." M P filTTnrn

Jefferson City, Cole Co., Mo., Feb. 26, 1872.
iKp

Iowa, March 7, 1870.

" The Fottler's Cabbage seed you sent lrje have grown the finest mar-
ket heads. I have some more than two feat across, weichino- 29^ lbs

"
Kalamazoo, Mich., Oct. 31, 1870. E. "Merrill.

Little Pixie, Early ITlm Savoy, Schweinfttrt
Quintal. I recommend these threfe sorts as the best early
Cabbages for family use. The first two are the earliest Cab-
bages grovm, being each of them earlier than Early York.
Little Pixie heads very hard, and ajl cook very tender and
sweet. The Savoys are the tenderest and richest flavored of
all Cabbages, and for boiling are decidedly the best for family
use, being much superior, if well grown, to the Drumhead and
Cone-shaped varieties. Schweinfurt Quintal is decidedly the
earliest of all the larger Drumheads! ; the heads attain to a
diameter of from 10 to 18 inches, 'are very symmetrically
formed, and are remarkably tender. I When cooked they are
very sweet, and quite free from any strong Cabbage taste.
They do not head hard, and being so very tender they will not
bear transportation in bulk any distance without serious injury

;

hence I recommend it as a capital Cat bage for early use in the
family, but not as a market Cabbage, fitted for nil localities,
though very valuable for. this purpos|e where the market is
near at hand 1 write of these three Cabbages from personal
experience, having tested them with more than twenty other
varieties. Packages of each of these forwarded to any address
at 10 cents each. (See engravings, Plate 1.)

Improved American Savoy\ This is the best of all the
Savoys for the general market. It grows to a large size, is as
reliable for heading as the Stone-Mason or Premium Flat
Dutch, and has as short a stump as either of these varieties.
I heartily recommend it to all those market Gardeners who
grow Savoys by the acre for the seneral market. (See en°rav-
ing, Plate 1.)

Early Wustnigstadt Cabbage. No variety of early
Cabbage, in my experience as a seedsman, has had a more
regular and rapid growth in popularity than the WinniQ-stadt,
winch I attribute mostly to the fact that it is so remarkably
reliable for heading even under very adverse circumstances

; I
have seen large areas head up hard, almost uniformly, though
from the character of the soil when they were planted every
Cabbage grew stump-footed. The Winnigstadt is also a large
sized cabbage among the early kinds, and probably the hardest
heading of all the conical varieties. In earliness it comes in
about a week later than Early Oxheart. Should the soil of
any of my farmer friends be of so sandy a nature that they
find it extremely difficult to perfect any 'variety of Cabbage,
before bidding a final farewell to the cabbage family I would
advise them to try the Winnigstadt. Planted in the latitude
of Boston June 25th to July. 1st, the Winnigstadt makes a
good Cabbage for winter use. (See engraving, Plate 1.)

Cannon Ball Cabbage. This Cabbage is so called be-
cause the head is as round, and almost as hard and heavy, as
a cannon ball. I pronounce it as forming the roundest, hardest
and heaviest head in proportion to its size, ef any Cabbage
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known. It matures about ten days later than the Early York.
While about all varieties of early Cabbage make rather soft

heads, this, though early, makes the hardest heading Cabbage
known. The heads when fully grown attain to the size of

from six to eight inches in diameter. Put up in packages at

fifteen cents each, or ounce packages at fifty cents each.

I present below a few extracts from the many letters, re-

ceived from customers relative to my Marblehead Mammoth,
Stone-Mason, Cannon Ball, "VVinnigstadt, Improved American
Savoy, Schweinfurt Quintal, and Early Wyman Cabbages, etc.

Please note what is said of the quality as well as size of my
Mammoth Cabbage. Gardeners will see by comparing the

letters of different years that I have kept up the high strain of

my Cabbage seed.

'

' The Marblehead Mammoth cabbage was the largest I ever raised, and
the sweetest and tenderest. My neighbors have taken the idea that may
be they can raise some of that large cabbage that is so sweet and tender.

I tell them where to send but they say you send for me. I raised one
that weighed 47 pounds." Esther H. Niles.

Orland Steuben*Co., 2nd., April 5, 18r4.

" From the Mammoth cabbage seed I had of you, last year, I raised

the largest cabbages in these parts. I sent six to the fair which took the

first premium. I had one head, that measured five feet in circumference."
Plymouth, Conn., March 3, 1874. Moses R. Scott.

" I was much pleased with the Cabbage seed of last year, particularly

the 'Little Pixie ' for early use." Mrs. B. M. Edelen.
Bryantown, Vhas. Co., Mil, Feb. 13, 1874.

"The Cannon Ball was the finest early Cabbage I ever saw. Every
plant made a head. All our neighbors who tasted or saw them pro-

nounced them A, No. 1. W. T. Cheney.
Rosemond, III., Feb, 2, 1673.

Mr. J. M. Witherspoon, Sr., has growing upon his lot a cabbage which
exceeds anything for size that we ever saw in that line. It covers a
space of grouncrfive and a half feet in diameter, and has leaves two feet

nine inches in length and twenty-two inches wide. It is of the Marble-
head variety, and is growing on white sandy soil.

—

From the Apalachi-
cola (Fla. ) Times.

" I must brag a little more on the Marblehead Mammoth cabbage.
From nine heads I received §18. They took first and second premiums.
From the one ounce I made .§100; selling single heads at 25 cents per
head, $2 per dozen." John Martin.
ParkviUe, Mo., Feb., 2, 1874.

"I have got out and heading up nearly 40,000 cabbages from seeds ob-
tained of you—the largest cabbage crop ever grown in the state. They
are looking splendidly." I

H. M. Shingfellow.
Galveston, Texas, Oct. 27, 1874.

" Your Wyman Cabbage is the Cabbage for this place. I transplanted
in April 300 plants, commenced to sell on 12th of July ; on the 25th of
September had sold 2550 lbs. at 5 cts. per lb. They weighed from 5 to

13 lbs. each. I do not write this as an advertisement, but to say that I

have faith in your seeds. Charles Maynard.
Hay For!;, Cat., Nov. 20 1873.

"Tour Mammoth Drumhead surprised the natives. I took the pre-

mium easily at our county fair. I do not think there were five plants in

a thousand that did not make a good head. Jno. H. Snowdon.
Missouri Valley, Iowa, Jan. 20, 1873.

" I have grown the largest premium Flat Dutch Cabbage that I ever
saw from your seed last year, and my neighbors all wanted to know
where I got my seed. J. Hilderman.

Charleston, Pa., Jan. 13, 1873.

" My Cabbage, grown from your seed, has taken the first premium for
three years at the Hoosac Valley fair, and it is with pleasure that I rec-
ommend your seed to the public. George Davis.
North Adams, Mass., April, 22, 1873.

"I sent for a package of those large Mammoth Cabbage Seeds last

year, and I never had better success with my cabbages than with them.
1 raised one' which weighed 32£ lbs. J. Reeves.
Birmingham, Conn., March 12, 1873.

" Everybody that saw my Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage said I had
the largest and best cabbage that they had ever seen in Clay County.

Coffee, Ltd., March 28, 1873. Thomas J. Fires.

"I am safe in saying^ that the Mammoth, Stone-Mason and Fottler
were the best cabbages 1 ever saw grow. Wm. Stobie.
Murray, Ind., Feb. 25, 1873.

" The Cannon Ball and Fottler Cabbage seed that I got of you last
year all grew nicely, and better cabbages never grew in northern In-
diana." James D. Phillips.

Winfield, Indiana, Feb. 17, 1S73.

" Mr. J. Elliot raised cabbages from your Marblehead Mammoth seed
[
got for him, that weighed 60 lbs. trimmed." J, J. Dawson.
Tillamook Co., Oregon.

" Seeds purchased from you last year were all No. 1, especially Cab-
bage. I used about 500 plants, from seed purchased of you in 1872.
500 No. 1 large heads were the result. I also used 000 plants given to
me by a friend, the seed of which was purchased in town, the result
was not one cabbage out of 000 plants. J. W. Green.
Paris, III., March 'n, 1S73.

" Seed bought last year all did well and gave general satisfaction.
Our Marblehead and Stone-Mason and Fottler's Cabbages were a perfect
show, and by far the best cabbages in this county."
McDowell, Ya., March 8, 1873. I. W. Alexander.
" I have used your garden seeds and they are the best that I have ever

used. Ihave raised thirty tons of the Mammoth Cabbage to the acre."
Dayton, Nevada, Dec. 8, 1872. A. J. Barrett.

" The Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage seed I received from you last
spring did remarkably well. I believe every seed grew. My neighbors
and many others were astonished to see the large and solid heads of
cabbage; they weighed from 20 to 50 lbs. to the head and were tender
and sweet and excellent in every respect." William Steele.

Iirookville, Pa.

" Your Stone-Mason Cabbage has proved first rate with me the last
two seasons. Every one gives a good head. It was the best in our
market." I. L. Schcltz.
Fly Mountain, N. Y., March 2, 1872.

" The seeds I got of you last year were all what they were represented
to be. I had an acre of the finest Cabbages ever grown in this section.
Some heads weighed upwards of 25 lbs., and a large number ranged
from 15 to 20 lbs. Many of my neighbors desire to have of James J. H.
Gregory's seeds. Success to the Yankee seed grower !"

\\eaversvtile, Pa., April 5, 1872. H. S. Seiple.

"The Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage was the largest I ever raised,
and the sweetest and tenderest." Jacob Hartman.
Hellen, Pa. March 4, 1872.

" The seed I had of you was as recommended. I planted about one
acre of the best Fottler's and Mammoth Cabbages, and had a good sized
head to every plant, the Fottler's weighing as high as 24 lbs., and some
of the Mammoths were so large I could not get them into a barrel."
Lawrence, 3fass., Feb. 28, 1872. A. F. Clark.

"Among the Flat Dutch Cabbages I raised from the seed I received
from you, I had one that measured in circumference around the solid
head four feet eight inches." Charles Shilling.

Wassaic, N. Y., Feb. 13, 1872.

" The seeds that I received from you last spring were just what you
represented them to be. I raised your Mammoth Cabbage last year to
the weight of 32 lbs., and the Stone-Mason to the weight of 26£ and the
Fottler to 18| lbs." William R. Campbell.
Quincy, Mich., Feb. 19, 1872.

" The cabbages I raised last year, the Winnigstadt, Fottler's and
Stone-Mason, from the seed I obtained of you, were the finest I ever
saw. I could sell them for good prices, while others here could hardly
sell theirs at all. I have bought most of my seeds of you for the last

five years, and have always found them A, No. 1."

Wilmington, PL, Feb. 20, 1871. J. R. Bickerton.

"The Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage seed I received from you last

spring did remarkably well. I believe "every seed grew. My neighbors
were astonished to see the Mammoth Cabbage. Several of them weighed
upwards of 30 lbs. each. They took the premium at the St. Clair
County Fair." Robert E. French.
Fort Gratiot, Mich., Jan. 4, 1871.

Last year received from you one package of Marblehead Mammoth
cabbage. The heads weighed from 30 to 47i pounds. It is the best cab-
bage I ever saw." Francis Dinely.
Sarah P. O., Pa., March 3, 1873.

" For the last three years, since I bought seed of you, they were of the
best quality and pure. The Early UlmTSavoy and also Improved Amer-
ican Savoy are the best and tenderest cabbages I ever tasted."
Hamburg, Iowa, Feb. 24, 1871. Andrew Ruedy.

" The seed I received last year from you did very well, particularly the
Early Wyman Cabbage. It was the best of early cabbages I ever raised."

Stemlersville, Pa., Jan. 30, 1871. L. I. Held.

" I have been much pleased with your seeds. They have been as rec-

ommended in your Catalogue. I raised your Mammoth Cabbage last

year weighing 45 lbs." Thomas F. Coleman.
Bowmanville, Ontario, Canada, Jan. 27, 1870.

"Your Marblehead Mammoth Cabbages grown here have weighed
from 28 to 39 lbs. Prof. Long of our town gives them the preference to

any other for flavor." A. G. Cole
Delaware, Wis., Oct., 1870.

" From the Marblehead Mammoth and Fottler's Early Drumhead
Cabbage seeds that I got from you last year, I raised the largest and the

best cabbages ever raised in this part of the country. Even an old
Yankee told me, ' in all my travelsj' he says, ' I never saw anything in

the cabbage line to equal them.' " Patp.ick Bolgkr,
Harper's Ferry, Iowa, March 2, 1871.
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"I grew a head last season (Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage) weigh-
ing 35£ lbs., and took the premium at our County Fair."

-Beaver Bam, Wis., March 16, 1870. H. V. Bogeet.

" I received last year the seed of your Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage,
and was much pleased with them. I raised one weighing 41 lbs."
Levanna, N. Y., Feb. 4, 1870." Wm. R. Geinnell.

"I raise 10,000 to 20,000 Cabbages a year. Your Little Pixie and Fot-
tler's were No. 1 with me last year. Pixie ten days earlier than Early
York side by side." Hebmon Glass. •

Hartford's 'Landing, N. Y., April 2, 1870.

" From one package of your Winhjgsta'dt Cabbage last year I raised
more good cabbages than for twenty years before of all other kinds. All
your seeds were good and /rue." Jesse F. Bailey.

Washington, X. H., Feb. 12, 1870.

" Your Stone-Mason is the most excellent cabbage I have ever seen.
The Sehweinfurt Quintal is No. 1 for an early cabbage, being white,
crisp and tender, and heads remarkably well." K. W. Noyes.
South Haven, Mich., April 24, 1S70.

Jggp- My customers at the South will please observe

the following : ^Jgg

" Your Stone Mason cannot be heat for early Spring. I have raised
them to weigh 16 lbs. Our inhabitants never saw such large ones grow
South before." J. S. Stebbins.

Iiiceboro, Ga., Aug. 8, 1874.

.From the Pensncola (Florida) Express, May, 1873.
" I send you to-day, a cabbage grown on pine land, weighing six-

teen pounds, and that you may not think this has been grown only for
exhibition, I would be happy to have you come out to my farm, and
take a look at my " crop," where I can show you a great many vegeta-
bles of just as fine quality. This cabbage was grown from seeds from J.

J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass., which were sown in July last, and
planted out in November, the ground thoroughly broken up and suhsoiled."

" Mr. H. J. Van Pelt, of Mandarin Point, Florida, has been very suc-
cessful in vegetable raising. Yesterdav he deposited in our office a cab-
bage which weighs 38 pounds. It is solid and perfectly formed, of the
Marblehead Mammoth variety. The seed were sown in September last,
transplanted in October on an area of three-fourths of an acre, fertilized
with 500 pounds of Fisli Guano, procured of Mr. J. W. Hawkins, of
this city, composted with swamp muck, and applied broadcast and in
the hill. He commenced marketing the first of April and finished yes-
terday. The cabbage have varied from 10 to 20 pounds in weight. Total
receipts from three-fourths of an acre, over §400. The seed was pro-
cured from Mr. Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass. , who makes cabbage a
specialty."—Jacksonville [Florida] paper, May, 1873.

" I think it would be a difficult matter to find a finer lot of Cabbages
than those I have growing from the Little Pixie, Cannon Ball and Win-
nigstadt seeds obtained from you in the winter."

Wallerboro, 8. C, May 17, 1872. W. S. Haeley.

"The paper of your Mammoth Cabbage seed sent me last summer
was duly received, and from them I raised the largest and finest cabbages
that I have ever grown, in a trial of about 40 years."

Griffin, Ga., Feb. 24, 1871. J. S. Jones.

" I send enclosed a slip from the ' Galveston News,'' showing the style
of Cabbage your Mammoth produced this winter. The heaviest weighed
20 lbs., which far exceeds anything raised here before."

Gloucester, Texas, Jan. 0, 1870. H. M. Stkingfellow.

"Your Marblehead Mammoth Cabbages are wonderful
;
they grow to

the size of an umbrella." Thomas Flanigan.
1'alermo, Kansas.

"The Mammoth Cabbage was the largest and best I ever saw,—

a

great many came from miles around to see them. Both this and the
Mammoth Sweet Corn proved first rate. I bought one paper of common
drumhead cabbage seed at the store, and sowed this and your seed both
the same day, set out the plants all one day, cultivated* and hoed all
alike, and the result was that every plant from your cabbage seed headed
well, some so large you could hardly squeeze them into a bushel basket,
while of others not more than one in ten ever headed at all, and what
did were of very inferior quality. Jacob A. Schofield.
Hancocl;,Mo.

Season before the last I had the pleasure of introduc-

ing to the public this choice, new tomato. This tomato
will be found to excel in the most desirable characteris-

tic, of having much of the fruit ripen at once, so that

it is not only remarkably early in presenting ripe fruit

before other varieties, but remarkable also, in excell-

ing others $3t*in earliness of ripening the great bulk

of the crop.

What the public have very generally found it, will

be pretty conclusively shown from the testimonials that

follow which I have extracted from letters of commenda-
tion which my customers have sent me. The result of

a third year's test of its merits on a large scale, has

been a thorough endorsement of the good qualities

shown in former trials, when I found it the earliest of
twenty-five varieties. The fruit was not only the earliest

of all, but of large size, symmetrical and handsome,
while in ripening it had no green left around the stem, a

great fault with many kinds otherwise good. The fruit

was heavy, full meated and rich, between round and oval

in shape, and red in color
; it was distributed very evenly

on the vines.

I offer headquarters seed this season by the package,
ounce and pound. For seed of my own growing, saved
from selected specimens—per package, 15 cents.

;
per

ounce, $1.00 ;
per lb., $10. I have again had a special

selection of seed stock made for me, from a crop grown
in Canada, by the originator

; a few bushels of the very
earliest being selected for seed from a field of two acres.

This seed is 25 cents per package, and $2.00 per ounce.
Dealers supplied at a discount.

I invite attention to the very general stress made in

these extracts not only to the earliness but also to the
fine flavor of our new tomato. I first invite attention to

a communication from the gentleman Avho originate the

Canada Victor Tomato, MrTs. H. Mitchell.

" I have grown the Victor Tomato now for 8 years. It is a cross be"
tween Cook s Favorite and Large Eed. I have taken special pains to
save no seed except from the earliest and very best shaped tomatoes

;

this has made a decided imrovement upon it. With me, it is fully a
week ahead of anything I have tried, and 1 have tried nearly all kinds.
The Early York and Hubbards Curled are the earliest with me, but are
fully a week behind Victor. I have tried Orange Field, Maupay's
Superior, Cedar Hill, Key's Prolific, Cook's Favorite, Hathaway'

s

Excelsior, and. in fact, every kind that I thought was likely to succeed..

The Victor Tomato is a very solid tomato, weighing 60 lbs. to the bushel,

plump weight. It is first class in point of flavor. Moreover it has the
remarkable quality of keeping its flavor late in the season

; _
what J

mean is, that when ripened in cool, wet weather, it is of fair flavor

when other varieties are quite insipid, and almost or quite useless.

This, in part, is accounted for from the fact that it seldom cracks

open like other tomatoes, but keeps sound. This is a very valuable fea-

ture to us here, where our seasons are short, and are troubled with

frosty nights, sometimes every month in the summer. If you wish to
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make use of any of my statements you arc at perfect liberty to do so."
Ontario, Feb. 24, 1873. S. H. Mitchell.

"Last spring I received a package of Canada Victor seed from you. I
planted them, they grew finely, and I picked the finest, ripe, large
tomatoes I have seen. They po ahead of any tomato I ever saw for

earliness, flavor and solidity of flesh." John F. C. Dolman.
Cimbcrland, Ohio, Feb. 3, 1874.

.

"Your Canada Victor is unsurpassed for earliness and quality, and
for hardiness beats all we ever saw. Other tomatoes were killed to the
ground with the frost and the Victor still stood its ground two weeks
longer. We ask no better for family use." T. H. Cat-em.
Manhattan, Riley Co., Kansas, March 2G, 1^4.

"I was greatly pleased with the 'Canada Victor' Tomato the past
summer. It ripened up the evenest and had the best flavor of any kind
yet

;
planted on pretty rich ground and had a very large crop. I shall

not plant any other kind the coming spring, as it fills the hill ; 25 seeds
for 25 cents proved a good investment." J. "VV. Tobey.
Neenuli. Winnebago Co., Wis., Dec. 'Zi, 1S73.

"The Canada Victor Tomato exceeds all that I ever raised for earli-

ness, yield and quality." A. C. Sesson.
'Facionjcille, J'a., Feb. 12, 1874.

" The Canada Victor Tomato surpasses in earliness, richness and
productiveness any tomato I have ever grown."

Sprint/field, Ohio. Thomas D. Mills.

"Your Canada Victor Tomato is all that you represented it to be. I
thought it was ' puffed up ' more than it deserved, as new seeds often
are, but I was completely surprised when I saw the vines ripening their
fruit. It is early, smooth and solid." Joseph Love.
Bacon, Coshocton Co., Ohio, Feb. 21, 1874.

"Canada Victor. We tried this new tomato last season, and our
opinion is that it will occupy the same place as an early variety that the
Trophy does an a medium and late sort.

* It is the most uniformly smooth
of any of the flat varieties—is very solid and ripens up to the stem
without a green spot. We expect to have a good many acres in tomatoes
the coming year, and shall plant hut two sorts, Canada Victor and
Trophy. We are satisfied that we have found the best sorts for our use,
and shall experiment no more."

—

W. F. Massey in Am. Farmer, Feb.,
1874.

"I had a package of 'Canadian Victor Tomato' from you last year,
which pave great satisfaction, and I think stands fall frost better than
any other variety. After my neighbors lost theirs, all frozen down,
the Canadian Victor grew and ripened for over two weeks."
ArmowP. O., Ontario, Mch. 25, 1874. Alkx'r Gardner, P. M.

" I grew a fine lot of Canada Victor Tomatoes from seed purchased of
you last spring. They proved to be earlier thau any other variety
cultivated bv us." *f L. J. Denton.

Ptainfleld, A'. J., Jan. 9, 1874.

" The 25 seeds of ' Canada Victor,' that you sent us for 25 cents,
proved a good investment. It is with us remarkably early, handsome,
roductive, and fine flavored. We have experimented with several
inds : Trophy, Tilden, Mexican, De Laye and Wonder. We like the

Tilden, well ; the Trophy, better ; and the Victor, best. In earliness,
the Victor is decidedly ahead." Bowen Bros.
Mandarin, Flo., Sept., 13, 1873.

"You may recollect that late last spring I ordered a package of
Canada Victor Tomato seed from you. I planted the seed May 24, in
my hot bed, and when large enough I planted them out in hills, four by
four feet. They grew finely, and on the 29th day of July following I
picked the finest, ripe, large tomatoes I have seen. For earliness,
quality of flavor and solidity of flesh, I think they have no superior."
Duncan's Falls, Ohio, Sept. 2, 1873. J. C. Neff.

" I find upon trial that the Canada Victor Tomato exceeds both the
Gen. Grant and Boston Market varieties in earliness, and is a heavier
cropper than either. I should have done better had I planted nothing
but Canada Victors. They ripen very quickly, maturing the whole crop
soon after the first picking." H. A. Merrill.
Forth Beverly, Mass., Nov. 1, 1873.

MOORE'S CONCORD CORN.
This fine variety of sweet corn is a cross between

Crosby's Early and Burr's Mammoth Corn, making as
the result a much larger ear than Crosby's. It has
taken the prize for earliness for two years in succession
at the exhibitions of the Massachusetts Horticultural

" I can now speak for the Victor Tomato from my own experience in

growing it. First, it is earlier than ' Dwarf Orangcficld, Hubbard's
Curled Leaf or Early Smooth Red. ' The vine grows in a better shape
under glass, and is more woody than any tomato I have ever grown.
After planting out in the field, it is more compact in habit than any
of the standard varieties, and needs less pruning than any other, as it

sets its fruit early and rapidly, and the fruit is more uniform in size

than other tomatoes, being well diffused over the vines. Lastly, it is a
solid, smooth tomato of superior flavor, ripens to the stem withoutcrack-
ing, and with careful handling can be kepi 14 days after picking. Conse-
quently it is unsurpassed as.a market variety, where the markets are at
a long distance. I neglected to say it has a good flavor, and is free from
the flavor of the tomato vine, that is so disagreeable to many persons,
and often found in other tomatoes." F. F. Smith
Aurora, III., August, 10, 1S73.

"I found your Victor Tomato three weeks ahead of the Trophy, and
very attractive for a market tomato." I. T. Mapes.

Ijowells, N. Y., Sept. 1, 1S73.

" The Canada Victor Tomato. Our experience with this tomato
this season has been a very satisfactory one. We had them ripen
fifteen days earlier than any other kind—planted on the same day.
The fruit is good sized, smooth, and ripens thoroughly to the stem.
With these combined qualities we consider it a very valuable acqui-
sition."

—

Lewisburg Chronicle. H. C. Ammon, Editor.
Lewisburg, J'a., Oct., 1873.

"Iam luxuriating on ripe tomatoes, fully three weeks earlier in the
season than ever before, cultivated in the usual manner from ' Canada
Victor ' seeds purchased of you. All who have seen my crop pronounce
them the fairest and smoothest ever seen, while their flavor and solidity
leave nothing to desire. I have tried every known variety, but till now
was never satisfied. My location is cold and windy, with northerly
prospect, high up in the Green mountains. Hence I consider the result
remarkable. All other seeds purchased of you proved good as usual."

Weston, Vt., Aug. 12, 1873. C. L. Whitman.

" The Canada Victor Tomato was very nice, earlier than any thing in
this part of the country, smooth and productive."

Columbia City, Indiana, Oct., 1873. David S. Fletcher.

" Tomato. We have on trial this year several varieties of tomatoes,
and have found none among the lot that can compare with the Canada
Victor. This new acquisition has proved to us thus far one of the best
early tomatoes we have ever handled."

—

Southern Agriculturist.
Louisville, Ky., Aug., 1873. Thomas J. Key, Publisher.

"This year I tried the Canada Victor. This variety was introduced
by Mr. Gregory, of Massachusetts, and although I paid half a dollar for
a paper of 20 seeds, I got a great bargain, and a prize. The Canada
Victor tomato I found to be 12 to 14 days earlier than the Trophy or
Arlington

; not quite so large, but very handsome, smooth, solid, and
the best flavored tomato I ever raised. They will also produce nearly
double the quantity of any other variety that I have ever tried. I shall
hereafter cultivate only the Trophy and the Canada Victor, as they are
unquestionably the two best varieties now in this country."
Boothby Hill, Md., Sept. 20, 1873. S. N. Hyde.

" Your Canada Victor has proved to me to be the best tomato for
market on account of its earliness and solidness." A. W. Campbell.
Schenectady, N. Y., Sept. 4, 1S73.

" Upon trial I find your Canada Victor Tomato to be very early and of
decidedly superior flavor." Artemus Longley.

Groton, Mass., Aug. 20. 1873.

"Early Tomatoes. Mr. John C Squires, yesterday picked several
large ripe tomatoes from his vines. We think they must be the first

ripe tomatoes in this vicinity. He bought 25 seeds in the spring from
the establishment of James J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass., for
which he paid a cent apiece.—From them he kept nine plants, and ho
estimates that their yield will reach over five bushels. They are called
the ' Canada Victor,' and are a large, smooth and handsome variety."

—

Ingham County News.

Society, and is thought very highly of by the market
gardeners around Boston. Gardeners who are in

search of a large early variety, will find this new
corn quite an acquisition. It is very sweet in quality

and makes from twelve to sixteen rows. Per pack-

age 10 cents
;
per quart 60 cents ; sent post-paid to aaxy

address. Per peck, by express, $2 00.

k
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The Hubbard and American Turfoars Squashes, &c.

THE HUBBARD SQTT-A.SH.

The Hubbaro Squash. As the original introducer

of the Hubbard Squash I think I may rest from my
labors, as it has been universally adopted throughout

the country. I have introduced a new competitor, the

Marblebead (see page ) to public notice.

The yield of the Hubbard Squash, and indeed of all

other varieties, differs vastly in different sections of the

country, the crops varying from four to ten tons per

acre. The whole matter of yield and culture is too

extensive a subject to be fairly discussed in my limited

space. The public will find this and many kindred top-

ics fully treated of in my work on Squash Culture.

Many of my friends have doubtless had their seed

badly mixed by cultivating the Hubbard in the vicinity

of other varieties of Squash. To such I would say that

they will find my seed to be very pure ; the result of a

careful selection of seed and perfectly isolated cultiva-

tion for many years having been to throw out admix-
tures, and leave the Hubbard remarkably pure. Let

me not be understood ras saying my seed is perfectly

pure, for, as every farmer who has had experience knows,
perfect purity in the Squash family is impossible ; but

the seed I raise is nearly perfectly pure,—as near, as the

utmost care by isolation for years can make it, and the

great difference in purity between this and the average

seed of the market, every farmer who has tried it knows.

American Turban Squash.
I have sent this fine Squash
out as the best of all fall squash-

es, as good for fall as the Hub-
bard is for winter. The type

of the Turban is not so fixed as

ffl that of the Hubbard (the French
Turban, Acorn, Hubbard, and
Marrow, having originally en-

tered into its composition); but

though occasionally a poor

let it be but fairly tested and

beyond all question it will rank by far the dryest, the

sweetest, the finest grained and richest flavored of all

fall Squashes.

I have full faith that the Turban will soon be adopted

A-inericaix Turban.
Squash may be found,

throughout the United States as the best of all fall
Squashe3.

33= I note that by one or more of the Philadelphia
seed firms the Turban Squash is spoken of as a showy
variety of but little»value for domestic use. It is very
evident that they have confounded the showy but worth-

less French Turban with the American Turban Squash.
I give extracts from a few letters which" show how the

American Turban is appreciated.

" Your American Turban Squash beats any I ever saw, and my neigh-
bors who tested it sav it is the best squash they ever saw."

Clyde, Ohio, Feb. VI, 1873. P. T. Patrick.

"Mr. Lyon pronounces the Turban Squash the best squash he has
ever tried." Mrs. Sarah E. Lyon.

Howell, Mich., May 28, 1873.

" I unhesitatingly pronounce the Turban Squash the very best squash
that grows. I have kept them into January."

Greenvale, Iowa, March 24, 1873. Mrs. Martha Wolf.
" Your Turban and Hubbard Squash I found magnificent."
South San Diego, Cal., Oct. 25, 1872. John P. "Wilson.

"The Turban and Hubbard are both excellent, the former the best
squash I have ever seen." T. E. Mead.
North Bridgton, Me., Feb. 1, 1872.

" The American Turban beats all fall squashes I ever raised or ate, for

fine flesh and good flavor." W. P. Tate.
Clearfield, Pa., Oct. 30, 1872.

" The American Turban Squash is just the thing it is represented to

be. One squash is worth a dozen eggs in the way of making egg custards,

and no person should be without tliein that likes something good to eat."

Shady Gxove, Washington Parish, La., July 30, 1872. S. E. Rankin.

" Your Turban Squash cannot be beat. It kept with me until March
perfectly sound." Jas. H. Crosby,

Greene, Chenango Co., N. Y., May 9, 1872.

" I have bought seeds of you for several years and they have given the

best satisfaction, especially the 'American Turban Squash,' aud Amer-
ican Savoy Cabbage." A. M. Walker.

Cardiff^ Mitchell Co., Iowa, Feb. 8, 1872.

" The American Turban is much better than I had supposed a squash
could be. We have some now, March 18, that are good."

Castle Sock, Dakota Co., Minn., March 18, 1871. J. J. Cook.

" The American Turban Squash I had of you last spring proved to be

the best squash I ever saw. I kept them into January. They were

sweet and nice." Charles W. Strout.
Wales, Maine, Feb. 5, 1871.

" The American Turban Squash surpasses in excellence any variety

that I ever raised before, and it has kept well into the winter."

Stowe, Mass., April, 1870. E. W. Fuller.

" I unhesitatingly pronounce the Turban Squash the very best squash

that grows. It is the next thing to a sweet potato. I presume fifty

different persons who have eaten the squash at my table have said the

same thing." H. D. Smalley.
New Baltimore, Stark Co., Ohio, March 6, 1868.

" The Marblehead, Hubbard and Turban simply^;/ vp the measure

of my desire." D. Wisterman.
Keiferville, Ohio, Mch. 1S74.

The Cocoanut Squash. To those who like some-

thing of the squash kind like the Canada Crookneck in

flavor, only every way a great deal better, I would rec-

ommend the little Cocoanut squash ;
small, but exceed-

ingly prolific, bearing a dozen squashes to a single vine.

They are more ornamental for the parlor than the most

beautiful of gourds.

Mammoth - Squash. Mammoth Squashes, though of

but little value for table use, on rich land in those sec-

tions where roots are but little cultivated, are very

profitable as food for cattle. I give the substance of

letters received from a few of my correspondents, that
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my friends may be able to compare notes. A half acre
of these Squashes have averaged 75 lbs. in weight.
"In 1871, I grew a Mammoth Yellow Chili Squash from a seed

obtained from you, weighing Ki7 lbs., in my garden, crowded by a heavy
crop of vegetables ; it was where lime and ashes had been thrown."
Red Bank, N. J., April 5, 1873 Alfred Earle.
"I raised -908 lbs. of the Mammoth Chili Squash from one seed.

Wishing you success, Yours truly,
Piper City, HI., March 29, 1873. J. W. Skinner.

Mr. H. A. Barnes of Fair Haven, Ct., writes:—" I

obtained French Mammoth Squash seed, with your name
on package, in New Haven, and from this I raised two
squashes, one weighing 193 lbs. and one 185 lbs., and
they were a curiosity here." Mr. John Lehn, of Wil-
liamsville, N. Y., writes: " I raised a Mammoth French
Squash from the seed 1 had of you last season, that
weighed 130 lbs., and one this season that weighed 186
lbs." Mr. Alvin Ginn of Boyer River, Iowa, writes :

"I raised one Squash of the French Mammoth measur-
ing 7 feet 3 inches in circumference and weighing 169
lbs." Mr. W. H. Spera of Ephrata, Pa., states that he
let but one Mammoth Squash grow on a vine, and that
weighed 210 lbs. Mr. G. Hindley of Monticello., N. Y.,
writes that he allowed four to grow, and they weighed
respectively 101, 100, 64 and 40 lbs. Mr. L. G. M.
Smith of Nassau St., N. Y., writes,—" I raised a Mam-
moth French Squash from the seed I had of you last
season, that weighed 156 lbs., which I sold for $10."
But Mr. James Rister of Bethany, Missouri, takes the
palm from all of us. He writes—"I must brag a little, for
I believe from the seed I had of you I raised the largest
Squash in the world ; it weighed over 300 lbs! On two
vines I had 82 Squashes, the least weighed 40 lbs., and
from that up to over 300; the largest measured 11 feet
6 inches in circumference." Mr. Rister adds,—" these
grew on our natural soil, without manure • I can hardly
expect you to believe this, but 1 can bring two witnesses
to prove it." I presume Mr. Rister grew these on some
rich, river-bottom land. Mr. J. S. Witherspoon of Siver-

ly, Ohio, Writes :r-" I raised from five seeds of the Mam-
moth Squash, got of you, over 780 pounds of Squashes

;

one weighed 131 lbs." Mr. J. H. Pearson of Ainsworth,
Iowa, writes :

—" I raised a Mammoth Squash that
weighed 171 lbs., from seed procured of you." Mr.
Samuel M. Miller of Waterloo, Iowa, writes :—" From
eight seeds I had a heaping (two-horse) wagon box full,

about the half of which had well matured. I had four
or five that weighed over 100 lbs., the heaviest of which
weighed 171 lbs. I can recommend them as a valuable
Squash to raise for Milch cows:" Mr. Jonas Teachout,
of Sterling Centre, N. Y., writes " I raised one Chili
squash that weighed 192 lbs.

I hold these at 15 cents a package.

Having reason to believe that a hint on the cooking of
Squashes may be interesting if not of value to some of ray
many thousands of new customers, I reprint the following
from my catalogue of 1873.

For the Table. Put the pieces into boiling water to
which a little salt has been added, and boil (or what is better
steam,) until they can be freelv pierced with a fork, which
will usually be in about twenty-five minutes. Now take the
squash immediately from the water, and scraping off the thin
layer of fibre which surrounded the seed, pare off the skin
from the Turban, or if it be the Hubbard, then scrape the
squash out of the shell, mash it fine and season to taste with
a little butter and salt, and if the sweetness is not sufficient
mash in a little fine white sugar.

Squash Pies. To a scant pint of squash, cooked and
sifted, allow one quart of milk. Heat the milk to a boiling
point and pour it on to the squash, then add two eg^s, well
beaten, with sugar, salt and nutmeg to taste, and stir. The
pies should be baked in very deep pie plates covered with
bottom crust. No upper crust should be used, If the crust is
partially baked before the squash is poured in it will be im-
proved.

Squash Pudding. Should be made the same as the pies
with the exception that but one egg is needed, and it should
be baked in a deep pudding dish without any crust. To be
baked about two hours.

Cold. Frame and Hot Bed.
Early tomato plants in a small way may be raised in flower pots orboxes in a warm kitchen window; so also may egg plants and peppers.When raising them in the house, the pot or box containing the seedshould be placed quite near the stove for a few days, and the sSil be keptwell moistened until the plants begin to break ground, when they maybe removed to a warm window. It is best, if practicable, to have butone plant m each pot, that they may grow short and stocky. If the seedare not planted earlier than the middle of April for out of door cultiva-

tion a cold frame will answer. Cold frames are extensively used bymarket gardeners to carry lettuce and cabbage plants through the winterSelect the locality in the fall, choosing a warm location on a southern
slope,_pvotected by a fence or building on the north and northwest Setposts in the ground nail two boards to these parallel to each other oneabout a foot m height and the other towards the south about four inchesnarrower; this will give the sashes resting on them the right slow toshed the ram and receive as much heat as possible from the sun. Havethese boards at a distance apart equal to the length of the sash whichmay be any common window sash for a small \>%l, or the length of ausual gardener s sash If common window sash is used, cut channels inthe cross bars to let the water run off. Dig the ground th, .roughly fit isbest to cover it m the fall with litter to keep the frost out, ) ad rake outall stones or clods; then slide in the sash and let it remain closed threeor four days that the soil may be warmed by the sun's rays. The twoend boards and the bottom boards should rise as high as the sash to pre-vent the heat escaping and the bottom board of a small ftame shouTdhave a stop nailed mside to rest the sash on. Next rake thoroughly inguano or phosphate or finely pulverized hen manure, and plant i rowstwo to six inches apart, depending on whether the plants are to be anow-
^nffl

ma
?rr

,
are t0 ^transplanted; if the latter then two mches willbe sufficient distance. Thm out the tomato plants when quite small butallow peppers to remain rather thick at first by reason of danger fromdepredations of the cut worm. As the season advances, raise the sashesan mch or two in the middle of the day and water freely at evening withwater that is nearly of the temperature of the earth in the frame As

the heat of the season increases whitewash the glass, and keen themmore and more open until, at about the close of May, lust before themore tender varieties are set in open ground, allow the glass to remainentirely off both day and night, unless there should be a cold rah Thiswill harden them so that they will not be apt to be injured by thecabbagebeetle as well as chilled and put back by
1

the change. If the tomato
p ants have been well hardened, the stalks will be of°a red color. Shouldthe plants be getting too large before the season for transplanting they

l?*?* V ^Ti
111

? ^
nife WitIiin a c°Vleof inches ofthe stalk. If it is desirable to dwarf the tomatoes and thus force theminto a compact growth transplant into another cold frame, allowingeach plant double the distance it before occupied

tiJ^f
St
n
n
r

t

n
e
17
fmCl ma™#ement of a Hot Bed is much the same as

tha.. ot a Cold Frame with the exception that being started earlier the
requisite temperature has to be kept up by artificial means, fermentingmanure being relied upon for the purpose, and the loss of this heat has
to be checked more carefully by straw matting, and in the far North byshutters also. Ihe front and back are also made higher than in a cold

Horse manure with plenty of litter and about quarter its bulk in
leaves, if attainable, all having been well mixed together is thrown intoa pile, and left for a few days until steam escapes, when the mass isagain thrown over and left tor two or three days more, after which it isthrown m the pit (or it may be placed directly on the surface) fromeighteen inches to two feet in depth, when it is beaten down with. a forkand trodden well together The sashes are now put on and kept there
until heat is developed The first intense heat must be al lowed to

.

passfi1*^ 1" ^m al>0Ut thr? daP after t,le hiSh temperature isreached. Now throw on six inches of fine soil, in which mix a very lib-eral supply of well rotted manure free from all straw, or rake in thor-oughly superphosphate or guano, at the rate of 2000 pounds to the acreand plant the seed as in cold irame. Keep day temperature 70 to 80 de-grees and don't allow it to fall below 55 degrees at night 1 f the tem-perature exceed 75 degrees the plants are liable to. grow spinning andweak. Do not move the sashes to. give air immediately after reniovm"the mats in the morning, least the young plants, damp off
"
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Bare, Novel, or Very Desirable.
Anions the New, Rare or Desirable Vegetables, I would call particular attention to the following.

ST- "While most of these new and rare vegetables will be found to he of universal value, ethers may vary in quality with the soil and loc:

a eeneral rule we are not rendered capable of passing judgment on a new vegetable by the result of a singe trial. Oftentimes the mos

rnfmm the result of planting one season is what are possibly the merits or demerits of it ; a second may develop what are pro&aWy its merits

lemerits - and usually a third season will be required to enable us fully to determine its value, and give the new-comer its true place in the

As a

lean

^SsvIm U
T
l

ake Mexican Swe^ be°wet and cold at the time it matures for

table use, this variety being more sensitive in its habits, than the old standard sorts may be more affected in its ^^^*fy'X5ffi»
nerior to them in sweetness Kow let the next season be a hot and dry one, and the same corn, having a season more congenial to its tropical

Tt\Z wiUd^etopltofall quaW^ and demonstrate its full claim to the rank given it in my catalogue. So with many of the varieties o£oiaTo-

^&' ^mm«^^<mltivati<m«rf many kinds, I am fully convinced that though some have been overpraised, yet with a majority an

would reverse or greatly qualify the hasty opinions often expressed of them, from a trial-of but a single season.^

The following are the more rare and valuable vegetables which I in-

matoes ; trom i

experience of three years

AST New Vegetables for 1875.
troduce into my catalogue for the first time this season.

Price
per
"k'ge

Butman Squash. (See page 1.)

White Bean Pea. As every farmer knows the

bean known in the market as " Pea" Bean though very

small is not spherically round. This variety is on the

contrary globular in form, having precisely the shape

of the common pea

Autumnal Late Giant Cauliflower. Very

large headed and extremely productive

Italian Early Giant Cauliflower. (Au-

tumnal.) Extra fine, large, white headed and early.

This is the autumnal variety which is so highly produc-

tive in northern climates

Tailby's Hybrid Cucumber. This new cucumber

is a perfectly successful cross between the White Spine

and a variety of the large English sorts. As prolific

as the White Spine, it grows to a large size, and is

well worthy the attention of amateurs and the market

gardener

Russian Netted Cucumber. A native of the

Ukraine country and very proline : surpasses all others

in hardiness ; middle size, flesh white, and the skin is

covered with a pretty brown network which imparts to

the fruit a peculiar as well as a handsome appearance.

Cranes' Early Wyman Cabbage. Market gar-

deners will find this very solid strain of the Wyman
-Cabbage an improvement in making harder heads than

the common sort

Bonnet Gourd, Dish Cloth Gourd or Luffa.

The peculiar lining of the fruit, so tough, elastic and

enduring, has given it its name. The vine is very or-

namental, having dark green foliage with silvery shade,

and large yellow blossoms in clusters. It requires a

frame or support. The seeds should be started in hot bed

Christiana Melon. (Pure.) I offer this season a

pure stock of this remarkably early and very choice

melon. •

Hardy Ridge Melon. This melon is the one

most common in the markets of London and Paris. In

shane, it resembles a cheese pumpkin and grows very

nearly as large. It is the thickest fleshed of all melons

very hardy and remarkably prolific

Improved Cantaloupe Melon. A very early,

thin fleshed, large round Cantaloupe. Worthy a trial,

as it is very prolific and yields more profit than any oth-

er early market sort

Jackson or Strawberry Melon. A great fa-

vorite in the Middle and Southern States ;
very delic-

ious , seeds white, delicately tipped with red at their

extremities

DeGrace Pea. This new Dwarf German Pea is

the earliest pea yet introduced, being a week earlier

than Carters' First Crop. More dwarf than TomThumb.

15

25

25

15

20

15

15

20

Prica
per

f'k'ge

Fillbasket Pea. A large, very handsome and

prolific pea
;
exceedingly productive

Laxton's No. 1 Pea. Earlier and hardier than

Laxton's Alpha, with straight pods

Laxton's Superlative Pea. Messrs. Carter, the

English seedsmen, speak of this new pea as follows :

—

" The largest and finest podded pea yet raised ; indis-

pensable as an exhibition pea ;
pods have been grown

7 inches in length and are much larger' than the parent

pea, Laxton's Supreme, which has taken the first prize

for several years." Second early, color and flavor ex-

cellent

Omega Pea. This is the " Ne Plus Ultra" crossed

with Veitch's Perfection, and it has all the valuable

characteristics of the former, combined with the dwarf

branching Habit of the latter. Remarkably prolific,

pods fine and closely filled, flavor and color unsur-

15

SO

passed

.

Popular Pea. An improved Champion of Eng-

land, very prolific and fine flavored

Sutton's Emerald Gem Pea. This nevrjirst ear-

ly pea is quite distinct from all others, and is undoubt-

edly one of the finest varieties in cultivation. The peas

retain their green color when cooked and are of a de-

licious marrow-like flavor, much superior to most early

sorts

William 1st Pea. This is another of the new
English Peas which Messrs. Carter claim to be " The

finest Early Pea known, combining flavor, earliness

and productiveness, with appearance." It has long,

handsome, well filled, greenish pods

Tree Pumpkin or Zappallito from Brazil. I

know nothing from personal trial of this new vegetable

sent out by a prominent French seed firm

"Nigger Pumpkin." This is a true strain of the old

fashioned black waited shelled pumpkin of old times..

.

Robert Tomato. This was sent me as a variety

earlier than Canada Victor. It may be so in some lo-

calities, but has not proved so on my grounds

Paragon Tomato. A large round solid tomato,

that has given me much satisfaction. A first rate sort,

to grow either for family use or market

New German Watermelon. This is by far, the

earliest of all varieties of Watermelon, ripening about

a fortnight earlier than Mountain Sweet. It is about

the size of a two quart measure, but is so exceedingly

productive that the same weight of crop can be grown

on the same area, as of the larger sorts. Quality

medium

20

15

15

20

15

10

15

1«
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ESTThc following varieties still claim a place in the list of Rare, Novel or particularly desirable.^

Price
per

P'k'ge

It is highly esteemed by cur

A week earlier than Bassauo.

Blacti Hawt Pole Bean. Several persons residing in

different sections of the West have sent me this bean with the

statement that it was the earliest pole bean they had ever

raised 1 find it, with the exception of a sort I tested this past

season, to be earlier than any variety I have thus far raised

Yaed L>ng Bean. A curious bean of very dark and glossy

foliage. The nods grow two feet and upwards in length

Berberry Seed. For details, see page 10

Egyptian Beet. This new beet is probably the earliest

kind vet known ; is dark in flesh,

best gardeners for afirst early,

30 cents per oz

Bastian's F.akly Biood Turnip Beet. A new Philadel-

phia Pert which is earlier than Bassano with a beautiful biooil-

red color when boiled. Very handsome in shape, market

gardeners haclhetter try this U)ets. peroz.

SAKD3TNG3AM Sprouting Cabdage. The English seeds-

men introduce this new variety as forming an abundance ot

close Growing miniature cabbages up the stem, asm the brus-

sels Snroutsy Of delicious llavor, and a valuable new vegetable

Caster's Little Pixie Savoy. This closely resembles the

Little Pixie in earliness and size, v.

like flavor of tho Savoy

Whe^lek's Cccoanut Cabbage. This is conical in shape

and one of tho best of the English early market varieties. In

this country it makes hard, solid heads

Makblehead Mammoth Cabbage. For a description please

see fifth page

Early Wyman Cabbage. This new cabbage has had the

monopoly of the Boston Market for several years, ail the seed

being in the hands of one person. It is the largest of all the

early "conical sorts, larger even than Early Wakeheld or Early

Oxheart, and is highly popular with market gardeners

Scbymgee's Giant Brussels Sprout. This new English

variety is recommended as a line, dwarf-growing, close-headed

and compact. ...

Carter's Dwarf Mammoth Cauliflower. A it

English sort, very large and quite early

Cauliflower. Dwarf Early La Maitre. (New.) A
new French variety sent out by Viimorin as a. very fine large

heading sort

Lenoemand's Short-Stemmed Mammoth Cauliflower.

A very lino largo variety, considered by the Preach gardeners

one of the very' best for general cultivation

Extra Early Dwarf Erfurt Cauliflower. (Seed

specially selected.) Very early, hardy, dwarf and compact

:

larger than Walcheren. The best for forcing and for general

purposes as an early variety. Its compact habits admit of:

large number being raised on a given area

Boston Market Celery. This is the short, bushy, com-

pact, solid celery, for which Boston Market is so famous

Chufas or Ground Nuts. These very closely resemble in

sweetness and richness of flavor a cocoa, nut. Very proline, a

single one yielding over two hundred

Golden Sweet Corn. I grew this peculiar corn some years

ago ; lost the seed by accident, and have now re-found it. It is

early, ears of good size. It is perfectly unique and differs in

appearance and flavor from every other variety, having (ho

peculiarity of combining the richest flavor of the field corn with

the best Qualities of the sugar corn. Sweet, tender and delic-

ious ;
preferre I by many to every other kind

Pratt's Early Corn. This is the earliest corn of market-

able sizo. It is an acquisition for marketinen as a first early to

come in before. Crosby's, Moore'sor Narragansett. The ears are

of a fair market size, well filled

Mammoth Field Corn. A white field corn claimed to he

the largest kind raised in the Western States. Prom twenty

to forty rowed. Ears, when dry, weigh a pound and a half

Mexican Sweet Corn. I send this out, after athorough

trial of several years and a rigid comparison with all standard

sorts, as one of the sweetest and tendcrest of all varieties of

sweet or sugar corn

Moore's Eaely Concord Sweet Corn. This is a new
early corn from twelve to sixteen rows, said to be earlier than

Crosby's. The vegetable committee of the Massachusetts Hor-

ticultural Society thought so highly of it they awarded it a sil-

ver medal. In packages < ontaining.seed sufficient for fifty hills
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Mammoth Sweet Corn. My Mammoth has taken the first

prize at two of the Annual Exhibitions of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society, the ears exhibited weighing as gathered

from the stalk, between two and three pounds each. 11ns is a

very sweet corn for family use

General Grant Corn. This is the sweetest of all the late

varieties 1 am acquainted with. The ears are very large and the

kernels shrink wonderfully when dry

Pollisson's Telegraph Cucumber. One of the longest of

the forcing varieties

Norbiton Giant Cucumber. This is one of the frame va-

rieties, sent out by the English seedsman as "The finest, long-

est and most prolific cucumber cultivated"

Sn vke Cucumber. A very long variety, (I have raised them

-ix feet in length,) growing coiled up, having much the appear-

ance of a large snake. Pine specimens will sometimes bring

©55.C0 each as curiosities

Improved Long Green Prickly Cucumber. This is the

largest of tho Long Green varieties;' very long and very hand-

Early White Japan Cucumber. This new Cucumber

resembles White Spine, but is of a richer creamy white. It is

exceedingly productive, grows to a good size, and is an earlier

variety than White Spine

Dandelion, New Large Leaved

Very Early Dwarf Egg Plant. A new French variety

of Long Purple. Earliness in the eggplant family is exceed-

ingly desirable, and in this new sort we have an acquisition

Striped Guadaloupe Egg Plavt. Long in shape and

elegantly. striped, sometimes of an elegant sulphur yellow

Scarlet China Egg Plant. Highly ornamental

Ornamental Gourds. The packages contain seeds of

Apple, Orange, Pear, Quince, Bottle, Egg, and other varieties.

Peculiar, attractive and ornamental

Sugar Trough Gourds. These grow to the capacity of

several gallons, and will last years as sap vessels, or for holdm

liquids

Ornamental Kales. These for their great variety in color

of foliage and the elegant structure of the leaves, with the

beautiful symmetry of the plants, are elegant ornaments scat-

tered in the flower garden among shrubbery

King-tolm Cos Lettuce. Tbc finest form of the Paris Cos

type? it stands the.summer heat after the other varieties have

run to seed, and heads in without tieing •

True Boston Curled Lettuce. Good, (but not of the best

in quality. ) and the most elegant of all the Lettuce family m itf

habit of growth. It has the form of a rosette. Very popular.

Peppignan Lettuce. A remarkably reliable Lettuce for

heading in summer—some of my heads measured seven inche

across and were quite compact

Shaw's Golden Superb Melon. This is indeed a superb

melon not in size, for it is small, too small in most localities foi

a market sort, but for family use, where quality is the great dc

sideratum. it much excels the green citron and cannot be sur

passed. It is very prolific

Casaba Muskmelon. This new melon is shaped .like Lar

Musk," is green fleshed, very sweet, melting and delicious,

grows to weigh 15 lbs. A capital melon, succeeding finely m all

It

loc::

Sili's Hybrid Muskmelon. This has all the earliness and

sweetness of the White Japan, but is more spicy and delicious.

Very vigorous and productive. The flesh is of Salmon color.

No garden should be without it

W/kd'3 Nectar Muskmelon. Editors of " Hearth and

Horn,}' state, " both this year and last, Ward's Nectar, in point

» of sweetness and flavor, was the best of the several varieties

Phinney's Watermelon. This, is one of the varieties I

have introduced. Red-fleshed, early and excellent. Those who

could not succeed with other kinds ot watermelons have suc-

ceeded well with this. It stands transportation remarkably well

Sculptured Seeded Cream Fleshed Watermelon. A
new melon from Japan. The flesh, which is very sweet is of a,

delicate cream color. The seed are singularly sculptured with

marks resembling oriental characters
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Joe Johnston Watermelon. The " Southern Planter" de-
scribes this as a large round melon, having a dark green, striped

thin rind, and of the finest flavor. It feels confident that it will

be the melon of the South and sees no reason why it should not
be adapted to other localities. Bather late for latitude of Mas-
sachusetts

Gipsey Melon. (New.) A remarkably large watermelon,
growing half as large again as Mountain Sweet. Very produc-
tive, and of excellent quality. A favorite melon in New Jersey
for the northern market

Mabzajole Onion. A beautiful, silvery, white skinned va-
riety, quite early and a eapital keeper Per oz. 50 cts

Giant Bocca Onion. This is a Mammoth Onion sent out
by one of the English seed firms. To get the fullest develop-
ment of size it should be grown for setts the first season, then
stored to be planted for a second season's growth

New Queen Onion. I find that this new onion is decidedly
the earliest of all varieties. It does not grow to a very large
size, but sufficiently large to bunch while green, and with extra
liberal manuring I doubt not it will make a good sized onion
when dry I think by planting the seed of this, market garden-
ers will get as early an onion as by planting the setts

White Globe Onion. This, when well grown and well
cured, is the handsomest of all onions, and will bring over
double the price of any other sort in the New York market. It

requires a long season in the North, and to keep the color pure
white should be pulled as soon as it begins to dry down and be
cured in the shade, say in a barn where there is a good draught
of air .-

Mammoth Tripoli Onion. One of the largest of the foreign
varieties, which excel our standard sorts both in mildness of
flavor and in their great size

Nasbey's Mammoth Onion. One of the Messrs. Carter's
new Italian Onions, excelling in size and mildness of flavor. . .

.

Dwarf Brittany Pea. A new French Dwarf, sugar and
string pea. Vines about eighteen inches high ; pods very large

;

early

Blue Peter Pea. A new Dwarf English Pea, as early

and as dwarf as Tom Thumb. Pods larger than Tom Thumb,
and Peas larger and richer flavored

Dexter Pea, This new American Pea is sent out by a
gentleman who is probably the largest grower of seed peas in

America, as a new first-early, worthy of trial by marketmen. .

.

Laxton's Alpha Pea. (New.) This new pea is ranked as
A 1 in England, for both its extreme earliness, its dwarf habit
and its superior quality , , ,
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Laxton's Supreme. (New.) One of the green-marrow
class of peas, of excellent quality, with long and well-tilled pods.
In England it bears nine and ten peas in a pod. It was award-
ed a first class certificate at the great exhibition of peas by the
Boyal Horticultural Society

Carter's Extra Early Premium Gem Pea. A new,
early, dwarf, wrinkled pea, sent out this season by Messrs. Car-
ter & Co., seedsmen of London, England, as an improvement
on Little Gem, being more robust in growth, bearing larger
pods and an earlier variety. ,

Michigan Mammoth Pumpkin. This crops abundantly for
so large a variety and grows as large round as a barrel, weigh-
ing with me, from thirty to forty-five pounds. On rich land* I
should think the yield would be from twelve to twenty tons to
the acre. It is a soft shelled variety, excellent for stock

California Babish. This new white Badish is of the

Chinese Winter Type, growing 8 to ] 2 inches long and about
2£ inches in diameter. It was first discovered growing in the
gardens of the Chinese in California. It is quite an acquisition
to our varieties of winter radish

Mammoth Bussian Sunflower. Valuable for poultry or
vegetable oil, while the leaves are capital fodder for cows and
the stalks will pay for feed in locations where that is scarce. . .

.

Common Sunflower
Marblehead Squash. (See eng. and description, pagel.)

Mammoth Yellow Chili Squash. I have seen one of
these squashes weighing 260 pounds. They are not only enor-
mously large in size, but quite well proportioned, being usually
rather flat in shape, and oftentimes of a rich orange color, fine-

ly netted like a melon, presenting a fine appearance

Cocoanut Squash. A half-running variety
;

very fine

grained and remarkably solid and heavy, with a flavor sug-
gesting a fine Canada Crookneck, while the quality is much
superior. A nice little squash for the table. Of small size, but
very productive and ornamental. As many as a dozen have
matured on a single vine

Arlington Tomato. This is a late variety. It grows to- a
large size, is quite solid and almost uniformly smooth in shape

White Apple Tomato. A cluster variety, just below Cook's
Favorite in size, of a sweet, fruit-like flavor, and highly
ornamental for the table

Canada Victor Tomato. (See engraving and description,

page 7.)

Vegetable Caterpillars—three varieties, large bodied,
striped and hairy. These are curious seed vessels of low grow-
ing plants, which strongly suggest the animal caterpillar.

Used to decorate side dishes

Vegetable Snails. Singular seed vessels of a low growing
plants, which have striking resemblance to the shell bearing
snails of the garden

THE HANSON LETTUCE.
The above cut represents a sectional view, showing

the inside of this truly superior Lettuce, the heads of

which grow to a remarkable size, and are deliriously

sweet, tender and crisp, even to the outer leaves. The
heads are very large. A single one is frequently large

enough for an ordinary sized family ; the color is of the

most beautiful green without, and white within, and
is free from any bitter or unpleasant taste found in

some varieties. The heads weigh from 2J to 3 lbs.,

and measure to outer leaves 18 inches in diameter. This

variety is not recommended for forcing, but for outdoor

cultivation it cannot be excelled, if grown in well-

manured and cultivated ground. Per package, 15 cts.

From Thomas Meehan, Esq., Editor of Gardener's Monthly :

" On the table are three heads of this variety, which some visitors

take to be cabbage. It has much of the character of the old curled

Indian, but is earlier and with larger heads. We can confidently

recommend it."

From L. A. Godey, Esq., Editor of Oodey's Lady's Book :

"That Hanson Lettuce is superb, the finest salad I have ever tasted
;

one head will suffice for a pretty large family."

From A. W. Harrison, Esq., Sec. of Penna. Horticultural Society :

"The Hanson Lettuce heads better in the open ground than any I

ever grew ; it is very large, tender and sweet, the outer green leaves free

from bitterness, and in every respect an admirable variety."
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ASPARAGUS .
, , , ,

. . A .„ , . .

Sow the seed in the seed bed late in the fall or in the early spring, as soon as the ground can be worked, in drills one toot apart,

covering the seed about one inch deep. Thin the plants to three inches in the row. The roots may be removed to the permanent

bed when one or two years old. In preparing the ground no pains should be spared, as a well established and carefully cultivated

Aspara/'us bed will continue in good condition for twenty-five years or more. Select deep, rich, mellow soil, and trench the

Bround
B
tWO feet deep using a liberal quantity of well decomposed manure, with a small admixture of common salt. Set the roots

bo that the crowns will bo three or four inches"below the surface of the ground. Apply adressing of manure in autumn (rotten kelp

is excellent), digging the same into the ground in the spring, taking care not to injure the roots. The bed will produce shoots lit for

cutting the second or third year after t ransplanting. An occasional application of salt will be found beneficial.

Conover's Colossal. The largest variety grown

Price
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per oz

Price
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BEANS. Dwarf, Snap or Bush.
Select li<dit "warm soil, and plant when danger from frost is past in the spring, in drills two to two and a half feet apart, drop-

piii" the beans about two inches apart in the drill, and cover one inch deep. Keep the ground -clean and loose by frequent hoeing,

put do not draw the earth around the plants. Avoid working among the vines when they are wet, as it will tend to make them rust.

White Bean Pea. True. (New.) ,.

Yellow Eye. One of the best varieties for baking. Remarkably vigorous, healthy and proline

Dwarf German Wax. long variety. (New.) Most excellent. More productive than the Round variety

Concord Bush. (New.) A flue, early, bush variety

Early Fejee. Very early, hardy and prolific ; will bear several pickings

Early Rachel. A long, straight-podded, early kind; grown for the New York market ,

Early Russian. These beans resemble miniature sparrow eggs. An early, productive sort

Dwarf Wax. Pods mostly yellow. Early; for a snap bean, superior

York Dwarf Wax. This is remarkably free from all admixture; producing uniformly yellowish-white pods
Dwarf German Wax. Round. A great acquisition ; white pods, very early, first rate ; beans pure white

Early Yellow Six Weeks. Very early and productive; a standard sort

Early Mohawk. Very hardy, early and productive

Early China, or "Red Eye." An old, popular, early variety.

Early Valentine. Pod long, round and tender; excellent, standard early bean in Middle States

Dun Cranberry. One of the very best for stringing; yield first rate; early, good either as a green or dry shell bean
Refugee, or Thousand to One. A very prolific bush sort

Intermediate Horticultural. A half bush variety, very prolific; an excellent substitute for the pole Horticultural;

a superior sort for market gardeners

Navy or Pea Bean. A small, almost round variety, very productive. A standard sort for field culture

White Medium. White bush variety, largely used by government
White Marrow. A standard sort for field cultivation

;
early

Pole, or Running Varieties.
Set the poles three by four feet apart, and plant six to eight beans, with the eyes downward, around each pole, thinning to four

healthy plants when they are up. They require the same soil and treatment as the dwarf varieties with the exception that they
crave stronger soil, and do best m a sheltered location.

Australian Runner. (New.) Fine. Very early. Pods of an extraordinary length package only

Rhode Island Butter. I esteem this bean as one of the very best raised in the North, to eat green-shelled

Mottled Cranberry. Long podded, very productive ; a very popular bean for garden cultivation

Black Hawk Pole. A remarkably early pole bean. (See page 13) package only

London Horticultural, or Wren's Egg. Productive, pods elegantly striped—excellent string or shell

Early Limaor Sieva; called also Frost Bean. This is two weeks earlier than the Large Lima
Large Lima. As a shell bean surpasses all in quality; too late for the extreme North
Indian Chief or Black Algerian. Always in order for stringing; pods almost transparent, of a yellowish-white
Boston Market Pole Cranberry. The Boston marketmen cultivate this as the most prolific Pole Cranberry Bean

for market
Giant Wax. Always a snap bean ; a variety that is never stringy at any stage of growth. Pods of a yellowish-white

color, very long and remarkably tender. An acquisition..

Yard Long. (See page 13) package only
Concord Bean. This new pole bean is the most elegant of all beans. It takes exceedingly well to the poles, is healthy

and very prolific; excellent either as string or shell, resembling the Horticultural to which it is

related, though it takes better to the poles than that variety, and is considerably earlier

White Dutch Runners. An old standard. Beans of the largest size ; with many popular either for green shelling or
V . ...taking ,.

Caseknife. A white pole bean of great richness either as green shelled or when baked
White Pole Cranberry. A capital late variety, particularly as a string bean package only
Purple Podded Edible Pod. (New). Very fine; pods of mammoth size package only
Painted Lady. Either for ornament or use package only
Marblehead Champion. (New. ) To be used as a string bean package only

ENGLISH BEANS. Broad Windsor. Large and excellent

These thrive best in rich, moist soil and cool situation. Plant in early spring, two or three weeks earlier than the common beans,
in rows two feet apart and six inches apart in the row, covering two inches deep. Pinch off the tops of the plants when the young
pods first appeal-.

BEET.
Select a deep, rich, sandy loam, and manure with well decomposed compost. Sow in drills fourteen to sixteen inches apart, and

cover one inch deep. "When the young plants appear, thin to four or five inches apart. For early use, sow as soon as ground can be
worked in the spring ; for autumn use, about the middle of May, and for winter use, from the tenth to the twentieth of June,
according to variety ; the long varieties requiring more time to mature than the round, early kinds. When young, the plants
make excellent "greens.". To preserve during winter, cover with earth to keep from wilting. "When cooking, boil new beets one
hour, and old ones two hours or more. The Mangold Wurtzels are grown principally for stock, and as they grow larger require
more room. They should be sown in drills two and a half feet apart, and the plants be thinned to twelve or fifteen inches in the
row. One ounce of seed will sow about one hundred feet of row.

Early Bassano. One of the earliest.

Dewing's Early Blood Turnip. Very symmetrical; free from fibrous roots ; dark red. This took the first premium
at the Massachusetts State Fair, 1867, 1868, 1869

Simon's Early Turnip. (New). This is a very early variety, size of Blood Turnip, somewhat flat in shape, grow ing
very smooth, and of excellent quality. It is about as early as Early Bassano, but of a deeper red.

Early Extra Flat. Short topped, very early; popular with market gardeners
Egyptian. (New. See page 13. ) Earlier than Bassano. Tops remarkably small. Excellent for market purposes.

I heartily recommend this valuable variety to the attention of market gardeners, who seek
to combine earliness, size and symmetry

Bastian's Early Blood Turnip. Has the earliness of the Bassano, but is of a much darker color when young. (See
page 33)

Bastian's Half Long Blood. A new Philadelphia sort of a fine dark color; a good grower
Eariy Blood 1'nrnip. A standard sort; good for summer or winter
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BEET.
Hatch's Early Turnip. Somewhat flat in shape

;
quite a favorite with soma of the market gardeners around Boston

Dell's Ornamental Dwarf. This has leaves of a peculiarly deep, rich red color, and is cultivated in Europe as an "orna-
ment ih the flower garden; grows partly above ground package only

Yellow Turnip. A very early sort, about as early as Bassano; of a beautiful golden yellow color

Long Smooth Dark Biood. Excellent for winter use; smooth skinned; flesh dark red :

Henderson's Pine Apple. (New). Excellent for family use

Improved American Sugar. A long white variety of Mangold Wurtzel, for stock

Vilmorin's improved French White Sugar. This is the variety cultivated Ly the Irench for the manufacture of sugar...

Carter's Orange Globe Mangold Wurtzel. The best variety of Yellow Globe .'

Carter's Mammoth Mangold Wurtzel. Said to excel in size

Yellow Ovoid Mangold Wurtzel. The Ovoid Mangolds grow more symmetrical and freer of rootlets than the long sorts.

They arc heavier, bulk for bulk '

Red Giant Ovoid Mangold Wurtzel. Very large, oval shape; pulls up very free from dirt

Norbiton Giant Mangold Wurtzel. A new English variety which tends less to a hollow neck than the old Long Bed
kind

Red Globe Mangold Wurtzel. \ The Globe Mangolds succeed better than the long sorts on sandy soil. All the
White Sugar. > varieties of Mangolds are excellent fcod for cows, to increase the flow of milk.
Yellow Globe Mangold Wurtzel. J Farmers should begin to feed them towards the close of winter and in the spring

BERBERRY
One of the best shrubs for hedges. Perfectly hardy. Never winter-kills and grow.; on any soil ; makes a thick, close, impenetrable

hedge that will tarn cattle, and promises to become the hedge plant of North America. The barrier; make excellent preserves. As the seed:',

of the Berberry do best when planted as soon as taken from the fruit, and are apt to fail if kept awhile, 1 will receive orders for the seed
and file them to be tilled in the fall, as soon as the fruit is matured, when I will send the" seed with a page of full directions for

making a hedge, and will enclose a specimen of the fruit with each lot of seed ordered, together with directions for preserving it.

BORAGE.
This is a profuse flowering plant, which is grown principally for bees, or as ornament in the flower garden. Sow in early spring in rich

soil, and thin plants to one foot apart. It readily bears transplanting, and when thus treated produces more flowers in proportion to its

foliage.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
A class of plants allied to the Cabbage family, producing great numbers of small heads or sprouts on the main stem of the plant,

which are used in tiro manner of Cabbages. Plant in rich soil in hills two feet apart each way, and thin to one plant to the hill.

Scrymger's Giant Dwarf. (New.) In habit close headed and compact ." package only
Dwarf Improved
Dalrneiiy Sprouts. A hybrid between Drumhead Savoy and Brussels Sprouts

BROCCOLI.
The Broccoli are closelv allied to the Cauliflower family, so nearly so that the Walcheren variety is sometimes classed with Cauli-
er. They require similar cultivation and treatment to Cauliflower.

Wa!chere:i White. One of the very best varieties package only
Large White Early French. A standard French variety

Knight's Protecting. Dwarf, very hardy ; heads very large for the plants

Purple Cape. Late, large, compact
Early Purple. Early, excellent ; color deep purple
Elletson's Mammoth. A largo English variety

CABBAGE.
Cabbage will thrive on any good corn land, though the stronger the Foil the better they will develon. New land is preferable. Plough

deep and manure very liberally. The early sorts bea"r planting from eighteen inches to two feet apart in the rows, with the rows from two
to two and a half feet apart. The large varieties to be from two to four feet apart in the rows, wiui the rows from two and a half
to four feet apart, the "distance varying with the size. The crop should receive as many a* three hoeings and three cultivatings.
Cabbage will not usually follow cabbage or turnips siiccessfully in titld culture, unless three or four years have intervened between the
crops. For late fall marketing, jilant drumhead sorts from dune 10th to 20th. For full and minute information in every department of
Cabbage culture, see my treatise on '-Cabbages, and How to grow them."

Earliest Varieties.
Crans's Early. (New.) (For des. see page 12.) package only
Early Nonpareil. A choice very early sort

Carter's Little Pixie Savoy. (New. See page 13. ) This variety closely resembles in earliness and size the Little Pixie
Wheeler's Cocoanut Cabbage. (New. See page 111. ) A new sort, conical in shape ; one of the best of the English

early market varieties • '.

Early York. One of the earliest ; an old standard sort

Large York. An improvement in size on Early York ; a little later

Early Jersey Wakefield. (True. ) Resembles Oxheart. A standard early cabbage in Boston and New York markets
Little Pixie. A small, very tender and sweet cabbage, of the pointed heading family, it is earlier than Early York and heads

hard, and from its small size a great number can be matured on a small area of land
Sugar Loaf. A popular early variety

Early Oxheart. An excellent early sort

Early Wyman. This new cabbage was originated by Captain Wyman, of Cambridge, Mass' It is allied to the early Wakefield,
is about as early but crows to double the size

;
very popular as an early market sort. (Sec page G.)

Cannon Bail. The hardest heading of all early sorts. ,

Early Ulm Savoy. One of the earliest
;
unsurpassed in cpiality

;
capital for family use

Second Early.
Fottler's Early Drumhead. The earliest hard heading drumhead. This has given ereat satisfaction in every section of the

United States. (See page 5. ) . . . .
'

Early Winnigstadt. Heads large, cone-shaped and solid ; one of the very best for all soils

Large French Oxheart. Popular as an early cabbage
Schweinfurt Quintal. The earliest of all larae drumheads ; stows from a foot to eighteen inches in diameter; does not head

very hard, but is remarkably tender. The heads are very handsome, and almost as rich as the Savoy class.

Early Dark Red ErXurt. (-New. ) Early; head round and very solid -

Late Kinds.
Dax Drumhead. (New.) A very large late- ronnd heading variety
Improved American Savoy, Extra Curled. Very reliable for heading ; more finelycurled than Improved American Savoy,

which renders ft very desirable for market gardeners and for family use >

St. Dennis Cabbage. A large late drumhead, makes a very solid head. Popular in Canada
Green Glazed. A standard variety in the South
Marblehead Mammoth Drumhead. (See page 5) The largest cabbage in the world
Sandringham Sprouting. (New.) (See page 13.).. package only
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Price
by

Exp's,

Price
bv

Mail.

CABBAGE.
Bergen Drumhead. A standard in New York market
Stone Mason Drumhead. (See page 5). The great market eabbage in Boston market
Robinson's Champion Prize Oxheart. A new English mammoth variety

New Feathered Stemmed Savoy. A true hybrid resembling Brussels Sprouts, but of a richer and more delicate

flavor. To be grown like Brussels Sprouts package only
Premium Plat Dutch. Large and excellent for winter; very extensively grown
Improved American Savoy. An improvement on the old Green Globe Savoy; very reliable for heading. Very

sweet and tender—much esteemed for family use. An excellent sort for market gardeners
Drumhead (Savoy. A cross between Savoy and Drumhead—very large

Red Dutch. The old variety for pickling '.

Red Drumhead. Larger than Bed Dutch and more profitable ; heads round
;
very reliable for heading, very hard under

high cultivation

Chappel's Dark Red. A new English variety for pickling •

Savoy, for Greens. (New.) Unsurpassed in quality for greens

CARROT.
Carrots thrive best in rather a light loam. The ground should bo well manured with fine, well rotted or composted manure,

six or eight cords to the acre, and be thoroughly worked quite deep, by two ploughing? made at right angles with each other. Also
cultivate and drag if there are any lumps, and then rake level, burying all remaining lumps and stones. Plant in rows fourteen
inches apart, ana thin plants to live or six inches in the rows. Plant from the middle of April to middle of May, to ensure crop

;

though good success is often met with if planted as late as 10th of June. But the dry spell at that season is apt either to prevent
the germination of the seed, or to bum the plants as soon as they appear above ground. Keep very clean of weeds.

Early Very Short Scarlet. The earliest and smallest of all varieties ; of special value for forcing

Early Scarlet Horn. The early short variety for forcing; excellent for the table; color very deep orange
Carter's Improved Early Horn. A distinct variety combining the form of the Early Scarlet Horn with the size ef

the Early Horn
Short Horn. The standard early variety ; sweeter than Long Orange and more solid. Good to color butter

Improved Long Orange. Of a darker, richer color than Long Orange
Long Orange. The standard held carrot

;
good for stock

Large Altringham. Bright orange ; grows a little above ground
Large White Belgian. Largest of all, white and most productive; good for horses; entire crop can be pulled by

hand
Yellow Belgian. Grows partly out of ground. A capital sort for late keeping

CAULIFLOWER.
Pursue the same course as with Cabbage, manuring rather heavier and hoeing oftener. Cauliflowers covet the cool, moist

weather of the fall months to perfect themselves.

Autumnal Late Giant. (New.) (For description see page 13.) package only
Italian Early Giant. (Autumnal.) (New.) (For description see page 12. ) package only
Carter's Dwarf Mammoth. (See page 13.) A premium English variety; very early, with head remarkably large

for so dwarf a variety package only
Dwarf Early La Maitre. A new French sort, making fine large heads. (See page 13)

Improved Early Paris. A choice American grown variety, extensively planted by- the market gardeners around
Boston. Seed crop failed this year. . .

.'

, package only
Early Paris. A standard early variety ".

Early Erfurt. A choice German variety
Extra Early Dwarf Erfurt. Extra choice. Specially selected. (See page 13)
Fitch's Early London. The best strain of this standard English sort

Early Dutch. Avery early kind
Nonpareil. One of the earliest varieties, resembles Improved Early Paris
Lenormand's Short-Stemmed Mammoth. Dwarf, large and fine. The largest variety in cultivation, and one of

the most reliable. (See page 13)
Large White French. A very fine, large white cauliflower
Stad fholder. Fine; large size; late :

CELERY.
Plant seed in hot bed or very early in open ground. Transplant four inches apart, when three inches high, in rich soil finely

pulverized ; water and protect until well rooted, then transplant into rows five or six feet apart either on surface or in well manured
trenches a foot in depth, half filled with well rotted manure. Set the plants from eight to twelve inches apart. To blanch draw
earth around the plants from time to time, taking care not to cover the tops of the center shoots.

Sandringham Dwarf White. Most dwarf of all
;
very solid ; white. ..."

White Solid. A standard sort

Boston Market. Short, compact and solid—very popular; almost the only variety sold in the Boston market. (See
•page 13)

Turnip Rooted. The root of this is eaten
Carter's Crimson. Dwarf, solid and crisp; a first class variety
Turner's Incomparable Dwarf White Solid. Popular in England, and extensively grown by the New York

market men. In dwarf habit next to Sandringham

CHICKORY.
Pursue the same manner of cultivation as for Carrot. If to be used as a salad, blanch the leaves by covering so as to exclude

the light. If raised for its root, dig at about the same time as Carrots, wash the roots and then slice them, either way, and dry
thoroughly by artificial heat.
Large Coffee Rooted. Used as a substitute for coffee

COLLARDS or COLEWORTS. True Southern
A class of plants closely allied to the Cabbage family, which are somewhat extensively used in the South, when small, as greens.

Sow in early spring in drills one foot apart, covering the seed half an inch. The young plants are rsady for use as soon as they have
attained sufficient size, but if it is desired to keep them in good condition, thin the plants to six or eight inches apart, and pull off
the larger leaves before using. The seed of any of the larger varieties of Cabbage will grow Collards.

CORN.
Com revels in a warm and rich soil. Do not plant before the ground has become warm—nothing is gained by it. Drill culti-

vation is more profitable than hill cultivation. The smaller varieties may be planted with the chills two and a half feet apart, and
the stalks thinned to ten inches apart ; the larger sorts should have the drills four feet apart, and the stocks a foot apart in the rows,
and the largest varieties eighteen inches apart. Use some rich manure in the drills. Frequently stir the earth about the roots by
hoe or cultivator, but do not draw it up around the stalks.

Sweet Varieties for Family use and Marketing in a green state.
Gen. Grant. An acquisition because of its extreme sweetness, although a late variety. (See page 13. )

Forty Days. Earlier than our standard early corn, and will be found desirable as an extremely early sort in Northern
latitudes for a flint vartety package only

Pratt's E&rly. Here we have a capital sort for marketmeu who are looking about for the earliest sort, growing
to-a_fair market size. An acquisition. (See page 13) .package only
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Price
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by
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Price
per

P'k'ge

COBN.
Early Dwarf Sugar. Grows about three feet high; ears quite small
Early Minnesota Sweet. One of the very earliest sorts of sweet corn, with ears of suitable size for market purposes . . .

Hoggs'1 Early Sweet. This is larger than Early Minnesota, but a little later

Early Narragansett. One of the earliest; kernels very large; ears large in diameter, and of medium length; popular
around New York.

,

Bates's Early Extra Sweet. A variety good for market or for table use; one of the earliest. An improvement on
Darling's Early

Darling's Early. ~ An old standard. We have better sorts now
Moore's Early Concord Sweet. A new early corn, from 12 to 16" rows. Remarkably handsome; quite popular
Crosby's New Early Sweet. First rate every way, either for market or family use
Mexican Sweet. (See pagt 13. ) The sweetest and' tenderest for table use of ail varieties I am acquainted with
Golden Sweet. After having lost my seed stock of this magnificent variety, I have secured a new stock a:-.d can this

season supply my customers by the package. (See page 13)
Stowell's Evergreen Sweet. Excellent

;
keeps green till cold weather ; ears large ; a standard late variety

MarWehead Mammoth Sweet. The largest variety grow n. (See page 13) package only
Sweet Fodder Corn. Sweet corn ; is preferred to the yellow kinds by our best farmers for fodder. For bushel rates

see p. 28)

Varieties for Field Cultivation and Popping.
Adams' Early. A favorite in the south. The earliest of all the Dent sorts.' '.

Early Yellow Field. Excellent for northern latitudes. Ears rather small, but exceedingly productive. . . . ;

Hundred Days Dent. Early ; ears large and well filled. A capital sort for the Middle and Southern New England
states

Mammoth Field. (P. 13. ) A large white gourd seed variety, claimed to be the largest kind raised in the Western States
Silver Laced Pop. The handsomest of all varieties of pop corn, and decidedly a growing favorite
Nonpareil, or Pop. The popular variety for parching
Dwarf Golden Pop. Small, but ornamental, and a favorite with the little folks ; excellent for popping

quart

50

35
10

30
"

40
30
50
50
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50

BROOM CORN.
Ei'ergreen. Claimed to be superior to the common variety in length and quality of brush.
Dwarf. Makes better brush than the common tall variety '.

CRESS.
Plant on rich, soil, finely pulverized, in drills six or eight inches apart. That grown in the cool of the season is of the best

quality. To he used as salad before the flowers appear.

Curled. The best sort .'

Plain or Common
Water Cress. To be planted along the borders of shallow water courses

CUCUMBER.
The vines require a warm location. Plant after the ground has become waim. in hills four feet apart for the smaller varieties,

and five feet for the larger sorts. Manure with ashes, guano, or some well rotted compost, working the manure just under the sur-
face. It is not good policy to bury it in deep, cold holes, as is sometimes recommended. Keep the soil well stirred. Sprinkle
vines with plaster or air-slacked lime to protect it from bugs. The frame cucumbers can be successfully grown in the open air in
the country by giving them well sheltered location, plenty of manure, and having hills six by six.

Russian Netted. (New.) (For description see page 12.) package only
Tailby's Hybrid. (New.) (For description see page 12.) package only
Rollisson's Telegraph. (New. See page 13.) One of the most prolific of the forcing varieties package only
Norbiton Giant. (See page 13). The longest prize frame cucumber known package only
English Prize Cucumbers. Carter's Champion; Sion House. Thsse yield but very few seed, and are great

favorites in England. Each variety per.i>ackage
Early Russian. The earliest of all varieties: grows about four inches long.

Early Cluster. Bears mostly in clusters
;
very early and productive

Whits Spined. Great bearer; excellent for early forcing, or for out door cultivation, standard in Boston market
Early Frame. Early, short, prolific

Long Green. An old standard sort

Short Green. An old standard
Improved Long Green Prickly. (Seep. 13) Excellent variety, growing 18 or 20 inches long; makes a hard brittle pickle
West India Gherkin. A very small, elegant, peculiar sort, for pickles only, prolific to an extraordinary degree. Diffi-

cult to get the seed to germinate
New Jersey Hybrid. The largest of all white spined varieties

Eight Varieties Mixed
Boston Pickling. A medium, long variety; the standard for pickling hi Boston market
Short Pickling. Very desirable for a short pickle

Early White Japan. (New). A variety recently introduced from Japan, exceedingly productive; resembles White
Spine, but turns to a richer creamy white color, and appears to be a week oi more earlier

Long Green Turkey. A fine long variety, a little larger at seed end than Long Green
Snake. I have grown these six feet in length, coiled up like a snake. (See page 13) package only

DANDELION.
This vegetable has become very popular as an early healthful green, and the roots also are used when dried as a substitute for

coffee. Its use in either of these forms is particularly recommended to those who are inclined to any disease of the liver. Sow m
May in drills one foot apart, covering the seed half inch deep. A rich soil is preferable, but this plant will thrive anywhere. In the
fall cover the bed with straw or other loose litter, which may be removed in early spring, when the leaves will soon be ready for use.

New Large Leaved. (See page 13) package only
Common
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EGG PLANT.
Plant the seed in March, in a hot-bed, or, for family use. in flower pots, in ,1 warm window. Transplant in open ground after

weather has become warm and settled, in rows two feet apart each way. They require a rich soil and as fa\ orablc a location for
warmth as the garden will afford.

Long White China. A very delicate and .beautiful long white variety. Highly esteemed by amateurs. . .package only
Very Early Dwarf. A new French variety of Long Purple ; extra early. (Seepage 13) package only
Striped Guadaloupe. Very ornamental and edible. (Seepage 13) package only
Black Pekin. A new variety of Bound Purple. Blackish violet leaves; fruit very large package only
Long Purple. Earlier and more productive, but smaller,.than Bound Purple,
New York Improved Sound Purple* An excellent variety, surpassing in size of fruit

Scarlet China. (New.) See page 13) package only
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ENDIVE. . , -
,

For early use sow as soon as the ground can be worked in the spring, in drills fifteen inches apart, and thin plants to six or eight inches

in the row. A succession may he obtained by sowing every two or three weeks until midsummer, when it will be proper time to plant tor

fall and winter use. Any common garden soil will do, but a rather moist situation is preferable. To blanch the leaves gather them care-

fully together when perfectly dry and tie with matting or any soft fibrous material. Another method is to invert flower pots over the plants.

The leaves are very highly esteemed for use as salads.

London Green Curled. Very popular

Fine Curled Mossy. Very ornamental

Broad Leaved Batavian. A large summer variety

Price
per

30
35

Pries
per

P'k'ge

GOURDS.
Hercules Club. Grows 4 to G feet in length '. package only

Sugar Trough - package only

Double Bottle package only

Angora .- package only

Dish-Cloth Gourd, See page 12.) package only-

Fancy and Ornamental. Mixed varieties package only

GARLICS per pound 40 cents

Plant the bulbs on exceedingly rich soil, in rows or in ridges fourteen inches apart and six inches apart in the rows. They are cultiva-

ted for their flavor, which is similar to the onion but more powerful, and are used in stews, soups, &c.

KALE, or BORECOLE.
Plant in hills two by three feet apart, and thin to one plant to the hill. Select deep, rich soil, and cultivate as Cabbage. Some of the

varieties are very ornamental, and scattered singly are attractive in the flower garden, being finely curled and variegated with green,

yellowish white, bright red and purple. The tender leaves are used as Cabbage.

Carter's Garnishing. Both ornamental and useful package only

Ornamental Kale, four elegant varieties. For ornament or the table. (See page 13) package only

Dwarf Green Curled, or German Greens. Very hardy ; a standard market sort

Cottager's. Anew English variety

Jersey Cow Kale. For cattle only
;
growing very rank -

Field Kale. For cattle. Can be cut several times during the season
Abergeldie. A new dwarf variety, curled as fine as parsley

; of delicate, mellow flavor

10
10
10

10
15
10
10
20
10

10

KOHL RABI, or TURNIP CABBAGE.
Prepare ground as for Cabbage, then plant about the first of June in rows two feet apart, thinning plants to twelve inches in the row.

To preserve over winter treat as turnips. When young their flesh is tender and resembles a fine rata baga with less of a turnip flavor.

When fully matured they are excellent for stock.

Early White Vienna. A standard early kind
Large Purple. Very large, hardy and productive ; for stock. ,^

'

Neapolitan Curled. (New) 7.

LEEK.
Select gtiod onion soil, manure liberally, and plant in April in drills made six or eight inches deep and eighteen inches apart, and thin

to nine inches apart in the drill. Gradually draw the earth around the plants until the drills are filled level with the surface. Draw for

use in October. To be used in soups or boiled as asparagus.

Large Musselburg Leek
Broad Scotch, or Flag. • A large and strong plant

;
hardy ; color deeper than Rouen

Very Large Rouen. A new French variety ; best of all for forcing
Extra Large Carentan. (New.) A very fine extra large winter variety package only

LETTUCE.
Lettuce covets a rich and rather moist soil. The rows should be about twelve inches apart and the plants thinned to ten or twelve

inches apart for the heading varieties. The more rapid the growth the better the quality. Some varieties are peculiarly adapted for early
culture, others for summer growth.

-

Black Seeded Tennis Ball. Hardy, excellent for early crops. A favorite in Boston market
Hanson Lettuce. (See page 14. ) package only-

White Tennis Ball. (White seed.) The variety so extensively grown by the Boston marketmen during winter for marketing
in February and March. A fine early sort—small heads, very hardy ; used for winter culture

Early Curled Simpson. Besembles Silesia, but is more curled
Early Curled Silesia. Very early : excellent for salads—a popular variety' for hot-beds and early out-door culture
Early Butter Head. A most excellent sort—a great favorite ".

True Boston Curled. The most elegant Lettuce of all. (See page 13)
Drumhead. Very large ; heads crisp"and tender
Large India. By some of our American seed growers this is considered one of the very best for both spring and summer use. .

Brown Genoa Cabbage. Of medium size, round head stained with red about the top. One of the best for either summer or

Sto" winter use I . ...

Improved Spotted Cabbaging package only-

Large Princess Head. A new, very fine German variety ".

Perpignan. Heads sometimes seven' inches in diameter. '(See page 13)
French Imperial Cabbage. Very reliable
Versailles Cabbage. A standard sort. .-

Bossiu. A new French variety
Neapolitan Cabbage. A fine summer variety
Six Choice Varieties

: package only
White Paris Cos. Best of all the Cos varieties
Kingholm Cos. (New.) (.See page 13) package onlv
Green 'Fat' Cabbage. (New.) package only

MARTYNIA
_„

Plant on any rich, garden soil, two by three feet apart, leaving only one plant in a place. It produces an abundance of large, showy
flowers, and the vcmng pods, when sufficiently tender to be easily punctured by the nail, are used for pickles.

MELON.
Select warm and light soil—a poor light soil is better than a cold and rich one. Thoroughly work the soil, manure with guano, phos-

phate or a rich compost, having the hills six feet apart for the musk varieties, and eight or nine for' water melons. Bo not excavate lulls,
but work the manure hist under the surface, as the roots of all vines naturally seek warmth. Pinch the more vigorous vines from time to
time, and work m guano or jihosphate between the rows. Plant a dozen or more seeds in each hill, but do not leave over two plants.
Sprinkle young plants liberally with plaster or air-slacked lime.

Christiana. (True.) liemarkable for early maturity '

Improved Cantaloupe. (New.) (For description see page 12.)
Hardy Ridge. (New.) A remarkably thick fleshed melon, of good quality. A most vigorous grower package only
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MELON. Musk Varieties.
Sill's Hybrid. (True.) Salmon colored, flesh rich, sweet and delicious. (Seepage 13.)

Torrey's. Green fleshed
;
large; earlier than Casaba

Shaw's Golden Superb. (See page 13)

Skillman's Fine Netted. Of delicious flavor— early

Early Nutmeg. Green fleshed, highly scented ; mine is the Boston variety, which is earlier than the Nutmeg grown further

South
Long Yellow. Large, sweet, productive ; a well known sort

Green Citron. Green fleshed
;
sweet, melting, and rich flavored

Ward's Nectar. Early, exceedingly prolific, sweet, rich, and delicious
;
green fleshed. (See page 13)

Early Jenny Lind. An early sort ; favorite with gardeners

New White Japan. Flesh greenish whife
;
early and prolific; delicious

Pine Apple. Oval shaped, rough netted, thick fleshed, juicy and sweet

Casaba. (New.) A very large, long, green fleshed melon, of delicate flavor, thick fleshed, melting and delicious ; has been
grown to weigh 15 lbs. An acquisition. (Seepage 13)

Arlington. , (New.) Green fleshed

Watermelon.
A very early melon of superior quality. Very popiilar.

(See page 14).

Ice Cream, True, White Seeded.
Jackson, or Strawberry. (New.)
New German Watermelon. A choice German watermelon. (For description see page 12.)

Gipsey. A very large and very productive water melon. A great favorite in New Jersey as a market melon.
Bayard Taylor. A remarkably large, foreign sort, which matures well in this country
Cream Fleshed Sculptured Seeded. (See page 13.) New

;
early, remarkably sweet, with singular seed

Mountain Sweet. Early, solid, sweet and delicious ; one of the best for northern cultivation

Joe Johnston. (New.) A first class Southern melon
;
worthy of an extensive trial. (See page 14)

Mountain Sprout. Long, striped, scarlet flesh ; one or the very best ;

Phiimey's. For hardiness, vigor, and productiveness, unexcelled
;
early, very reliable, red-fleshed. (See page 13)

Citron. For preserves
;
very hardy and productive ,

New Orange. Improved in size—the rind will peel like an orange when fully ripe

MUSTARD.
Sow in drills one foot apart, and cover seed half inch deep. Thrives readily in almost any soil. Water frequently in dry weather, and

for a succession sow every two weeks during the season. Used principally as Cress for salads.

White or Yellow. For salad or medicinal purposes

NASTURTIUM.
Plant in May in rows ; the climbing varieties to cover some arbor, or fence, or climb or twine around the house ; the dwarf kind in

hills or in rows four feet apart. The leaves are used for salad, and the seeds when soft enough to be easily penetrated by the nail, for
pickles. If each dwarf is kept by itself the plants show a display of symmetry.
Tall. An ornamental climber '

Dwarf.

OKRA, or GUMBO.
Select warm and rich soil and plant when the ground becomes warm, in rows two feet apart, thinning plants a foot apart in the row.

The pods are used to thicken soups, being gathered when young. In the North they require the wannest locations and it is better to start

them in a hot-bed.

Early Dwarf. "White, small and round
;
pods smooth ,

Long Green. Later and more productive

ONION.
The soil should be rather light, and free from large stones. Apply from eight to twelve cords of rich, fine compost to the acre. Plough

not over live inches deep, and work well with cultivator. Plough again at right angles with first furrows, and cultivate again. Now rake
level and fine, and plant seed in rows fourteen inches apart at rate of four pounds to the acre. Keep very clean of weeds. When ripe,

pull and dry a few days before storing. For full particulars in every department for the cultivation of the "Onion, see my work on " Onion
Raising."
Southport White Globe. Remarkably handsome

;
great cropper, but would not advise to raise it north of southern Con

necticut. (See page 14)
Marzajole. (New. See" page 14. ) A silvery white skinned variety, possessing the best qualities desirable for culinary purposes
Yellow Strasburgh, or Large Yellow. A late standard variety
Mammoth Tripoli. (New. See page 14. ) One of the largest of the giant foreign varieties package only
Nasbey's Mammoth. (New. See page 14. ) package only

Giant Rocca. A new Italian variety. (Seepage 14)
Large Flat White Italian. A mild flavored onion

;
grown from setts it attains to a very large size

Early Globe Red. One of the earliest and most productive and handsomest of all the red sorts

Early Cracker. A decided improvement on Large Yellow, being much earlier and a fine cropper
;
just the kind for a short

season '

White Portugal. Mild flavored, not a good keeper ; best for summer
Large Red Wethersfield. Pleasant flavored, grows very large, keeps well

;
hardy :

Early Flat Red. A capital sort where the seasons are short
Southport Red Globe. A great cropper. Very popular in New York market ; is late ; would not advise to raise north of

southern Connecticut
New Queen. A new English white onion, the earliest of all varieties (See page 14)
Danvers Yellow. (True.) Large, round, earlier than Large Yellow, very profitable

; 1100 bushels have been raised from one
acre

Potato Onions. The bulbs of these are planted r. per quart 35 cents
Onion Sets. From these most of the early onions are raised. per quart 50 cents

PARSLEY.
Select rich soil and sow the seed in drills one foot apart, covering half inch deep. As the seed is usually from fifteen to twenty

five days in vegetating, it will be necessary to sow early. Thin plants to four inches apart when two inches high. The beauty of the
plant may be increased by several successive transplantings. It is used principally for flavoring soups, &c, and for garnishin
natural state.

Dickson's Prize package only
Dwarf Curled. Finely curled

;
good for edging or table ornament

Myatt's Garnishing. "Double curled '
» package only

Diinnett's Selected. A new English sort
Drummond's Scotch Curled. (Selected.) Fine for garnishing
Carter's Champion. Moss curled

;
elegant for garnishing

Carter's Covent Garden Garnishing. Probably the best of its type t 1 , , . ,

PARSNIP. •

Give the richest and deepest soil to the long varieties of Parsnip; the Turnip sort will grow well on shallow soil. Make the soil very
fine, and plant the jseed in rows eighteen inches apart, thinning plants to five inches in the rows. The seed should be planted half inch
deep. To keep well in the ground over winter, draw a little earth over the tops.

iu its



ITS^ The sneciinens of corn are not fancy sketches, but were all engraved from photographs which. I had taken from

specimens erown on my farms. No. 1, Marblehead Mammoth Sweet Corn
; 2, Moore's Early Concord Corn

; 3, Mexican

l^r^^JcS^Sswet'Ootn ; 5, Early Narragansett Sweet Corn
; 6, Pratt's Early Sweet Corn

; 7, Extra

Early Dwarr Sugar Corn. £|jp~ See pages 13 and 14.,

Boston Market Celery. White Solid Celery.



Beginning at the left hand, the smallest carrot is the Scarlet Horn, then follow Short Horn, Long Orange, White Belgian
Altringham, and Improved Long Orange, in their order.

The above tomatoes I have had engraved from photographs taken from specimens grown on mv own grounds. No. 1 is the
Mammoth Chihuahua ; No. 2, Trophy ; No. 3, Essex Early ; No. 4, Tilden ; No. 5, Canada Victor ; No. G, Lester's ; No. 7, Rising Sun ;

No. 8, Bostou Market ; No. 9, General Grant ; No. 10, Keyes* Earlv ; No. 11, Charter Oak ; No. 12, Orangefield : No. 13, Early York.
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AH seed sent by mail at my expense ; by express, at the expense of the purchaser. ^JgR
Price

Exp's

10
50
(30

00
00

Four feet

.

Forty-fold. Pods curved
.A capital sort for market purposes

Dwarf Sugar. A string pea
;
pods edible. My variety is of dwarfish habit, with fine large pods. .

Laxton's Supreme. (New. p. 14) One of the green marrow class, yielding remarkably long and well-filled pods. Five fe
Laxton's Quantity. (New.) A wrinkled marrow of fine flavor, characterized bv a robust habit and great productiv

ness. Five feet
Champion of England. An old favorite ; rich flavored and very productive. Four to five feet
Black Eyed Marrowfat. A favorite in the Boston market

;
large pod

;
prolific ; most capital for market.

four feet
Missouri Marrowfat.

four feet ...
Large White Marrowfat. A standard late sort.

feet

e

Three to

No so tall as Large Marrowfat
;
very productive and a favorite pea with marketmen. Three to

PEPPER,
Peppers should be started in a cold frame or hot-bed. Transplant the young plants into the open ground towards the close of Vay

in a very sunny location, having the rows eighteen inches apart ; thin plants a foot apart in tho rows. The ground should be made vcy
rich, either by high manuring before plants are transplanted, or bv liberal application of guano, or liquid manures afterward.

50

GO

PARSNIP.
Sutton's Student
Round Early, or Turnip. A new French sort ; excellent for shallow soil, shaped like a turnip '.

Large Dutch. Large and sweet. A standard variety ;

Hollow Crowned,"or Guernsey. Tho hollow crowns are considered superior in quality to the other varieties ,

Abbott's Improved Hollow Crowned. A standard English variety

Maltese Parsnip. A new long English variety

PEAS. Of the numbers printed against the Peas, No. 1 indicates first early class, 2 second early and 3 late class.

Very Dwarf. These very low varieties require no sticking.

The dwarf varieties should be liberally manured; the tall sort will run too much to vine if liberally manured, it being better

to depend on tho richness of land that has been previously in good cultivation. Have the dwarfs, that grow not over fifteen inches

high, in rows two feet apart; those varieties attaining" the height of from two to three feet, in rows three feet apart ; and the

rows' of tile tallest sorts, four feet apart. Bush the tall kinds when six inches high; or poles set every six or eight feet with
single shoe thread passed from one to the other every four inches in height answer finely. Green peas to retain then- sweetness, quart
should be eaten the same day they are gathered.

De Grace. (New.) (For description see page 12.) package only
Omega. (New. ) (For description see page 12.) package only

1. Carter's Extra Early Premium Gem. A new early dwarf wrinkled pea, sent out last season by Messrs. Carter & Co.
seedsmen, of London, as an improvement on Little Gem. More prolific and longer podded. (New. See page

vii ....:.:..\t....

1. Tom Thumb. One of the very earliest
;
very productive

;
pods well filled. Height of vine ten inches

2. McLean's Little Gem. A wrinkled pea nearly as early as Tom Thumb
;
quality first rate. Twelve inches

1. McLean's Blue Peter. (New. See page 14. ) Early ; of fine quality
;
pods larger than Tom Thumb, but not] so numerous

Ten inches
2. Extra Early Dwarf Brittany. (New.) An edible podded pea

;
early ; an acquisition. Eighteen inches

2. Commodore PJutt. A remarkably dwarf variety of the sugar or string pea ; to be snapped like beans. Ten [inches

.

2. Drew's Dwarf. This is a branching variety, each pea making three or four vinGS. This pea differs from all others in

form ; medium early. Peas remarkably large and a prolific cropper

Dwarf.
All varieties under this class will do without bushing, but on rich, garden soil they will generally do better when bushed.

Laxton's No. 1. (New.) (For description see page 12.) package only
Laxton's Quality. A second early, wrinkled pea. Highly recommended by the Royal Horticultural Society
Nutting's No. 1. (New.) One of the new, early, round varieties sent out by Messrs. Carter, and highly recommended

by them. i

William 1st. (New.) (For description see page 12.) package only
Fill-Basket. (New.) (For description see page 12.) - / package only
Sutton's Emerald Gem. (New ) (For description see page 12.) package only
Philadelphia Extra Early. The standard early variety in Philadelphia markets. Of very fine quality

1. Carter's First Crop. Earliest of all
;
pods smaller an more numerous than Dan O'Rourke. Two and one-half feet. . .

.

1. Extra Early Dan O'Rourke. One of the earliest standard market varieties
;
very productive. Crop matures all at

once. Two feet

1. Kentish Invicta. A new English variety, very early and of great promise. Crop ripens all together. Two and one-half
feet. .

,-

1. Extra Early Winship. A new American sort, remarkably early ; a fine cropper and of good quality. Two and one-
half feet

1. Laxton's Alpha. One of the new English wrinkled sorts, distinguished for earliness, productiveness and good quality.
In yield it probably surpasses any of the early sorts. .

(See page 14.) :

1. Caractacus. Messrs. Waite & Co., the English seedsmen, send this out as the earliest of all peas. It is adopted by the
Boston marketmen as one of the best first early peas. Two feet

1. Early Kent. This will be found to be a very fine pea of the early class
; a keen competitor for market gardeners with the

early English sorts. Three feet ,

1. Dexter. (New. See page 14. ) A new American pea, selected as being extra early. Two and one-half feet
2. McLean's Advancer. A wrinkled pea—about one fortnight earlier than Champion of England, equal to it in quality,

fully as productive, whileit grows but two-thirds as high
;
everything considered, the best of the second earlies

for market purposes. Two and one-half feet. English grown
2. McLean's Princess Royal. Very prolific ; kernels large ; a good cropper. Two and one-half feet
2. Hair's Dwarf Mammoth. One of the best for family use— low and bushy in its habit of growth ;. peas very large,

wrinkled and sweet. Eighteen inches
2. McLean's Epicurean. Larger than advancer ; fine for family use. Two and one-half feet
2. Brown's Dwarf Marrowfat. The earliest of all marrowfats ; dwarfish habit. A first class American variety. Two

• «
•

i

^fe'et. i .

.

'. . :

3. Carter's Leviathan. A new white wrinkled pea
;
very large of size and fine of flavor. Two and one-half feet

3. Yorkshire Hero. A large late winkled dwarf
;
peas remarkably large and fine ; a most capital sort for the kitchen gar

den. Two and one-half feet
3. McLean's Premier. An English wrinkled pea, pods and peas very large ; sent out as being of very superior quality and

productiveness. A nice family pea. Two and one-half feet.

2. Dwarf Blue Imperial. An old standard sort ; two feet

Tall Varieties. All these need bushing.
Laxton's Superlative. (New.) (For description see page 12.) package only
Popular. (New.) - (For description see page 12.) package only

irved : considered by the English more prolific and an improvement on the Champion of England.

45
50

40

40

50

50

40
50

50
50

00
00

50
00

60

50
40

Price
by

Mail

peroz.

12
15
12
12
15
15

quart.

1 25
65
75

1 15
75

05

90

00
65

55

55

65

85

65

55
65

65
65

65
75

75

65
55

50 05
75 90
50 65

75 90
50 65

25 40

30 45
25 40
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All seed sent by mail at my expense 5 by express, at the expense of the purchaser. _^S!
Price
p6r

Price
per

P k ge

40 G
40 <>

50 10
35 10
35 10
50 10
40 10
40 10

10

10
15

is
G
G

10 G
35 15

PEPPEE.
Chili. Sharply conical, about two inches in length and one-half inch in diameter. Of a brilliant scarlet color when ripe
Long Yellow •.

Monstrous or Grossum. A French variety, the largest of all ; not very pungent
Large Bell. A standard sort

Cayenne. Small, long and tapering
;
very hot ; best for seasoning pickles

Large Sweet Mountain. Very large and excellent for mangoes
Cherry. Small, smooth and round ; a great bearer
Squash, or Flat. A great favorite

;
large and thick fleshed ; the best for pickling

Lojsg Red, or Sante Fe : package only

PUMPKIN".
Cultivate as Squash, which see for general directions.

Nigger. (New.) (For description see page 12.)

Tree. (New.) (For description see page 12.) package only
Large Field. Good for stock per quart 40 cents.

Sugar Pumpkin. Smaller than Large Field, but fine grained and sweeter ; first rate either for the table or stock
Cheese. A small rather early sort

Michigan Mammoth. Grows very large. (See page 14. ) -

BADISH.
For early use sow in spring, as soon as the ground can be worked, in drills six to ten inches apart, covering seed half inch deep. Thin

plants an men apart in the row. As the roots are more succulent and tender when grown quickly, a rich, moist soil should be preferred
and frequent watering in dry weather will be found beneficial. For a succession sow every two weeks. The Olive shaped varieties are more
tender, sweeter and earlier than the long kinds, and not so apt to be worm eaten. If planted after middle of June almost any land will
grow radishes.

Carter's Selected Long Scarlet. Sent out by Messrs. Carter & Co. as the best variety of Long Scarlet. Has proved a favor-j

ite among market gardeners around Boston
French Breakfast. A beautiful variety of the Olive radish, scarlet at the body and white at the extremity

jWood's Fine Frame. Excellent for cultivation under glass
;
very early. A favorite with English market gardeners. In shape

between Olive and Long
Covent Garden. A fine selection of Long Scarlet. This new sort is considered the best of all the Long Scarlet varieties

London Particular Long Scarlet. Held in high esteem in London market ;
fine, long scarlet

Early Scarlet Olive Shaped. Very early and handsome
;
quick growth, tender, excellent

Yellow Summer Turnip. An early and excellent summer variety
Early Rose Olive. Differs from Early Scarlet Olive in color only
Red Turnip Rooted. A standard early, very popular in markets of New York
White Turnip Rooted. For summer and winter use
Black Spanish. Fine long, late variety ; stored for winter use
Black Spanish. Bound variety
Chinese Rose Winter. By far the best for winter use. Grows large and tender :

Raphanus Caudatus, or Rat-tailed Radish. Pods grow to a foot or more in length, and are edible, package only
California Mammoth White. (New.) A new winter sort, eight to twelve inches long, and two inches in diameter in the

largest part. (See page 14.)

EHUBAPvB.
Sow the seed in chills eighteen inches apart and cover one inch deep. Thin the plants to six inches apart. 'When the plants are one

year old prepare the ground for the tinal bed by trenching two feet deep, mixing a liberal quantity of manure with the soil. Set plants
four feet apart each way. Do not cut until the second year, and give a dressing of manure every fall. If it is desired at any time to
increase the bed, the roots may be taken up in the spring and divided.

Linnaeus. Large, tender, and of excellent flavor. A well-known market variety
Mammoth. The largest of all

SALSIFY, or VEGETABLE OYSTEB
Sow in early spring on light, rich soil, in drills fourteen inches apart and thin the plants to three inches in the row. The roots will be

ready for use in October and will sustain no injury by being left in the ground during the whiter. "When cooked the flavor somewhat
resembles the oyster and is a good substitute for it.

SEA KALE. The young shoots when blanched are exceedingly delicate, being much superior to Broccoli package only

SOBBEL. Large Leaved French
Sow in hot-bed early in the spring, and transplant to the open ground, on warm, mellow soil, when the soil has become warm, setting

the plants in rows two feet apart and about sixteen inches apart in the row. As the seed is rather slow to germinate, it should be watered
liberally in the hot-bed.

#

SPINACH.
For summer use sow early in spring, in drills eight inches to one foot apart, covering the seed one inch deep. Select rich soil, and

manure liberally. A succession may be obtained by sowing at intervals of two weeks through the season. For very early spring use sow in

August and protect the plants through the winter by a thick covering of clean straw or some similar, light covering. Spinach is used
principally as greens for boiling, and is very highly esteemed for this purpose.

New Zealand. Makes a very large plant and will endure drought ; best quality .'

Prickly Seeded. The hardiest variety ; thick leaved—for fall sowing
Round Leaved. The popular summer variety

Extra Large Round Leaved. (New.)

20
20

20
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
30

40

40

25

15

SQUASH.
All vines delight in warm and rich soil. Prepare the ground by thoroughly pulverizing. Manure at rate of six or eight cords to the

acre, working it just under the surface with the cultivator or gang plough. Plant in hills nine to ten feet apart for running varieties, and
five or six feet apart for bush sorts ; work some rich, fine manure into each hill. Plant seed and leave two plants to the hill. Keep well

covered with plaster or air-slaked lime in early stages of growth. Cultivate frequently until runners are well started. For full particulars

in every department, see my work "Squashes and How to grow them."
M The Butman." (New. ) (For description see page 1. ) package only

- Marblehead Squash. (New.) For full description see page 1 •

Vegetable Marrow. The standard English squash ; a fair summer variety with us
American Turban. Decidedly the best of all fall squashes. (See page 10)

Boston Marrow. A standard fall squash ; of a rich orange color, and very productive

Summer Crookneck. Early, fine for summer use."

White Early Bush. The earliest sort
Golden Bush. A fine early summer sort
Hubbard. The standard winter squash. (See page 10) . . .

Yokohama. This squash has the flavor of the crookneck class, but is finer grained and much superior in quality. .
.p'k'gc only

Canada Crookneck. The small, well-known, excellent kind
Large Winter Crookneck. The old standard sort, the best of keepers. •

Mammoth Yellow. Weighing from 100 to 300 pounds. (See page 14.)

Cocoanut. (See page 14. ) A half-bush variety of small size, but remarkably heavy and very prolific
;
finegrained and of a very

rich, chestnut-like flavor. This squash is worth raising as an ornament for the parlor

25
10
10
15

25
30 15
25
20 10
20 G
12 G
12 G
12 G
20 10

10
25 G
15 G
50 15

40 10
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All seed sent by mail at my expense ; by express, at the expense ot the purchaser.

SWISS CHARD.
Plant and cultivate as Beets. The tops while young are boiled as greens and the centre leaf cooked and served like asparagus.

Ornamental Varieties. These leaf vines are white or brilliant scarlet and yellow, and are planted in England scattered through

flower plots with line effect package only

Common Chard

TOMATO. With the single exception of Tomato De Laye all of the varieties of Tomatoes are of my own growing from carefully-

selected stock.

Sow the seeds in March or April in the hot-bed or in pots in a sunny exposure in the house. If it is desired to make very healthy,

stocky plants they may be transplanted or repotted when about two or three inches high, to dwarf and give them more room. When live

or six inches lu<*h, if the ground has become warm, transplant them to the open ground, on a rainy or cloudy day if possible, if not, the

youii" plants should be liberally watered and shaded from the hot sun. The richer the soil the more handsome and plentiful the fruit will

bo but if it is desirable to have the fruit ripen as early as possible select rather light, poor soil and a sunny location. Trimming olT tho

lateral^ training to a stake and propagating by slips, are believed by many to promote eaniness. Set the plants four feet apart each way,

upon mounds of earth, to allow the foliage to open and let the sun in amongst the fruit. A cheap trellis made by driving three stakes

around the plants and encircling them with three or four barrel hoops makes a very nice support for training them on in the garden.

Checking the growth of the vines by pinching off the ends will be found beneficial, after the fruit has begun to set.

Alliance. A large purple tomato, resembling "Lester's Perfected" in type, but an improvement on that fine old variety, pk. only

Early Dwarf Red. A new French variety, about as early as Dwarf Scotch package only-

Paragon. (New.) 'For description see page 12.) package only

Robert. (New. ) (For description see page 12. )
•

Canada Victor. (New.) For full description of this tine, new tomato see page 8

Canada Vtictor. Extra selected seed

Hathaway's Excelsior. The best of the spherical, round tomatoes, being quite early, uniformly round, very solid, of excellent

quality and very productive

Arlington. (New.; Of large size, quite smooth ; late. (See page 14.)

Charter Oak. (New.) A very handsome, large round variety

Wonder. Remarkably dwarf ; vines very stalky ; shy bearer ; allied to De Laye. . .package only

Essex Early Round. Very early, round and solid. A capital sort for early market; very popular in eastern Massachusetts.

Hubbard's Curled Leaf. This tomato so closely resembles Early York that I consider it but a strain of that variety

Purple Husk. Resembles Alkekengi, but is several times as large and more acid in its flavor package only

Trophy. A magnificent new variety. Particularly valuable in the home garden

Alger. Mr. F. R. Elliott claims this to be the best among twenty varieties ;
middling early

Gen. Grant. Remarkably smooth, symmetrical and solid. A popular market sort around Boston

Mammoth Cluster. This is a remarkably large, round tomato, growing in clusters
;
closely resembles the Mexican. Js apt to

be a little hollow if not very fully ripe

Crimson Cluster. Grows in large clusters, yielding handsome fruit, oftentimes flecked with gold-like spots

Orangefie'd. A new English variety of a rich fruity flavor

Early York. Very early, dwarf and productive .

Dwarf Scotch. Earlv ; the most dwarf of all excepting De Laye and Wonder
Keyes' Early Prolific. One of the earliest ; bears its fruit in large clusters of medium sized tomatoes

Yellow Fig. Pear shaped, and used to preserve as figs package only

Maupay's Superior. Large, smooth and symmetrical package only

Cherry. Flavor unsurpassed. Fruit small, but a wonderful cropper package only
Rising Sun. New, of large size, round in shape, very productive

Fejee. Very similar to Lester's Perfected

Mammoth Chihuahua. Grows to weigh as nigh as two pounds each. More curious than useful package only-

Cook's Favorite. Roundish in shape and quite solid when fully ripe '.

Boston Market. Unsurpassed as a large smooth variety for market purposes ; the standard in Boston market
New White Apple. Sweet, with a rich, fruit-like flavor. (See page 14.) .package only-

Large Yellow. Large and of a sweetish and peculiar flavor

Lester's Perfected. Large, very solid and has few seeds ; a great favorite ; one of the purple varieties

Large Smooth Red. The standard kind
;
good for market purposes

Tomato De Laye. The new French upright variety; large and of, superior quality, but a shy bearer package only
Tilden. First class on low, rich soil ; of large size, thick meated, smooth and of- high flavor

New Mexican. New, large, round ; a good variety for the South
Strawberry, or Ground Cherry. (Alkekengi.) Grows enclosed in a husk ; excellent for preserves ; will keep with husks all

winter : package only
Yellow Plum. Small, elegant. Nice for preserves package only
Currant. Very elegant ; resembles long bunches of currants

;
very ornamental package only

TURNIP.
For early use sow the small sorts as soon as the ground can be worked in the spring, in drills fourteen inches apart—the Rutabagas

thirty inches. As the seed is very line it should be covered but slightly, excepting in very dry weather. Select light, and if possible, new
soil, and manure with plaster and ashes, or phosphates. Should the young plants be troubled with insects, a sprinkling of the same will be
found beneficial. Of the early varieties thin the plants to six inches apart and the Rutabagas to one foot. For fall and winter use the
early kinds should be sown from the middle of July to the middle of August, and the Rutabagas from the middle of June to the lwst of
July, using from one to one and a half pounds of seed to the acre. Turnips are very extensively used as winter feed for cattle and sheep.
"Swede" and "Rutabaga" being synonymous terms, the names below, given as they are generally used, will be readily understood.

American Rutabaga. Popular among our market gardeners both for table and for feeding stock. Flesh very solid. A first-

rate keeper
White Tankard. One of the English varieties—in shape resembling a tankard. White-fleshed ; a very heavy cropper
Early Red Top. Fine, sweet, mild, rapid grower

;
very early and popular

Early White Top. Differs from Red Top only in color

Yellow Finland. Very elegant ; less eaten by worms than most sorts

Orange Jelly. Around, yellow English turnip of finer quality than Golden Ball
Improved Yellow Globe. Fine for family use or for field culture. An excellent American variety
Jersey Navet. A new English variety of white turnip ; an underground turnip

;
early, very sweet

Carter's Imperial Swede. Messrs. Carter & Co. rank this as the best of their sw ede turnips
Long White Cowhom. Matures quickly, carrot shaped, line grained and sweet
Green Top Aberdeen. Round, yellow-fieshed and firm ; a good keeper. This variety in earliness and for stock purposes is

half way between the early varieties and the Rutabaga
Sweet German. Large, white, sweet, excellent—a first rate keeper
Skirving's Purple Top Rutabaga. A standard field variety for stock and line for family use. Yellow fleshed
Devonshire Grey Stone. A line English kind for fall use for stock
London Purp'e Top Swede. Short neck and round in shape

;
grows to a larger size than Skirving's and has a shorter neck.

Yellow fleshed
Shamrock Swede. A popular English sort. Short neck and obloag ia shape. Yollow lleshed

Price
per
ounce

15

50
1 00
2 00

40
50
45

Laing's Improved Swede. One of the earliest swedes; a haadsomc variety of osixlkint quality. Yellow fleshed-. For the table
I/argSj White TM&bt. A white market rutaTfagai . :><m?

50
40

(10

40
40

40
40
45
40
40
40

45
40

40
40

40
40
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SWEET OR POT AND MEDICINAL HERBS.

Sa^e—American seed
Thyme, broad leaved English.
Summer Savory
Sweet Basil

" " '

'

Sweet Marjoram
Caraway
Coriander
Dill . . .

.'

per oz

40 10 40 10
40 10 15 (i

25 (> Hue CO 10
15 (i Rosemary 50 10
30 (i 10 (i

10 ' G 10 (i

10 (i a
10 (i (»

Fenugreek
Henbane
Lavender
Melis Balm
White Poppy . .

Wormwood
Fuller's Teasel.

per oz.

15

P'k'ge

10
(>

10
(i

GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS, &c.
Trice by Mail.

Orchard Grass per quart 30 cents.

English Lawn Grass per quart 50 cents.

Alsike Clover .per pound 50 cents.

Red Clover " " 35 cents.

Giant Summer Rye. Kernels enormously large; a spring rye. 50 cts. pt.

Osage Orange. For hedges. per pound, 75 cents.

Price bv Mail.
White Clover per pound 75 cents.
Perennial Rye Grass per quart 35 cents.
Hungarian Grass Market j-ates.
Timothy Grass " "

Red Top Grass

PRICE LIST OF POTATOES, ASPARAGUS ROOTS, &c.
Per express or freight, at the expense of the purchaser, except where mail prices are quoted.

Early Ohio, per mail, 81-00 per lb. (See page 47).

Extra Early Vermont. (See page 43) '.

BrownelPs Beauty. (Sec page 44)

New York Late Rose. (Seepage 44.) ,

Bresee's No. G, or Peerless. (See page 44.)

Early Rose. (Seepage 43.)

Excelsior. (See page 43:) :.

Compton's Surprise. (See pago 45. )

Brooks' Seedling. (See page 45.)

One year old roots Conover's Colossal Asparagus. Though but t-year roots, they are as
large as the average 2-years old. Price per 100, 81.25; per 1000, 810.00; per mail, per 100

$2.00; small roots, per mail, $1.30.

Wilson's Albany Strawberry vines, per 100, $1.00;perl000, 88.00: per 100, permail, $1.30.

Charles Downing " " per 100, $1.00; per 1000 .$8.00; per 100, per mail, $1.30.

Horseradish Setts. Per 100, $1.00; per 1000, $7.00; per 100, per mail, $1.40.

In lota of
25 bbls.

In lots of Per
|

Per
10 bbls. Barrel,

j

Bushel.

9 00

5 00
4 50
4 25
4 50

10 00
10 00
5 50
5 00
4 50
5 00
10 00
5 00

5 00
5 OO
2 75
2 25
2 12

2 25
5 OO
2 25

Per 2.3 Eyes
Peck, by mail.

75
75
00
85
80
85
75
85

75
75
60
50
50
50
75
50

Marblehead Champion Pole Bean.
. After testing on my experimental grounds for the past

ten years almost every variety of pole bean known, I

find this new pole bean excels every other variety in

carliness. While, as is well known to market garden-

ers, the pole varieties do not usually begin to blossom
until the first picking has been made on the early sorts

of bush beans that were planted at the same date, the

Marblehead Champion Pole will be found to be so early

as. to have beans ready to pick for market as early or

earlier than the earliest butsh varieties. Per package, 15
cents-.

EXCELSIOR OATS. This new white oat is warmly

endorsed by Hon. Levi Bartlett, a distinguished agricultural

writer, and highly recommended for the size of the grains, the

weight per bushel, and for its great productiveness. These oats

were imported from England and distributed by the Depart-

ment of Agriculture at Washington in 1869. This is a white

bush Oat, but very distinct from the Probsteier. It is a
very early variety, ripening ten or twelve days in advance of
the common oat.' The yield per acre has not been quite equal

to the Probsteier, but they are heavier, weighing sometimes 42
lbs. to the measured bushel.

Per bushel (of 32 lbs.)

Per half bushel -

$2.00 I Per peck - - - $.70
1.25

|
Per 4 lbs. sent by mail .75

WHITE PROBSTEIER OATS. These are a
German oat, well adapted to this climate, and so far have not

shown that inclination to deteriorate or " run out'' that is

usually exhibited by other heavy varieties. It is somewhat
taller than the common variety, of strong rank growth, the

leaves being very long and wide, and of an unusually dark green

color. The straw is Coarse and Strong and not liable to lodge.

This is also a bush Oat, the grain being distributed on all sides

of the heads, which are large and well filled. The kernels are

large and plump, and enveloped in a soft, thin, white huvk. It

ripens two or three days later and yields much better than the

common variety. The yield has varied from 56 bushels to 98

bushels per acre; the average for six years being a little over

74 bushels per acre. They sometimes weigh B9 lbs. to the

busheli Prie'e'saaaae as Excelsior Oats.
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Rates by mail, postage paid by me ; when ordered by express, express charges to be paid by purchaser.

ASPARAGUS.
Conover's Colossal.

BEET.
Early Bassano

Table Varieties.

Bastian's Half Long

Early Blood Turnip.

Extra Flat.

Simon's Early Blood Turnip.

Long Smooth Dark Blood. .

.

BEET. Mangold Wi
Norbiton Giant Long Bed. .

.

Carter'sLong Bed Mammoth.
Yellow Ovoid

Yellow Globe.

Bed Globe. . .

.

Bed Ovoid. . .

.

BERBERRY.. ..

CABBAGE.

Little Pixie

Nonpareil—very early.

Premium Flat Dutch.

CARROT.

Long Orange.

Large White Belgian.

Yellow Belgian .... ,

Bed Altringham

CAULIFLOWER.

CELERY.

Boston Market
White Solid

Turner's White Solid.

CHICKORY
CRESS.

CUCUMBER.
Extra Early Russian.

Mail. ll/Xp.

4 IU. lb. - lb.

GO 2 00 1 92

40 1 35 1 2'

1 50 1 42

CO 2 50 O A OZ

50 1 75 1 07

30 1 00 92

40 1 25 1 17

40 1 35 1 27

1 00 3 00 2 92

40 1 25 1 17

30 1 00 92

stock.)

80 72

1 50 1 42

25 1 00 92

. 25 1 00 92

. 25 80 72

.

' 20 70 03

. 50. 1 50 1 42

, 20 70 02

20 70 62

. 25 80 72

1 00 3 00 2 92

. 3 50 12 00 11 93

, 1 50 5 00 4 92

. 2 00 7 CO 6 92

75 2 50 2 42

50 1 50 1 42

50 1 50 1 42

. 2 00 7 00 6 92

. 1 50 5 00 4 92

. 1 00 3 25 3 17

1 25 3 50 3 42

1 50 5 00 4 92

2 50 8 00 7 92

1 25 4 00 3 92

1 50 5 00 4 92

1 00 3 00 2 92

1 00 3 00 2 92

35 1 25 1
1 7

. 50 1 50 1 42

50 1 50 1 42

50 1 50 1 42

oU 1 OKl do 1 17

. 30 1 00 92

40 1 25 1 17

30 1 00 92

5 00 18 00 17 92

. 4 00 12 00 11 92

1 50

1 50 5 00 4 92

62 2 00 1 92

75 2 50 2 42

30 1 00 92

25 75 67

. 00 2 00 1 92

CUCUMBER.
Early

Early Frame.

Long Green

Boston Pickling

Short Pickling

New Jersey Hybrid, (an extra long white

spine)

White .Tapan, (an extra early white spine).

.

LETTUCE.
White Tennis Ball

Early Curled Silesia ;

Boston Curled (true).

Drumhead.

Mail. Exp.

i lb. lb. lb.

CM X uu

30 1 00 92

50 1 50 1 42

50 1 50 X 'i-S

rf\OU J* xjU X

60 X

50 X Ov X *x&

OU X 0\J 1 d ;>

1 50 5 00 4 92

1 00 3 00 2 93

1 25 4 00 3 92

1 25 4 00 3 93

1 00 3 00 2 92

1 00 3 00 2 92

1 25 4 00 3 92

MELON.
Arlington

Sills Hybrid.

Christiana. .

.

Muskmelon.
60

60

75

Improved Cantaloupe 60

2 CO

2 CO

2 50

2 00

1 50

1 50

1 50

1 50

1 25

1 25

2 00

3 50

2 00

1 00

1 50

2 00

1-50

2 00

2 00

50

Skillmans CO

Jenny Lind 50

Nutmeg. (The early Boston variety) 50

Yfliite Japan 50

Green Citron 40

Long Yellow 40

Casaba CO

"Watermelon.
Bayard Taylor . 73

Gypsey : • CO

Mountain Sweet 35

Mountain Sprout 50

Phinney's 60

Ice Cream 50

Orange •••• GO

Japan Cream-Fleshed Sculptured-Seeded . . 00

MUSTARD.
White 20

OKRA.
Early Dwarf 30

Long Green 30

ONION.
Early Globe Bed (my own growing) 1 50

Early Flat Bed 1 50

Large Bed Wethersfield (my own growing) 1 25

Southport Bed Globe (my own growing). . . 1 25

Southport White Globe 2 00

Early Cracker (my own growing) 1 50

Early Bound Yellow Danvers, (my own
growing) 1 50

White Portugal 1 50

Late Yellow or Strasburg 1 00

New Queen 2 50

Marzajole 2 00

Ten pound lots of either of the above varieties

25 cents less per pound
;
twenty-five pounds 50

cents less per pound.

PARSLEY.
Double Curled 35 1 23

PARSNIP.
Maltese 40 1 50

Large Dutch 25 89

5 00

5 00

4 00

4 CO

6 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

3 50

8 00
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PARSNIP.
Abbott's Improved Hollow Crowned.

Large Hollow Crowned, or Gurnsey.

PUMPKIN.
Large Field.

RADISH.
Carters Selected Long Scarlet.

.

London Particular Long Scarlet.

Early Scarlet Olive

French Breakfast

Early Rose Olive

Covent Garden (Early Long Scarlet).

White Turnip

Wood's Fine Frame.

.

Chinese Bose Winter.

Black Spanish (Long).

SAGE. American

SALSIFY, or Vegetable Oyster.

SPINACH.
Bound Leaved.

New Zealand

SQUASH.
Marblehead

Hubbard
American Turban

.

i lb.

Mail,
lb.

Exp.
lb.

40 1 50 1 43

30 1 00 92
no

15 40 32

20 75 67

40 1 25 1 17

50 1 50 1 42

30 1 00 92

30 1 00 92

30 1 00 92

30 1 00 92

30 1 00 92

30 1 00 92

30 1 00 92

30 1 00 92

60 2 00 1 92

30 1 CO 92

30 1 00 92

1 00 4 00 3 92

1 25 4 00 3 92

CO 2 00 1 C)2

20 60 52

20 60 52

60 2 00 1 92

75 2 50 2 42

60 2 00 1 92

60 2 00 1 92

SQUASH.
Boston Marrow
Summer Crookneck

Large Winter Crookneck
Early White Bush, or Scallop.

Early Yellow Bush
tomato.

Canada Victor. TSelected seed

Boston Market
Large Bed
Tilden

TURNIP.
White Tankard
American Rutabaga
Devonshire Greystone

Early Red Top
Early White Top, or Early Whi
Golden Ball

Improved Yellow Globe

Yellow Top Aberdeen
• Long White Cowhorn
Skirving's Swede, or Rutabaga.

Carter's Imperial Swede
Orange Jelly

Large"White French
Sweet German
London Purple Top Swede
Shamrock Swede (fine)

Laing's Swede
Jersey Navet

Jib.

Mail,
lb.

Exp.
lb.

1 50 1 42

1 00 92

. 30 1 00 92

1 00 92

1 00 92

10 00 9 92

6 00 5 92

5 00 4 92

4 00 3 92

4 00 3 92

5 00 4 92

4 00 3 92
i ok A f\(\ 6 y-s

75

1 CO

67

92

75 67

80 72

. . . 25 80 72

1 00 92

1 25 1 17

80 72

80 72

75 67

75 67

1 00 92

80 72

1 00 92

20 75 67

.. 30 1 CO 92

.. 20 80 72

1 50 1 42

Seeds by the peck or bushel, per

BEANS. Bush or Dwarf. Peck. Bushel.

Yellow Eye 1 25 4 50

Early Fegee 1 50 5 00

Early Long Yellow Six Weeks 1 75 6 00

Dwarf German Wax (Round) 2 00

Dwarf German Wax (Long) 2 50

Early White Marrow 1 25 4 50

Early White Pea 1 25 4 50

Early White Navy or Medium 1 25 4 50

Early Mohawk 2 00 7 00

Dwarf Wax 3 00 10 00

Early Valentine 2 00 7 00

Early China , 1 80 6 50

BEANS. Pole or Running.
Horticultural 3 00 9 CO

Concord 3 00 9 00

BROOM CORN.
Dwarf Broom 1 50 5 00

Evergreen ; 1 25 4 50

ALSIKE CLOVER 6 00 20 00

CORN.
Mexican 3 00

Bates 2 00

Moore's Early Concord 2 00 7 00

Early Minnesota 2 00 7 00

Crosby's Early Sweet 1 75 6 CO

Stowell's Evergreen Sweet 1 50 5 00
• Early Yellow Field. 1 00 3 00

!ss; charges to be paid by purchaser.

CORN. Peck. Bushel.

Mammoth Field 1 25 4 50

Sweet Corn for Fodder 1 00 3 00

Hundred Days Dent 1 25 4 50

ONIONS.
Potato Onions 1 75 6 00

Onion Sets c Market price.

PEAS.
Philadelphia Extra Early 2 50 8 00

Kentish Invicta 2 12 6 50

Early Dexter 2 50 8 00

Early Kent , 2 25 7 00

Brown's Dwarf Marrowfat 2 50

Early Winship 2 50 8 00

Carter's First Crop 2 50 9 00

Early Caractacus 2 CO 9 00

McLean's Little Gem Dwarf 3 50 12 00

Early Tom Thumb (Dwarf) 2 75 10 00

Extra Early Dan O'Rourke '. 2 25 7 00

McLean's Advancer ; 2 50 9 00

Drew's Dwarf 2 25 8 00

McLean's Premier 2 50 9 CO

Champion of England 2 00 7 00

Forty Fold 2 75 11 00

Missouri Marrowfat 1 75 5 00

Black Eyed Marrowfat 1 50 4 50

Large White Marrowfat 1 25 4 00

Canada Field 75 2 50
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VARIETIES OF PE>
Our English cousins are annually sending out many new varieties of

peas as improvements over the older varieties
;
many of them have proved

to he marked improvements, such as the Little Gem and Advancer, but

of others I must say that though my aim and ambition is to introduce

every new vegetable worthy of notice to my patrons, many of these new
named sorts have but little beyond a new name to recommend them to

the cultivation of our American gardeners. Why this is so is in part

explained by the fact that our climate being hotter and dryer than that

of England, new varieties do no\, here show their distinctive character-

istics as markedly as there, and hence may prove too little different from

older sorts to be of any value this side the water. For this reason I

introduced some new sorts into my animal Catalogue with hesitation
;

while others I have not advertised until the good qualities claimed for

them by our English Cousins can be proved by actual experiment to be

transportable to this side the water. In my list of Rare and Novel will

be found the most promising of the new varieties.

Carter's Early Premium Gem will be found a decided

acquisition, being just about as early as Little Gem, while it is

a better yielder with much larger pea and pods. It is of the

same dwarf growth as Little Gem. Tom Thumb is full as

early as Little Gem, rather more dwarf in habits of growth

and more productive, but the pea is not so sweet.

Tor family USe, I would particularly call the attention of my
customers to Hair's Dwarf Mammoth, Laxton's Quantity,

McLean's Epicurean and McLean's Premier as varieties

that grow very stocky, with a dwarfish habit, and bear very

large peas of the deliciously sweet or wrinkled class.

Yorkshire Hero. This is one of the best of the new
late peas, the pods growing to a large size and filling out

plumply to the end, in this characteristic proving superior to

some of the new varieties. It is a splendid cropper, and has

all the sweet, marrow-like flavor of the wrinkled kinds.

Early Winship. This is a new American Pea, which

promises well for a first early. It is well worthy of a trial by
market gardeners in different sections.

I have strongly recommended the McLean's Advancer
and my variety of Extra Early Dan O'Rotjrke Peas, as

the most excellent varieties of their kinds for market gar-

deners ;
the Advancer, while it has the tenderness and

sweetness of the Champion of England, surpasses that fine

wrinkled pea, which has heretofore been considered our sweet-

est and tenderest family pea, in being a fortnight earlier, while

it grows but about two-thirds as high and crops fully as well

It has the same wrinkled appearance as the Champion, and
placed side by side could not be distinguished from it.

The Extra Early Dan O'Rourke I recommend as the

best of all varieties of Dan O'Rourke in the market
;

for,

as most gardeners know, there are several varieties sold under

that name, which differ in earliness, in yield, in dwarf habit

and in size and fullness of pod. Carter's Eirst Crop is

about a week earlier than Dan O'Rourke, but the pods

are smaller; still it is an excellent early sort for the kitchen

garden, but of inferior value for the market gardener. A fur-

ther trial, by market gardeners, has brought the Caractacus
into high favor. The pods are of a good size for an early pea

and well filled.

Brown's Early Dwarf Marrowfat Pea, will be found

to be the earliest and most dwarf of all Marrowfats.

The Early Kent I send out is the Early Kent in its

purity. This pea has been greatly deteriorated of late years by

careless cultivation, but the seed I send out will be found to

have all the desirable qualities possessed by the Early Kent in

its early days. I recommend it to market gardeners as a re-

liable first early sort.

Cape "Cod, or

Prices of Merry Plaits Rooted.

I have arranged with a reliable grower to sup-

ply Cranberry Plants at the following rates:

—

Tlfnn t-f/clrl Crop-nov 10,CC0 plants by Express, freight paid by purchaser, sufficient foriKiuttymu, \ji vz,jja/
Qne^ &t twQ feet apart $25 00

If sent by mail, prepaid by me "0 00

5,000

"

" " " per 1000 3 50

1,000

"

" " " 4 00

100

"

" " " per 100 50

Mansfield Creeper, a new upland variety, habit and growth different from other varieties

—

these are furnished by cuttings, or shoots—take root freely, and are as safe in planting
as rooted varieties Price per 100 GO

Full directions for cultivation sent with each lot ordered.

Eaton Black Bell Cranberry. I introduce this new variety
Bell Cranhery for the first time this season. Berries are not very large, but uniform in size,

and of dark color. The plant is very productive. It ripens by the 5th of September, two or three weeks earlier
than other varieties, which gives them a higher price in the market. Flants furnished by the 100 or 1000. Price
per 100, per mail, $1.00

;
per 1000, per mail, 17.50.

Grafting Wax. By Mail 50 cents per pound ; 30 cents per half pound.
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SUPERIOR ONION SEED.
Sow in drills 14 inches apart, using 4 lbs. ot seed to the acre.

My stock of Onion Seed is raised with peculiar

care, none but the very best and earliest onionsEs
being selected for seed stock, and from these I select

carefully, by hand, my seed onions. Not an ounce of

seed is sent out from my establishment that is not per-

fectly reliable. Exercising such care, I claim for it a

quality superior to most of that in the market, which is

raised either from very small, refuse onions, from large

and coarse onions, or, again, from such onions as the

seed grower chances to have on hand—either of which

qualities tends to produce poor onions. All the onion

seed of my own growing is raised in locations perfectly

isolated, and the yellow sorts will be found to be almost

entirely free of any mixture with red. Below I add a

few extracts from the many letters received from my
customers.

Early Round Danvers Yellow Onion. The
Danvers Onion excels in earliness, and yields more than the

Flat Eed or Yellow sorts. Over 1000 bushels have been raised

on an acre. It commands a readier sale than the Red sorts,

and brings a higher price in the market.

Early Flat Red. One of the very earliest, hardy and
reliable. A capital sort for the extreme north where other

sorts are too late to bottom and ripen well.

Early Round Red, or Danvers Red. This
ripens two or three weeks earlier than Red Wethersfield.

Scullions are almost unknown with this onion when grown from
most carefully selected seed stock, it being as reliable for bot-

toming well as Winnigstadt Cabbage is to make a head.

Southpori; Late Red Globe. This variety of

Late Red is very popular in the markets of New York, where
it sells at a higher price per barrel than the common Red
Wethersfield. Being much rounder it measures better, and
for this reason also Is more profitable for market gardeners
to grow. It is quite late, and I therefore do not recommend it

for farmers who live north of southern Connecticut.

White Globe. As white and handsome as a newly
made snow-ball ; sells half as high again as other sorts. Too
late to grow north of southern Connecticut. Should be dried
in an airy and shady place.

The Early Cracker Onion is the earliest of ail my
Yellow sorts and an excellent kind to raise where the seasons
are short.

PEDIGREE ONION SEED.
An observing intelligent farmer claimed

that earliness, reliability for bottoming, smallness of

neck can be as thoroughly inbred in an onion, as ca-

pacity to transmit her good qualities can be inbred in a

eow or in any class of animals. What is possible to

attain to in this matter my customers find in my onion

seed, as shown in the extracts from letters given beloio.

Those who have never raised onions from seed raised

from stock so carefully selected will be equally surprised

and pleased at the result.

An axiom that every onion grower soon learns,
" cheap onion seed is always dearS'^J^H

ONION SEED BY THE POUND.
Mail. Mail. Exp.
i lb. lb. lb.

White Globe £2 00 80 00 $5 92

New Queen 2 50 8 00 7 92

White Portugal 1 50 5 00 4 92

Large Ked Wethersfield (own growing) 1 25 4 00 3 92

Southport Late Eed Globe 125 4 00 3 92

Early Round Yellow Danvers, my own growing,
from hand picked onions 1 50 5 00 4 92

Early Round Yellow Danvers, in 10 lb. lots 4 75 4 67
" " " " in 25 lb. lots 4 50 4 42

Extra Early Yellow Flat, or Cracker 1 50 5 00 4 92
Early Red Globe, (own growing) 1 50 5 00 4 92
Early Globe Red in 10 lb. lots 4 75 4 07

" " " in 25 lb. lots 4 50 4 42
Early Flat Ked 1 50 5 CO 4 92

JSiP* Onions can be raised in the South the same year
from the black seed. I would particularly desire to

call the attention of my patrons in the /South to the fact

that seed grown as far north as my farms are located will

as a rule produce in the Southern States full sized onions
the first season, without resorting to the expensive and
slow method of sowing seeds for setts, which must be
planted another season to get the fully developed onion,

as is the ordinary practice at the South. Please ob-

serve that several of the recommendations given below
arc from Southern States ; and the onions were matured
full sized the first year from my black seed. My custom-
ers in Texas have written me that they have grown
onions the first year from black seed of my raising, in

one instance, three inches in diameter, and in another
weighing a pound each.

"The Early Globe Red Onion seed which I purchased of you last
year gave the best satisfaction. I believe that every seed grew. They
took the first prize at the Monongahela Valley Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Society." Adam Wickerham.
Monongaliela. Washington Co., Pa., Feb. 25, 1874.

" I have raised here from your Danvers Onion seed bulbs averaging
three inches in diameter, the first year from seed. Had as good success
as I ever had in the best onion growing section of Vermont."

liural Bower, Greensville Co., Va., Feb. 10, 1874. Frank M. Gage.
" I have bought Danvers Yellow Onion seed from you the last three

years, and it has proved true to name every time. I could have bought
onion seed last year for from one to two dollars per pound, but I was
afraid of it. My experience is, good seed true to name is cheap at
almost any price . I have tried many others' seeds, but I must say none
that proved so true as yours." Henry Sivehs.

Oswego, N. Y., Apritl, 1874.

" I must say that all the seeds purchased of you did extra well,

especially the Danvers Onion, which grew larger from the seed than any
onion around here grew from the sets." James McGowan.

Phillipsburg, Warren Co., N. J., Feb. 15, 1S74.

" Having bought my Onion seeds of you for the past three years, and
each year having tried other seed in the same field on a fair trial, every
time I am convinced that yours is the best I can get, so I send you my
order for twelve pounds." David Gunning.
Marshall, Wis., Jan. 31, 1874.

" From your Danvers Onion seed planted in February of last year, I
grew specimens weighing over one pound each." J. W. Flemming.
San Saba, Texas, June 29, 1873.

" It is due you to say that I have purchased my seeds of you for sev-

eral years and that they have been what you recommend every time. I
can buy onion seed at one dollar and a half per pound, but prefer yours
at four dollars." Ed. Hawlsy.

Ganges, Mich., March 3, 1873.

" The seeds we had from you last vear did well, and the onion which
was of the Danvers Yellow variety did extra, We had onions to take up
for the market in August, and four of tho largest weighed two pounds.
We find that your seed is far better than we can raise ourselves,"

Baymond, New Hampshire. Mrs. Sarah H. Corson.
" The seeds you sent to me last spring gave satisfaction. My onions

were admired
;
they grew so even and large

;
every seed came up and

made a large onion." J. M, Coffin.
Zeorh lou-a. Marsh 15, 1873,
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" Your Danvers Onions grew better than those from the seed I raised

on my own farm. It was the largest crop of onions I ever saw grow. I

measured off three square rods of them in which there was not much
difference ; one of the pieces had eight bushels, wanting ten pounds,
which is ahead of anything I ever saw in line of onions." L. F. Joslin.
Frankfort, .Yew York, March 0, 1873.

"The Early Bound Yellow Danvers and Early Round Bed have
seemed to vie with each other in their good behavior. They have yielded

me eight hundred bushels to the acre of first class onions."
North Adams, Mass., April 15, 1873. Joseph B. Whebler.

" Let me say that the Danvers Onion seed purchased of you last year
gave best satisfaction. I believe that every seed grew. Nor did 1 find

but one red onion in the whole lot, which is much to say for its purity."

Wellington, Lorain Co., Ohio. S. S. Parker.

" One of my neighbors said he would rather have your Onion seed, at

ten dollars per pound, than to have seed sent out by many other parties

for nothing ; for with your seed he had perfect satisfaction, while with
others he had met with disappointment

;
your seed had never failed Turn,

and that is saying a good deal." John L. Edgak.
Coopersville, Mich., May 3, 1S72.

" I have had seeds from you for myself and neighbors for five years,

and they have given good satisfaction. The Danvers Yellow Onion can't

be beat. I think you make improvement on them every year by hand
picking." Jonathan Boberts.
Albion, Iowa, March 30, 1872.

" Last year I bought of you one pound of onion seed (Yellow Danvers)
and sowed it with one of Holbrook' s drills, in hole No. 6. It went over
about twenty-five rods of ground. They were so thick I was obliged to

pull up a great many, but I harvested about one hundred and twenty-five

to one hundred and thirty bushels of nice onions. I was much pleased
with the Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage and Trophy Tomato."

Gainesville, Ohio, Feb. 15, 1872. H. M. Manchester.

" Your three and a half pounds of Onion seed I got last year
did exceedingly well. I got first prize at County Eair. My whole crop
brought me over seven hundred dollars." E. H. Wurts.
East Saginaw, Mich., Feb. 10, 1872.

"From two ounces of Yellow Danvers Onion seed, I purchased of you
last spring, I raised thirty-six bushels on six square rods of ground, or
at the rate of nine hundred and sixty bushels to the acre."

Ryeyate, Vt., Nov. 14, 1872. David Lang.

" The Early Globe and Danvers Onions were splendid. Most of them
grew to four and four and a half inches in diameter, and weighed four-
teen to seventeen ounces each." C. Traveller.
Richmond, Utah, 1871.

"Mine is the first crop of field onions raised in this section of the
country, and are an entire success, owing to the purity of your seed."

Osborn, Mo., Dec, 20, 1869. A. C. Temple.

Implements for Cultivation of Onions and other Vege-

tables.

Matthews' Seed Drill. -.
. $12 00

Matthews' Hand Cultivator .' 6 00

Matthews' Combined Seed Drill and Cultivator ; this / w qq
drill is intended for small patches of vegetables.

j

Goodwin's Osion AYeeder 5 00

Scuffle Hoe 1 00

Double "SYheel Hoe 1 50

The ppces of these implements are those at which they are retailed at

the seed stores in the large cities, at which rates I will superintend with-

out charge the, purchasing and forwarding of any of these machines to

the address of any person ordering them.

Goodwin's Onion Weeder.
' Every gardener knows the
importance of weeding with
implements as closely as
possible to the rows of veg-
etables in order to lessen
the cost of hand weeding.
Last season I collected to-

gether all the implements
that had been invented to

weed both sides of the row
at the same time. Some of

them were very costly, being priced as high as .135. The one that did

the work decidedly the best was Goodwin's. This not only cuts each

side of the row at the same time, but also half way across between the

two rows. It was invented by a practical farmer, and on any vegeta-

te farm will tnsy for itself s^neral times in the cctors
1

© of a reason.

Matthews' Garden Seed Drill.

The new drill was invented by Mr. E. G. Matthews, the inventor and
manufacturer of the Holbrook "Begulator" Seed Drill. Time

and experience have enabled
him to improve upon that and
produce in this new machine
one, which, though closely

resembling that, is greatly su-

perior to it, or any other drill

I am acquainted with. It is

tasty in appearance
;
simple

in principle
;
may be operat-

ed with ease, and rapidity ; is

thoroughly constructed thro'-

out, and there are no parts

subject to unusual wear.
The Agitator is an ingeni-

ous and effective device, without springs, cams, gears or belts to get out
of order, wherein it surpasses the Holbrook machine.
A simple contrivance gauges the deposit of the seed with mechanical

accuracy to the depth required. Its Adjustable Markers answer the
double purpose of markers and legs.

Full directions for use on the cover of each machine.
Price, boxed and delivered to any depot or express office in Boston,

§12.00.

Noyes' Hand Weeder.
This is an excellent little implement for hand weeding in bed sauce,

sach as onions, carrots and the like ; it is especially valuable when the
ground is hard or baked. It is much preferable to the bent hoop or
knives, which are often used. To test its value on my own grounds I

sent for a couple and put them in the hands of two of my boys to try
;

they liked them so well I sent for a dozen, and we have had them in use
for several years, to our great satisfaction. The price of them sent by
express is 40 cents each

;
per mail, 50 cents.

Matthews' Hand Cultivator.

The Matthews' Hand Cultivator is an improved implement for

garden and field use, to destroy and prevent the growth of weeds be-
tween the rows of Beets, Car-
rots, Onions, Turnips, or other
row crops, and for flat cultiva-
tion generally. It is light,

durable, simple, and easy to
operate. With the Cultivator
is combined a neat little seed
sower, suitable for use where
small patches of vegetables are
planted. The large drill, hav-
ing a larger ivheel and other
advantages, is the implement
/or market gardeners and those

who plant largely. Among the
good points of this implement,

single and combined, are the following :—1st, it has two wheels, causing

it to run steady. It weeds a width of from six to fourteen inches. 2d,

the teeth are held to the frame by a bolt and nut, instead of a key, and
being arranged with side guards
can be run close to the rows.
3d, it is made of the best season-

ed white oak, and is strong and
durable. 4th, the frame being
wood (instead of cast iron), it

does not break like the iron ones

in market. 5th, the cultivator

can be gauged to run the desired

depth by raising or lowering the

wheels, which are held in place

by one bolt and thumb nut. Gth,

it is arranged to receive a neat

and reliable seed drill attach-

ment, by removing the side arms only making at $io.OO the cheapest

combined Drill and Cultivator ever offered. 7th, the seed ^M^'
ment need not be removed when used as a cultivator, unless the opeiato.

prefers to do so : simplv throw it out of gear by removing belt, oi enam.

8th, it is neaftyWed for shipping -without charge.
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I have aimed to include in my collection of Flower Seed standard varieties, with the addition of such kinds as have

proved a real acquisition in floriculture. .Many varieties that are usually advertised separately, I have thought best to include

in a single package under the name of " mixed varieties." My three warrants I also throw around my flower seed, for it is

my design that they shall be equally reliable with my vegetable seed. Let me remind my friends that flower seed, being for

the most part very small in size, require extra precaution in the preparation of the soil, depth of planting, and protection

from extremes of cold and wet. Do not, as a rule, plant in the open ground before the weather has become settled ; better

wait until the middle of May. Before planting, the soil should be made very fine and be well enriched. Then, seed the

size of sweet peas may be planted three-quarters of an inch to an inch deep, and the very smallest seed should be planted

barely under the surface, having fine earth sifted over them and slightly packed with the hand or a strip of board pressed

upon it. It will keep the moisture in and facilitate vegetation if a newspaper is spread over the surface, after planting, and

kept down with stones for two or three days. Thin out the plants when very small with a bold hand, and after they have

attained to the height of a couple of inches, thin again boldly. Give each plant plenty of room, according to its habit of

growth ; a very common mistake is to crowd too much. Special rates when large amounts are ordered by Clubs. Terms to

Dealers on application.

No.

10

11

Abronia Umbellata (See Plate.)

Handsome, trailing annuals, with clusters of sweet-
scented flowers resembling the Verbena. Tine for baskets
or for the garden. Sow seed under glass and set the plants

eigliteen inches apart. Bloom from August until October.

Aconitum. (Monkshood)

A hardy perennial, grows well in any good soil, even
when in the shade.

Acroelinium.
One of the most beautiful of the everlasting flowers.

Very desirable for the flower garden and beautiful for

Winter bouquets, for which purpose they should be cut
as soon as they begin to expand. This flower is rendered
desirable from its early appearance in bloom. In a gard-

en of more than two hundred varieties of flowers, planted
at the same time, this was the first to bloom. Half-hardy
annual.

Acroclinium Rosetun. Bright Rose
, Alba. Pure White

Adonis Flower
A hardy annual with very pretty foliage-, producing

bright red flowers. Set plants one foot apart. Grows
about one foot high and blooms for a long time.

Agrostemma, Mixed.
Very pretty, free-blooming, hardy annuals, growing

about one foot high, making a .showy bed and fine for

cutting. Can be easily transplanted, and should be set

five or six inches apart.

Ageratum, Mixed
Hardy annuals for beds or borders and nice for cutting.

Grow about one foot high, and continue in bloom all

summer. Set six inches apart.

Alonsoa.
A very ornamental bedding plant ; flowers freely from

dune till the frost—a half hardy annual.

Alonsoa Grandiflora, (large flowered, ) deep scarlet, two
feet high

, Warszewiezi, bright crimson, from Chili, one and
a half feet high

Alyssuni.
Very fragrant, free-flowering, pretty plants for beds,

edging or rock-work. Much used for bouquets on account
of their delicate, honey-like fragrance.

Alyssum, Sweet. White, very sweet, hardy annual
blooms freely all summer
, Saxatile. Yellow, extremely showy. A hardy per-
ennial

Price
per

P'k'ge

10

10
10

10

10

No.

12

13

11

15

10

17

18

19

20

21

Ammobium Alatum
A very desirable white Everlasting Flower. Showy for

the border and makes very pretty dried flowers. Hardy
annual, two feet.

Amaranthus.
Ornamental foliaged plants, producing a striking effect

as centres of flower beds or mixed in with flowers. They
are most brilliant on poor soil. Half-hardy annual.

Amaranthus Bicolor Ruber. (New.) Very fine; the
lower half of a leaf a fiery red scarlet, the upper half

maroon. It is sometimes tipped with yellow; said to

be unsurpassed by any ornamental leaved plant

, Tricolor, (Joseph's Coat.) Leaves scarlet, yellow
and green, beautiful, two feet

, Melaiicholicus. Blood-red foliage of brilliant

beauty when lighted by the sun. Fine for ribboning
or grouping. From Japan, one and a half feet

, Salicifolius. This comparatively new annual is*'x-

ceedingly beautiful, both in form and color. As a foli-

age plant it is one of the finest in cultivation. Plant
of a pyramidal form, two or more feet in height.

Leaves long, narrow and wavy, changing in color from
a bronzy green to a brilliant scarlet, as the plant at-

tains age. From its graceful appearance, this is some-
times called "Fountain Plant."

Anterrhimim. (Snapdragon)

A very showy and hardy perennial, about two feet high,

and flowering well the first season. Sow the seeds early,

in pots or under glass, and transplant six inches apart.

Aristolochia, Mixed
Highly ornamental and attractive climbers, with curi-

ously shaped flowers of the most varied and beautiful

colors. The flowers resemble a Dutchman's pipe. Hardy
perennial.

Aster.
Very beautiful and popular half-hardy annuals, growing

from ten to eighteen inches high. For profusion of flow-

ers and richness of display, the Asters are unrivalled.

Sow the seed early in the spring under glass or in pots in

the house, and transplant into rich soil, about one foot

apart.

Aster, Lark Purple-red, Peony Flowered
;
(new) mag-

nificent

-—,
Black-brown, Peony-Flowered

;
(new) very beau-

tiful color

, Black-blue, Imbrique Pompon
;

(new) very at-

tractive

Price
per

P'k'ge

10

5

15

15

20

20

20
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No.

23

24

25

2(5

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

30

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

Aster, " Goliath." New, (for description see page 42).
.'

, Washington. White, (New). Flowers very glob-

ular and extremely pure in color

i , Washington. Peach-bloom, (New). Flowers very
globular and extremely delicate in tint. Heed scarce.

. " The Queen's Cockade." -Vow;. For description

see page 42

. " Tho Meteor." A beautiful novelty. (For de-

scription see page 42

, German, Double Quilled and Striped. Twen-
ty splendid varieties mixed
, Globe

.
Flowered, Doable German. Twelve

splendid varieties mixed

, Boltze^ New Dwarf Bouquet, about eight inch-
es high, are very double, rich and free-flowering, very
tine for pots or beds. Six splendid varieties mixed .

.

, Traffaufs French Peony-Flowered Perfection.
Very large and splendid. Perfect in form, size and
fulness of flower. The petals are turned towards the
centre, giving the flower the resemblance of a ball.

One of the very best of the Asters. Eighteen splen-

did varieties mixed

, Pyramidal, Large and Double. These are sim-
ilar in style to the Peony variety, but more branching,
with splendid, large, extra, double flowers. Very
showy. Sixteen varieties mixed

, Hedgehog, (or Needle), -with white centre. Six
splendid varieties mixed

, New, Giant Emperor. A tall, strong growing-
variety, with immense flowers. Flowers few., butvery
double and often four inches in diameter. Twelve
tine varieties mixed

, Dwarf Double. A very desirable variety, of a
handsome, compactly branching, bouquet-like form

;

the best for dwarf groups. Several varieties mixed..

, Dwarf Pompon Bouquet. (See Plate.) A
beautiful Aster with neat, pompon flowers. Many
very fine varieties mixed
, Above varieties mixed

Anagallis, Mixed
Beautiful trailing hardy annuals about six inches high,

and very desirable for small beds, edging, baskets, &c.

Azalea. (Finest varieties mixed.)

One of the most ornamental of greenhouse shrubs and
admirably adapted for a windoio plant. It flowers with
great profusion. The roots being very fine, it requires a
light soil. The seed, which I send out, I have imported
from German}-, from one of the most celebrated of growers.

Asperula Azurea. (See Plate.)

This is a new flower, of recent introduction, and has
proved itself worthy of high recommendation. A pro-

fuse-flowering, hardy annual of Dwarf habit, with fine

foliage and deliciously fragrant, bright sky-blue flowers

;

continues in bloom till frost. Well adapted for shady
places.

Bachelor's Button (Centaurea.)

A showy, hardy annual, ahout two feet high—succeeding

well in any soil. Set six inches apart.

Baptisia Anstralis
A handsome plant of the easiest culture ; flowers blue

and white. Hardy perennial two feet.

Bartonia Aurea
A showy, half-hardy annual, growing about two feet

high, bearing very brilliant yellow flowers. Thin plants to

six inches apart.

Balsams.
Most magnificent, and popular half-hardy annuals, from

one and one-half to two feet in height. Sow the seed

early in frames, and transplant to a well enriched border,

one foot apart.

Balsams, Double Yellow. (New.)

, Camelia-flowered, Carmine. (New.) Splendid
new luminous color

, Pomegranate-red, with white edge. (New.) Very
beautiful

, Doable Mixed Caiuelia Flowered,

Price
per

P'k'ge
No.

20

Or
(

15

10

10

10

15

15

10

10

25

10

15

15

10

10

20

25

25

10

47

48

49

50

51

54

50

57

58

59

60

01

02

03

04

65

66

67

-, Spotted, Rose-Flowered, Mixed. (See Plate.)
Very large flowered, double and with perfectly formed
flowers : from six to eight fine varieties, all spotted

with white

. Dwarf Camelia Mixed.
double varieties: one-half foot.

From eight splendid

Price
per

p-k'g,;

Balloon Vine
Ornamental climbing plant, remarkable for an inflated

membranous capsule, (white in color) from which it de- '

rives the name of Balloon Vine. Suitable for the green- I

house or out-door decoration. Half-hardv annual.

Begonia Sedeni Victoria. Ni w
For description see page 42.

Bellis Perennis. (Double Daisy. ) :—
A favorite perennial for the border or for pot culture.

Set plants six inches apart.

Bocconia frutescens. New
Beautiful foliaged greenhouse plant, suitable for lawns

in Summer.

Black-leaved Beet, (New.)

Intensely black foliage, very glossy and elegant
;
highly

ornamental as a foliaged plant.

Browallia.
Very handsome, profusely blooming- plants, covered with

rich and strikingly beautiful flowers
;
grows freely in rich

soil. Very desirable grown in beds; one and one half

feet. Half-hardy annual.

Browallia, Blue, with white centre. Very brilliant and
beautiful, one and one-half feet

, Mixed. One-half foot

Bryonopsis Laciniata. (See Plate.)

An elegant climber, with Ivy-like foliage and brilliant

scarlet fruit exquisitely marked with white. Ten feet.

Half-hardy annual.

Calceolaria.

Flowers highly decorative
;
very desirable, indeed inval-

uable, for the house, greenhouse and the garden. Seeds

should be started in pots, but not under glass. Half-hardy

perennials.

Calceolaria, Tigridus. (See Plate.) A new spotted

variety, extrafine

Callirhoe.

Beautiful, free-flowering plants, beginning to bloom

when small and continuing throughout the summer and

fall ;
excellent for beds or masses when sown thick. Har-

dy annual.

Callirhoe, Pedata. Rich purple crimson, with white

eye, two feet

, Iuvolucrata. A trailing variety of great beauty
;

large purple crimson flowers ; desirable for hanging
baskets

Canary Bird Flower
A highly ornamental creeper, with exceedingly beautiful

ijellow fringed flowers and finely divided foliage ; a gener-

al favorite. Half-hardy annual.

Canterbury Bells.

Veil known biennials, growing about one foot high, pro-

ducing beautiful bell-shaped flowers. Set six inches apart.

Canterbury Bells, Blue Single

, White Single

, Double Mixed

Candytuft.

A well known hardy annual, very useful for bedding and

bouquets, and also for pot culture.

Candytuft, White

, Purple

, Crimson
, Fragrant ,
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Catch-fly. (Silenc.

)

A hardy annual about one foot high :—produces brilliant

flowers in great profusion in early summer.

Catch-fly, Red
, White. .

Centranthus.
Exceedingly pretty, free-flowering, hardy annuals, from

six inches to one foot high, and very effective in beds or

borders.

Centranthus, Rose
, White

Chelone Barbata
A half-hardy perennial, about three feet high, hearing-

long spikes of scarlet bells, flowers from July to Sep-

tember
;
of easy culture.

Chrysanthemums.
Handsome hardy annuals about two feet high, blooming

from July to October.

Chrysanthemums, Double White
, Double Yellow
, Mixed,

Cineraria.

A well known greenhouse favorite. Remarkable for

its free-flowering habit and beauty of foliage. May be
had in splendid bloom throughout the greater portion of

the year. From the richness and diversity of the colors

the Cineraria ranks among the most valuable of our early

Spring flowers. Greenhouse perennial.

Cineraria, Fine Mixed.

, Maritima. Flowers yellow, leaves large and sil-

very; an ornamental foliaged plant, fit for edgings,

in which case it should be kept from flowering. It

forms a fine contrast, in ribboning, with Perilla

Nankinensis. One and one-half feet

Cissus, Discolor
A red-leaved hot-home climber, very brilliant and hand-

some. A great acquisition. Requires strong heat and a
moist atmosphere. Particularly adapted to the hot-house,

but will thrive in the parlor by frequently showering the

leaves.

Clarkia.
A very pretty, hardy annual, about eighteen inches high

—blooming from June to September. Set six inches apart.

Clarkia, Rosea—-, White
, Purple

, Mixed

Clematis.
Beautiful, hardy climbers, unrivalled for covering arbors,

fences, verandahs, &c ; will succeed in any good garden soil.

Clematis, Cirrhosa. One of the new varieties, perfect-

ly hardy, a very rapid climber, literally covering itself

with large bunches of white, sweet-scented flowers.

Twenty-five feet

Clianthus Dampieri (Glory Pea.)

One of the most attractive plants in cultivation.

A shrubby climber, with neat foliage and drooping clus-

ters of large, rich, scarlet, pea-shaped flowers, 3 inches in

length. Each flower is beautifully marked with a black,

cloud-like blotch. It requires a dry, warm soil and should
be watered but sparingly. Remove to the house when
cold weather comes.

Clitoria.

Splendid, free-flowering, greenhouse climbers, with large,

elegant, pea-shaped flowers. Particularly adapted for train-

ing on trellis-work, wire globes, &c. Perennials.

Clitoria, Coelestis. Sky-blue ; from East Indies

Cobea Scandens. (See Plate. 1 ...

A magnificent, climbing plant of rapid growth, produc-
ing large, purple, bell-shaped flowers

;
adapted for out

door growth, in Summer, also for the house and green-
In >use. The seeds are apt to rot in the open ground, hence
should be started in the house. Place the seed edgewise
in planting. Tender perennial.

Price
per

P'k'ge

5

10

10

15

25

25

10

10

No.

87

88
8!)

90
91

92

93

91

95
96

97
98
99
100

101

102

103

104

105

100

107

108

Cockscomb.
Very singular and attractive half hardy annuals, about

two feet high. To perfect the flowers they should be sown
in the hot-bed and transplanted into rich soil, one foot

apart.

Cockscomb, Cristata Variegata. New and beautiful.

Gold and Crimson Variegated
, New Japan. (For description see page 42)
, Crimson. Tall, very fine (pure.)
, Dwarl Mixed. Very beautiful
, Feathered. Neto and very fine for bouquets

Coleus. (Xew and finest varieties Mixed) (See Plate.)

These gorgeous colored plants with their variegatedfoliage,
are deservedly called the most popular plants in cultiva-
tion. Their leaf markings are rich and varied. No garden,
basket, vase nor collection of flowers is complete without
them. Start the seed in a hot bed or pot in the house and
transplant when warm weather comes.

Collinsia, Mixed
Beautiful, hardy annuals, very pretty when grown in a

mass. Thin plants to three inches apart.

Collomia, Scarlet
A very pretty annual, producing heads of bright red

flowers.

Columbine, (Aquilegia.)

A well known, showy, hardy perennial, about two feet

high, blooming in May and June.

Columbine, Mixed
, Rocky Mountain. New. (For description see
page 42. ) .

Convolvulus.
Beautiful and showy half 'hardy annuals, producing an

abundance of rich colored flowers. Set plants one foot

apart. Blooms from July mitil autumn.

Convolvulus, Minor, Dwarf Mixed. (See Plate.).

.

, —
,
Striped. Blue, beautifully striped with white. .

.

, , Double. New and beautiful; frorn France. .

.

, Major. (Morning Glory.) Fine varieties mixed.
A well-known, beautiful, climbing annual, siiitable

for covering arbors, trellises, &c. Blooms from July
until autumn

Coreopsis, Mixed. (Calliopsis.)

A beautiful, showy, hardy annual, about two feet high,
succeeding well in any soil. Produces a fine effect when
grown in a mass. Blooms from June until September.

Coreopsis, Drummond's
A very showy, hardy annual with large yellow flowers

;

suitable for growing in masses, as it continues in bloom
all the season. Grows about eighteen inches high.

Cosmidium, Burridge's
An elegant annual, growing about two feet high, with

rich, brilliantly colored flowers.

Cyprus Vine, Scarlet. (Ipomea quamoclit.)

A tender, climbing annual, with graceful foliage and
scarlet flowrers. Before planting, pour boiling water on
the seeds for a few minutes. Sow in pots in the hot-house
in March and remove the plants, without disturbing the
roots, to the open ground when the weather becomes warm.

Cyprus Vine, White

Datura. (Trumpet Flower.)

A showy, half-hardy perrennial, producing large, sweet-
scented, trumpet-shaped flowers. The roots should be re-

moved to the cellar in autumn. Two and a half feet.

Datura, Wright's. Flowers bell-shaped, of extraor-

dinary size, white bordered with lilac. Two feet

, Humilas Double. Double flowers of a rich, golden
yellow, a magnificent, free-flowering, sweet-scented vari-

ety

Dahlia, Mixed
Seeds saved from very fine named sorts mixed, from

France. Half-hardy perennial.

Delphinium.
Flowers remarkable for their great beauty, diversity of

shades and striking appearance. Hardy perennials.
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Delphinium Candelabrum. (See Plate.) A new and
elegant variety of Larkspur. The branches are beau-

tifully curved, (pointing upwards,) diminishing in
length as they approach the top of the centre spike,

thus giving the plant the appearance of a candelabra.

Flowers brilliant and varied

, Fornaosuin. (See Plate.) New, flowers remark-
ably large and brilliant ; color exquisite blue and white

;

will flower the first season from seed. Two feet

, Chinese* Mixed. Two and a half feet

, Elaium. {Bee Larkspur.) Blue, two feet

—— ,
Hybriduna. Fine mixed, splendid

Dictanus. (Fraxinella.

)

Handsome, fragrant, free-flowering, herbaceous plants,

suitable for mixed borders. The leaves have a very
pleasant smell like lemon peel, when rubbed. The seeds
frequently remain dormant for several months. Hardy
perennials.

Fraxinella, Mixed. Two feet

Erysimum Peroffskianum : . .

.

A very showy, hardy annual about eighteen inches high
—bearing spikes of deep orange-colored blossoms. Blooms
from June to September.

Erythrina or Coral Tree
This magnificent half-hardy shrub, with its fine leaves

and most brilliant scarlet flowers is a great acquisition.

The gorgeous spikes of scarlet flowers from one to tivo

feet long with which it covers itself bear a resemblance
to Coral. Although a tropical plant, it grows freely out
of doors if placed in a warm situation. Cut it down to

the ground before frost and protect in a cool, dry cellar

during winter.

Esehscholtzia.
A very showy, hardy annual about one foot high, bloom-

ing from June until September. Produces a brilliant ef-

fect at a distance when grown in a mass.

Esehscholtzia, Yellow
, White .-.

, Tenuifolia
, Mixed •.

Eternal Flower. (LTelichrysum.)

A hardy annual, very ornamental in the garden and
very desirable for winter bouquets, as they will retain their

form and color for years if gathered and dried when first

open.

Eternal Flower, Yellow
, Mixed

Eupatorium. (Fraserii)

Shrubby plants whose flowers are indispensable for bou-
quets. The flowers are white growing in graceful feathery
sprays and are admirable for mixing in with bright colored
flowers. Hardy rierennial.

Euphorbia, or Snow on the Mountain
A very pretty variegated foliaged plant, leaves edged

with pure white. Tender annual.

Evening Primrose

A well-known, showy perennial, one and a half feet

high, blooming the first year from the seed.

Feverfew. (Matricaria. )

A beautiful, half-hardy perennial, well adapted for beds.

Feverfew, Double White. Very fine. One foot

, Golden Feather. (For description, see page 42) .

.

Flax, Crimson. (Linum Grandifioriim.)

A beautiful, half-hardy annual, one foot high and very
effective and showy for bedding purposes. Set plants one
foot apart.

Forget-me-not. (Myosotis.)

A very pretty, little, hardy perennial, about six inches
high. Will thrive best in a cool, moist situation, and is

well adapted for bedding or rockwork.

Foxglove, Mixed. (Digitalis.)

A hardy biennial, growing three to four feet high and
very ornamental in the garden or amongst shrubbery, as
it produces tall spikes of blue and white, bell-shaped
flowers.

Price
per

P'k'ge

15

10

5

5

10

10

10
15

No.

131

102

133

134

135

136
137
138

139
140
141
142

143

144

145

140

147

148

149

150

Fuchsia, or "Ladies' Ear Drop." (Finest
and newest varieties mixed. )

Elegant flowering plants of easy culture in pots for par-
lor decoration or the garden. In the garden they require
a slightly shaded situation. Soil should bo rich. Half-
hardy perennial.

Gaillardia, Mixed. (See Plate.)

Hardy annuals, universally admired for their fine dis-

play. Grow about eighteen inches high, and bloom all

summer.

Gaura.
An exceedingly handsome and freo-flcwering plant,

continuing in bloom the whole summer. Of light and
graceful habit, bearing spikes of white and red, tinted
flowers : a profuse bloomer. Succeeds best in sandy
loam. Half-hardy annual.

Gaura, Lindheimeri. Wliile with pink, calyx ; from
Texas. Two feet

Geranium, Fancy, Splendid Mixed
Geum.

Handsome, free-flowering, long-blooming and remarka-
bly showy plants. Succeeds best in a sandy loam. Hardy
perennials.

Geum, Mixed
Gilia.

Early and free-flowering, hardy annuals, growing from
six inches to one foot high, and very desirable for planting
in masses or detached patches.

Gilia, White
, Rose
, Tricolor

Globe Amaranths.
Tender annuals about two feet high, very ornamental in

the garden. The flowers will retain their beauty for r

longtime if gathered and dried as soon as they are open.
Start early in hot-bed, and transplant one foot apart in the
border when the weather becomes warm.
Globe Amaranth, White

, Purple
, Variegated
, Mixed

Gloxinia, (grandiflora)

A superb class of greenhouse and in-door plants, pro-
ducing, in great profusion, elegant flowers of the richest
and most beautiful colors. The variety I send out is very
choice and is one of the new varieties, with vigorous foli-

age and very large flowers in the. best and liveliest colors.

Stove perennial.

Godetia, Mixed
Very attractive, hardy annuals of easy culture, about

one foot high, flowering in July and August.

Grasses, Ornamental.
The Ornamental Grasses are most desirable for bouquets

both for Summer and Winter. For Winter use. cut about
the time of flowering, tie up in small bunches and dry in
the shade.

Grasses, Ornamental, Agrostis Nebulosa. The most
delicate, fine and feathery of the Ornamental Grasses.
Hardy annual
, Eragrostis Elegans, ("Love Grass."/ An
exceedingly pretty and highly ornamental grass.

Grows one to two feet. Hardy annual

, , Isolepsis Tenalla. One of the grasses
which is a greatfavoritefor baskets, rases, etc. Very
graceful. A perennial

, , " Job's Tears." This well known variety of

tropical grass is so called from the appearance of its

shiny, pearly fruit, which resembles a falling tear.

Half-hardy annual

, , Pampas Grass. The most stately and mag-
nificent ornamental grass in cidtivadon, producing nu-
merous long, silken plumes of flowers. When plant-

ed on lawns the effect is very fine. Flowers the second
season : requires to be carefully covered during the
winter, as it is not quite hardy

, , Quaking Grass. This graceful shaking grass
is very elegant in bouquets and may be dried and kept
a long time

;
perfectly hardy. Sow in open ground

any time in spring. Hardy annual '.
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Gypsophila.
Elegant free flowering little plants, succeeding in any

soil. Well adapted to rockwork and edging. Ladies will

rind this desirable for ornamenting their hair.

Gypsophila Paniculata. Remarkably hardy, dwarf
plant, covering itself with small white flowers. Very
desirable from their tenacity of life. I have known a
cluster of these flowers to live three days without
water and without showing signs of wilting. Ladies
willfind this very desirable for ornamenting their hair,

alsofor button-hole bouquets. Hardy perennial

, Muralis. Beautiful, dwarf plant, neat and re-

markably pretty, with starry pink and white flowers

which completely cover the plant. Very line for hang-
ing baskets. Hardy annual, one half-foot

-, Mixed

Hawkweed, Mixed. {Crepis.)

A class of attractive hardy annuals, one foot high, of

easy culture. Sow ill early spring and thin plants eight

inches apart.

Heliotrope, Mixed
A well-known, half-hardy perennial, particularly prized

on account of its delightful fragrance. It is well adapted
for bedding or pot culture. Sow the seeds early in spring-

in pots or in the hot-house, and transplant into the garden
when the weather becomes warm.

Hibiscus Afrieanus
A showy and beautiful, hardy annual, eighteen inches

high, blooming from June to September. Set eighteen

inches apart.

Hollyhocks.
Hollyhocks, English Prize, (See Plate.) Very hiyhly

recommended. The seed I have was saved from one
of the finest collections in England, and is of twelve

•prize varieties. Hardy perennial

, Tall Double Mixed. A great improvement on
the old variety. Showy perennials, four to six feet

high, very effective amongst shrubbery

, Dwarf Chinese. Showy, hardy annual variety, two
and a half feet high. Start early in hot-bed and
transplant one foot apart

Helipterum Sanfordi
A new variety of everlasting flowers of great beauty ;

of dwarf, tufted habit, producing large, globular clusters

of bright golden yellow flowers, excellent for winter
bouquets.

Honesty. (Lunaria.)

A hardy biennial, two feet high, flowering the second
year in May and June. The flowers are succeeded by
singular, semi-transparent seed-vessels that are quite

ornamental and may be kept for a long time.

Hyacinth Bean. (Doliehos.)

Tender, climbing annual from the East Indies, produc-
ing clusters of brilliant flowers.

Humea Elegans
A magnificent, showy, half-hardy biennial, four to eight

feet high,, blooming the second year through the summer
and autumn. Very ornamental in the garden and pleas-

ure ground.

Heartsease, or Pansy. (See Plate.)

A well-known and universal favorite
;
properly a bien-

nial, but may be perpetuated by cuttings or by dividing
the roots. It blooms early the first season and produces
a profusion of brilliant flowers from early spring until

winter. It will thrive well anywhere, but prefers a moist,
shady situation.

Heartsease, or Pansy. {Fine mixed.)
, {Pure Yellow, Large Flowered.) The brilliancy and
beauty of this Pansy make it a great favorite

, {Extra choice mixed.) These varieties are very su-

perior.

, {Finest, very large stained.)

, King of the Blacks. Deep Coal Black
, Pure White
, Odier, or Five Blotched. A new and beautiful
Prize Pansy, of great variety of color and markings,
each petal being most beautifully blotched or marked.
The seed I send out is from the celebrated Benary,
and is extra choice and true
, Emperor William. (For description see page 42.

Price
per No.

P'k'ge

172

10

10

15

10

20

15
25
20
20

25

173

174

175

17fi

177

178

179
180

181
182
183

1S4~

185

ISO

187

188

189

190

191
192

Ice Plant. (See Plate.)

A singular-looking, tender annual with thick, fleshy
leaves, that have the appearance of being covered with
crystals of ice. Start early in pots and transplant into
light, sandy soil, in a warm situation.

Ipomea. (See Plate.)
Of all flowers in general cultivation, this perhaps ranks

pre-eminent for delicate and intrinsic beauty. Its fine

foliage, graceful form and the brilliant and varied hues of
its many flowers, render it most desirable for the green-
house and garden decoration. Very beautiful climbers.
Annuals.

, Bona Nox, Evening Glory. (For description see
page 42.) '

Ipomea Atroviolacea, violet, bordered with pure ichite

;

superb
, Elegantissima. One of the richest of the Ipo-
meas

; blue with intense purple centre in the form of
a star, with broad, pure white margin
, Limbata. Blue, elegantly marked with wJiite

, Nil Grandiflora. A very beautiful variety from
Germany
, Cocciiiea. {Star Ipomea.) A beautiful, climbing,
tender annual, closely allied to the Morning Glory,
producing a profusion of bright scarlet flowers

Ipomopsis.
Most beautiful plants with long spikes of dazzling

flowers. Half-hardy biennials.

Ipomopsis, orange, from California
; three feet

, Elegans, scarlet.

Jaeobea. (Senecio.)
A very gay-colored, showy class of hardy annuals, very

effective for bedding. Grow about one foot high.

Jaeobea, Double, White!
, Double, Dark Blue
, Double, Mixed

Lantana. {Fine varieties mixed.) (See Plate.)

This showy, greenhouse plant will succeed finely in any
garden soil. It forms a small bush, covering itself with
pink, yellow and ora.nge flowers, and also flowers of change-
able color. Start in the house. Half-hardy perennial.

Larkspur.
Very beautiful, hardy annuals, producing dense spikes

of flowers, which are very decorative either in the garden
or when cut for vases. Set ten inches apart.

, Tall Double Rocket
, Stock-flowered. Eight varieties mixed
, Hyacinth-flowered. (See Plate.) A curious and
very beautiful variety, strongly resembling a Double
Hyacinth. Twelve fine varieties mixed.."

, Tricolor Elegans. A very double variety of very
handsome colors and most beautifully striped. Two
and one-half feet

These two last named varieties may be considered as
j

great acquisitions to the garden.

Lavender
This herb I consider desirable for the flower garden

from the pleasing fragrance of its leaves. Perennial.

Leptosiphon. (See Plate.)
The most desirable of plants for edgings

;
very beauti-

ful with their numerous and many colored flowers ; also
suitable for rock-work, and nice for pot plants

; succeed in
any light, rich soil ; from California. Hardy annual.

Leptosiphon Mixed. Colors dark maroon, orange, lilac,

purple, crimson, violet, golden yellow and white. Ex-
ceedingly pretty

Lobelia.
Exceedingly pretty, profuse-blooming plants of great

value to the flower garden ; their delicate, drooping habit
and the profusion of their charming little flowers render
them exceedingly ornamental. Very fine for hanging-
baskets. Half-hardy annual.

Lobelia Erinoides. Blue
, Erinus, Mixed. Blue, ichite, and blue and white
marbled

Lophospermum.
An exceedingly elegant and highly ornamented climber

with large and handsome foxglove-like flowers
;
Very ef-

fective for conservatory and garden decoration, and also

desirable for hanging baskets ; blooms the first season

from seed. Half-hardy perennial,
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Lophospermum Hendersonii. Flowers of rosy car-

mine, fine. Ten feet

Love-lies-bleeding. (Amaranthns Qaudattis.)

A hardy annual, three to four feet high, with pendant
spikes of blood-red flowers, which at a little distance look
like streams of blood.

Love-in-a-mist. (Nigella.)

A curious, hardy annual about one foot high, with
finely cut leaves and singular flowers.

Lupins, Mixed
Showy, hardy perennials, two to three feet high, produc-

ing tall spikes of attractive flowers.

Lychnis.
Very handsome and highly ornamental perennials of

easy culture.

Lychnis Fulgens. Bright scarlet, from Siberia. One
and one-half feet

, Sieboldi. White, fine ; one and one-half feet

, Hybrida, mixed. Beautiful, with large flowers
varying in color from the brightest scarlet to blood-red,

purple, orange and wMte

Malope.
Handsome, half-hardy annuals, about two feet high.

Set eighteen inches apart. Well adapted to mixed borders.

Malope, Mixed

Malva (or Mallow.)
Showy and desirable plants with pretty, salver-formed

flowers.

Malva Minita. Very desirable with its bright scarlet

flowers. It blooms freely all the season. Half-hardy
annual

Marvel of Peru, Mixed. (Mirabilis.)

The old and well-known Four o'clock. A beautiful
plant with flowers of various colors, making a fine sum-
mer hedge when set one foot apart. Grows two feet high.
The roots may be preserved like Dahlias during the
winter. Half-hardy perennial.

Marigold. ( Tagctes.

)

Extremely showy, half-hardy annuals, one to two feet

high, well adapted to garden culture, blooming profusely
through the season. Set one foot apart.

Marigold, African

Cape. A showy, hardy annual, one to two feet

high—producing an abundance of bright yellow flow-

ers, from June until October. Set one foot apart

, Pot. (See Plate.) This variety of marigold is well
worth much praise. The flowers are large, very
brilliant and double

; in color varying from a deep
orange to a pale lemon and have a dark maroon centre.

They begin blooming very early and continue till after

the heavy frosts. They sow their own seed and thus
perpetuate themselves

, French
, , e/old'Striped, new and fine

, . Double, Dwarf. Yellow, new and fine

Maurandia. (See Plate.)

An elegant, half-hardy, climbing perennial, well adapted
to the conservatory or trellis work in the garden. Start

early in pots, transplant when the weather becomes warm.
Flower** the first year from the seed and contipues to

bloom through the season.

Maurandia, Barclayana. Rich, violet flowers

, Mixed. Violet, tuhite, rose and pink

Mimulus . (Monkey Flower. )

A hardy annual of the easiest culture, about nine inches
high, producing a profusion of very pretty flowers. It is

perennial in the greenhouse and may be easily propagated
by eiji tings. Select a moist, rather shaded location.

Minvaljis, Cardinalis. Scarlet, from California ; one
foot.. »

, Hybridna. (See Plate.) New ; splendidly spotted

and marbled in the most varied manner', rivaling the

Calceolaria in the variety of its brilliant colors

Price
per

P'k'ge

15

20

10
10

5

10

No.

213

214

215

216

21T

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

220
227
228
22!)

230
231
232
233
234

235

230

237

238

25

Mimulus, New Double. Spotted, a beautiful variety for
pot cultiu-e ; remarkable for its double flowers which are
brilliant yellow, spotted, striped and mottled with crim-
son. This, aside from its beauty, is very desirable
from its remaining in bloom much longer than the
single sorts

Mignonette.
A hardy annual, eight inches high. A general favorite

on account of its delightful fragrance. Blooms through-
out the season. Sow from middle of April to middle of
June. Thin to six inches apart.

Mignonette, Sweet per ounce 25 cents.

, Grandiflora. An improvement on the old variety
in size .• *

, Victoria. New. (For description see page 42.). .

.

Morning Glory. (See Convolvulus Major.)

Mourning Bride. (Scabiosa.)

A class of very pretty, hardy annuals, from one to two
feet high—suitable for bedding or bouquets.

Mourning Bride, Mixed
, Dwarf. Six splendid varieties, mixed

Momordica.
Trailing plants with ornamental foliage and golden yel-

low fruit which, when ripe, opens, disclosing its seeds and
brilliant carmine interior. Planted on rock-work or stumps
of trees and allowed to ramble, it produces a very striking
effect. Half-hardy annuals.

Momordica Charentia, or Balsam Pear

Musk Plant. (Mimulus moschatus.)

Much esteemed for the strong musk odor of its leaves It
has a yellow bloom. Tender perennial.. .

.'
.

Mukia Seabrella
A very pretty climber with small, heart-shaped leaves

and scarlet berries. Very ornamental and of rapid growth.
Annual

Nasturtium. Hardy Annual.
Nasturtium, Tall mixed

, Scheuerianum. Straw colored striped with brown.
Very beautiful

, Spit-fire. New. Very fine
;
brightfire-red. Flow-

ers very freely and makes a strikingly showy appear-
ance

Nasturtium, Dunnett's New. Orange
, Atropurpurea. Dark blood crimson
, Coccineum. Brilliant scarlet

, Dwarf Mixed
, Dwarf Scarlet
, Rose
, White. (The pearl.)
, Yellow
, King of Tom Thumb's. Deep scarlet blossom,
bluish greenfoliage, new and fine

Hemophila. (See Plate.)

Charming, hardy, low annuals, producing an abundance
of extremely delicate and beautiful flowers. Very useful
for bedding or for pot culture. Sow early in pots and
transplant into a cool, rather moist situation.

Nemophila Mixed

Hirembergia.
Charming little plants which flower profusely during the

whole summer
;
exceedingly valuable for hanging baskets,

rustic vases and edgings ; from South America. Half-
hardy perennials.

Nirembergia, Large flowering. A new species from
the Andes. It deserves to become a general favorite

both for the open garden in summer and the green-
house in winter

Kolana. Mised. (See Plate.)

Very pretty, trailing hardy annuals, line for rock-work,
banging baskets, or for bedding. Select light rich soil.

Obeliscaria.
Showy plants with novel and rich colored flowers, having

curious acorn-like centers ; succeed in any common gar-

den soil. From Texas. Half-hardy perennial.

Obeliscaria Pulcherrima. Fine, rich, velvety crimson,
edged and tipped with yellow. One-half foot
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2;ii)

240

241

242

24:;

244

245

246

247

248

249

2.50

251

253

254

Price
per

P'k'gc

Oxalis.

i. s'nleiuM class of plants with richly colored flowers

and .lark foliage suitable for hanging pots or rustic baskets

Particularly adapted for the parlor where they bloom m
mid-winter. Half-hardy perennials.

Oxalis Rosea. Rose colored flowers, blooms abundant-

ly. From Chili. One-half foot

Trop;eoloides. Deep yellow floioers with brown

leaves ; a very interesting variety. One-halt toot. . .

.

Parsley, Dwarf Curled
I would recommend Curled Parsley as flue for edgings

for the flower garden, tine for vase bouquets, and particu-

larly desirable".,tor flowers arranged in flat dishes.

Sweet Peas. (Lathyrus Odoratus.)

Verv ornamental, hardy annuals, desirable for their de-

lightful fragrance and beauty. Fine for covering fences or

walls or for growing in little clumps supported by sticks.

By picking off the pods as soon as they appear, the blos-

soms maybe continued.the whole season. Per ounce 25
soms may
cents.

Sweet Peas, White
, Black
, Scarlet

, Scarlet striped with white

, All colors mixed

255
25(i

257
258

259

200

2G1

202

Pentsemon. (See Plate.)

A very ornamental perennial, with long and graceful

spikes of richly colored tubular flowers. To insure bloom

the first year, seed should be started early in March and

planted out in May.

Pentsemon, Choice varieties mixed. ••

)
Spectabilis. New. (For description see page 43. ) .

.

Perilla Nankinensis
A half-hardy annual, with beautiful dark purple foliage

forming a delightful contrast with the lively green of the

other plants in the garden or conservatory.

Petunia.

Favorite, hardy annuals, succeeding well in any rich

soil For the brilliancy and variety of their colors, their

abundance of flowers, and the long duration of their

blooming period, they are indispensable in any garden,

and are also highly prized for growing in pots for the

greenhouse or sitting room.

Petunia, Fine Mixed •••••

, Double, Mixed. Choice imported seed
' Extra Choice Mixed
Buchanan's Hybrids. From the .finest named

fioioers ; beautifully blotched, marbled and variegated.

'Flowers of extra size as well as beauty

Phaseolus. {Scarlet Runner Bean.)

A popular climbing annual, with spikes of showy

scarlet white or variegated flowers. Extensively grown to

cover arbors and to form screens ;
of very vigorous and

rapid growth.

Phlox.
4. most brilliant and beautiful hardy annual, about one

foot hi«*h well adapted for bedding, making" a dazzling

show through the whole season. It succeeds well on

almost any soil.

Phlox, Drummond's. All colors mixed
. Pure ichite

'
. Bright scarlet •

' Crimson, striped with white, very beaut\nd,

new
. Splendid, red with u-htte eye

Pinks
Most beautiful and highly prized half-hardy perennials,

-rowing from one to two feet high. No garden is com-

plete without them, as they keep up a brilliant display,

almost the whole season. Start early in pots, and trans-

plant six to ten inches apart.

Pink, Carnation, Double Mixed

, Carnation, Dwarf
,
flery-red. Neio. (For descrip-

tion see page 42. )

- Heddewig's Double Mixed. (See. Plate.] Large

flowers, three inches in diameter, of- beautiful, and

rich »Jro», f£s*n finely tasked »*vi msi*>ied

10

10

20
20

35
15

25

10

10
10

15
10

10

35

No.

203

204

205

200
207

208

209

270
271
272
273
274
275

270

277

278

Price
per

P'k'ge

283

280

281

282

Pink, Laciniatus, Finest Double Mixed. Magnificent,

double flowers
;
very large and beautifully fringed.

Saved only from the finest double flowers and most

beautiful colors

Picotec. These favorite plants are of great beauty,

combining the most perfect form with the richest <;/

colors They have a delicate perfume, bloom proluseiy

and are easily cultivated. The seed I send out is

from one of the highly renowned growers ot Ger-

many, and is of the choicest varieties mixed

, Chinese
Podolepsis.

Pretty, graceful, free-flow-ering plants, succeeding best

in a light, "rich soil and producing a tine effect in beds.

Half-hardy annual.

Podolepsis, Pink. From New South Wales, one foot.

.

, Yellow. Very beautiful

Polyanthus, Mixed. (Primula.)

Showy and profuse-flowering, hardy perennials—about

one foot high, blooming in April and May.

Poppy, Double Mixed. (Papaver.)

Brilliant and showy, hardy annuals, about two feet high,

tine for back ground or shrubbery.

Portulacca.
Very popular ; low growing, hardy annuals

;
making a

most brilliant display in the garden, and very suitable for

borders or edging. Sow early, in warm, light soil and

thin plants to four inches.

Portulacca, all colors Mixed
, Scarlet
, Crimson
, . . . .White
^fciiow

' Large flowered Double. (Bemary's Best.) (See

Plate.)

Potentilla. (See Pit.) Extrafine, double, choice mixed

Desirable perennials. Flowers exceedingly brilliant and

abundant. Hardy, easy of culture, showy and very orna-

mental.

Primula Auricula. (From Liege. )

This is the most beautiful and desirable of the primroses,

though it has received but little attention in this country.

The flower stalk springs from radical leaves, is six to eight

inches high and bears afine truss or cluster of from five to

seven flowers of various colors, each having a clear white

or light colored eye which renders their appearance venj

striking. Finest varieties mixed from named flowers.

Tender perennial.

Picinus Major. Castor Oil Plant
A highly ornamental, half-hardy annual, growing from

four to six feet high, presenting quite a tropical appear-

ance. Select warm, dry soil, and plant six feet apart.

Pockcistus ;••

A very fine hot-house climber. Leaves of many differ

cut colors. Brilliant and very handsome

deal of heat and a moist atmosphere.

Rodanthe. (See Plate.)

A most beautiful and charming everlasting flower,

flowers, when gathered as soon as they are opened, aic

very desirable for winter bouquets, retaining .then Diil-

liancy for months. Half-hardy annual.

Rodanthe, Maculata

Salpiglossis, Mixed. (See Plate.)

Very beautiful, rich, half-hardy annuals, of varied colors,

one toWftet high, 'start early in the hot-bed and tons-

plant to light, warm, rich soil. Blooms from Jul* to Sep-

tember.

Sehizanthus, Mixed
Pretty, tender annuals, one to one and one-half feet

high, blooming from August to October. Very pretty for

pot culture.

Sanvitalia. (See Plate.

i

Beautiful, dwarf-growing, free-flowering plants, very

suitable for small beds or rock-work. Hardy annuals

Sanvitalia, New, Double. Covered with dense masses

of perfectlv double flowers, in shape resembling I om-

Borl Chrysanthemums. This variety is considered by

An experienced grower of rare flowers, as ' without

doubt."the onlv dwarf, compact nlaiit, of a yellow color,

*»Wed tohsda aasi i**a»c& of Ww grcr-sth .,.4,ft*.

Kequires a great

The

5

10

20

20

10

10

10

10
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No.

284

j

Piice
per

P'Jc'ge

285

28(>

287

288
28!)

200

291

292

293

294
295

296

297

298
299
300

301

Scypanthus.
A very ornamental, free-flowering climber, with curious

yellow flowers, producing a fine effect trained against ver-
andahs, trellisses, &c. Half-hardy annual.

Scypanthus, Elegans. YeUoio, from Chili

Sensitive Plant. {Mimosa Sensitive)

A pretty, curious annual, being so sensitive that the
leaves close together by the slightest touch. Tender an-
nual.

Salvia.
Very ornamental, half-hardy annuals, two feet hi«-h

producing tall spikes of gay flowers. Sow early in hot Bed
apart.and transplant two fee

Salvia, Mixed
, Coccinea. Splendid scarlet

Statice Latifolia
A charming perennial. May be classed with the Ever-

lastings. The flowers are delicate and arranged very close-
ly on wire-like stems. V.Tien dry, they have a loose
spray-like appearance, which renders them invaluable for
winter bouquets.

Stocks.
Half-hardy annuals, producing splendid spikes of very

rich and beautiful flowers of delightful fragrance. For
early flowering sow early in spring in pots°or in the hot
bed, and transplant one foot apart. Bloom from June
until November.
Stocks, Dwarf German. (Finest Mixed.)

, Ten Weeks, Double Mixed '

,

Stocks, Dwarf, Large Flowering. One of the finest
stocks in cultivation. Very double and of a rich dark

I crimson color

Sunflower. (Helianthus.)

The most beautiful and ornamental of this well-known
class of plants, growing about four feet high, and pro-
ducing very large double flowers. Hardy annual

.

Sunflower, Dwarf Double
, Globosus. The finest of all sunflowers for orna-
ment. The plant is middling sized, flowers very
large, completely double, of a bright golden yellow.

Swan River Daisy. {Brachycone)
Very pretty, free-flowering, dwarf-growing annuals we'l

adapted to edgings, rustic baskets, or for pot culture.
'

Sweet Sultan.
Showy, hardy annuals, one to two feet high, succeeding

well in any soil.

Sweet Sultan, Mixed.' (Centaurea.)
,
Yellow. Much may lie said in praise of this

the most beautiful of the Sweet Sultan family. The
flowers are remarkably long-lived, which, with its
beautiful fragrance and golden color, renders it very
desirable for bouquets

Sedum.
An exceedingly interesting and pretty little plant, grow-

ing freely on rock or rustic work, where, during the
summer, it expands its brilliant, star-shaped flowers in
the greatest profusion. It is very desirable for hanging-
baskets. Hardy perennial.

Sedum, €oeruIeum,

Sweet Clover.
Blue ; from Africa

Valuable for its fragrance

Sweet "Williams.
Well-known, showy and beautiful, hardy perennials,

about one foot high, making a most splendid appearance
in May and June.

Sweet Williams, Mixed
, Double Mixed
, Auricula Eyed

Tassel Flower, Scarlet. (Cacalia.)

A beautiful, half-hardy annual, with small, tasseWJke
flowers, blooming profusely from July to October.

Thunbergia. (See Plate.)
Very ornamental, trailing or climbing, half-hardy an-

nuals, admirably adapted for trellises or rustic work or for
the conservatory. A great acquisition for hanging baskets.
Start early under glass. . Tender annual.

10

No.

302

303

304

Thunbergia, C'occiiinea. New. A deep scarlet variety
ot this beautiful free-flowering climber
, Mixed. Flowers white and salmon, with rich ma-
roon centres

Tritoma Uvaria, or Red Hot Poker Plant
(See Plate.)

10

lo

10

10
10

10

111

.15

.10

305

30(1

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

310

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

No flower excites more attention at Horticultural Fairs
I than tins. It is a splendid evergreen perennial, producing
j

flower stems four or five feet in height, surmounted with
:
spikes of red and yellow flowers exceedingly striking

!

Admirably adapted for forming groups upon lawns or in a
|

flower-bed, also suitable for culture in large pots. Remove
the plants to the cellar in Autumn.

Tropseolum Mixed
Half-hardy annuals, very ornamental, and easily culti-

vated as climbers, producing an abundance of richly-
colored flowers. These are selected from the finest English
varieties.

Tweedia Coeruiea ,

A handsome, hardy, climbiivj plant with blue flowers
Start early in the house.

Venus Looking-Glass, Mixed
A very pretty, hardy, annual succeeding well in any

soil Grows about one foot high, and is well adapted to
borders or edgings.

Verbenas.
Well-known and universally popular bedding plants

blooming all summer. May be treated as half-hardy an-
imals. Sow the seed early under glass and transplant one
foot apart. Tender perennials.

Verbena, Fine Mixed
, Finest Mixed

Virginian Pigmy Stock.
Extremely pretty, profuse-flowering, little plants, re-

markably effective in small beds, baskets or edgings.
Hardy annuals.

Virginian Stock, White. One-half foot

, New Rose. One-quarter foot

Viscaria, Mixed, or "Rose of Heaven."
(See plate.)

Very pretty, profuse-flowering, half-hardy annuals, pro-
ducing a fine effect in beds or mixed borders, and growin°-
readily in any soil.

Wallflowers.
Very fragrant and ornamental, half-hardy perennials,

suitable for back-ground and amongst shrubbery.

Wallflower, Mixed
, Double Mixed

Xeranthemum.
Very showy, free-flowering everlasting flowers, valuable

for winter bouquets. Hardy annuals.

Xeranthemum, Double, White
, , Purple
, Dwarf Double, Purple
, Dwarf Double, White

Zinnia. (See Plate.;

A most splendid class of hardy annuals, succeeding well
in any soil and making a very brilliant shoyv. Start early
in pots or under glass and transplant one foot apart. The
same flowers will retain their beauty for weeks and a pro-
fusion will be produced until frost.

Zinnia, Tall. Finest varieties, double mixed
, Double White
, Dwarf Double, Mixed. A great acquisition.
Beautiful colors mixed

, Haageana. Comparatively New; of dwarf, branch-
ing habit; each petal yellow flushed with oranye. An
exceedingly valuable plant for flower beds, edgings or
borders

, Double Sulphurea Striata. New. Sulphur-col-
ored, striped with scarlet. Very showy and beautiful.

Prieo
per

P'k'ge

10

15

10

10

15

10

10

10

10

10

15

10

10
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Aristoloehia 15
Highly ornamental with curiously shaped flowers of the most varied

and beautiful colors. The flowers resemble a Dutchman's pipe.

Balloon Vine 10

A climber remarkable for an inflated, membranous capsule, (white in
color, ) from which it derives the name of Balloon Vine. Suitable for
house or out-door decoration. Half-hardy annual.

Bryonopsis Laciniata ' io

An elegant elimber with Ivy-like foliage and brilliant scarlet fruit ex-
quisitely marked with white. Ten feet.

Canary Bird Flower io

A great favorite, with its exceedingly beautiful yellow, fringed flowers
and finely divided foliage. Half-hardy annual.

Cissus ; 15

_
A red-leaved climber, very brilliant and handsome. A great acquisi-

tion. Requires strong heat and a moist atmosphere. Particularly
adapted to the hot-house, but will thrive in the parlor by frequently
showering the leaves.

Clematis : 25

A beautiful, hardy climber, unrivalled for covering arbors, fences,
verandahs, &c. Of rapid growth and literally covering itself with
large bunches of white, sioeet-scented flowers. Twenty-five feet.

Clianthus Dampieri. (Glory Pea.) 25

One of the most attractive plants in cultivation. A shrubby elimber,
with neat foliage and drooping dusters of large, rich, scarlet, pea-shaped
flowers, 3 inches in length. Each flower is beautifully marked with a
black, cloud-like blotch. It requires a dry, warm soil and should be
watered but sparingly. Remove to the house when cold weather comes.

Clitoria io
Splendid, free-flowering, green-house climber, with large, elegant,

pea-shaped blossoms. Particularly adapted for training on trellis-work,
wire-globes, &c. Perennial.

Cobea Seandens io
A magnificent climbing plant of rapid growth, producing large,

purple, bell-shaped flowers; adapted for out-door growth in summer and
also for the house.

Convolv-ulus
A well-known, free-flowering class of climbers, with brilliant and va-

ried colored flowers, growing freely in almost any situation. See page 35.

Cypress Vine.
One of the most popular of all tender climbers. Graceful foliage of a

dark, rich green, thickly studded with small, beautiful flowers.

Cypress Vine, White. Very appropriate for the cemetery 5

, Scarlet. Brilliant and beautiful 5

Hyacinth Bean 5
Quick growing, ornamental climbers from the East Indies, producing

clusters of brilliant Mowers.

Ipomea
Of all delicate climbers this perhaps ranks pre-eminent. In what-

ever situation it may be placed, it is sure to meet with universal admi-
ration. See page 37.

Lophospermum 25

,
-A- 11 exceedingly elegant climber with large and handsome foxglove-

like flowers. Very desirable for hanging baskets.

Maurandia 10

These superb climbers cannot be too highly recommended. Particu-
larly adapted for hanging baskets or for training on columns out-doors.

Momordiea 5

Trailing plants with curious, ornamental foliage, and golden yellow
fruit, which, when ripe, opens, disclosing its seeds and brilliant carmine
interior. Beautiful for stumps of trees, rockwork, &c.

Mukia Seabrella 10

A very pretty climber with small, heart-shaped leaves and scarlet ber-
ries. Very ornamental and of rapid growth.

Hasturtium
A well-known and exceedingly ornamental class of profuse flowering

plants. The seeds are excellent when pickled; but for this purpose
should be gathered when young. See page 38.

Phaseolus. (Scarlet Runner Bean.) 5

A popular climbing annual with spikes of showy scarlet, white or va-
riegated flowers. Of very rapid growth.

Roekeistus 10
A very fine elimber. Leaves of many different colors. Brilliant and

very handsome. Requires a great deal of heat and a moist atmosphere.

Scyphanthus 10

A very ornamental, free-flowering climber, with curious yellow flow-

ers, producing a fine effect trained against verandahs, trellises, &c.

Thunbergia 10

One of the most beautiful and showy of all climbers. Excellent for
hanging baskets and house decoration, for which this should be much
more generally used. Start under glass. Very profuse-flowering; flow-
ers of a rich, bright orange and pure white, each with dark maroon eyes.

Tropseolum, Mixed 15

These are selected from the finest German varieties. Fine climbers.

Tweedia Coerulea 10

A handsome, hardy, climbing plant, with blue flowers. Start early in

the house.

"We have a fine lot of Tuberoses from France.. In planting, remove the small offsets around the main root, and plant a single tuber in a
pot five or six inches wide. They should be started in April and afterwards transplanted to the open ground for summer blooming in the garden..
Use good loam and leaf mould with good drainage.

First quality bulbs 15 cents each
; $1.50 pet dozen.

Second quality bulbs 10 cents each; gi1.00 per dozen.

"We call your attention to the set of Ladies' Garden

Tools. These are not toys as they appear to- be, but are.

the most useful of all tools for Ladies' use in the Flower

Garden, and are also very desirable for greenhouse use.

They are made of the best of steel and iron with hard

wood handles.

PRICE.

No. 1, extra polished, §1.25, per express; per mail, $1.50.

" 2, half " $1.00, per express; per mail, $1.25.

See next page.

LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S GARDEN TOOLS.
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(To be sent out when danger from freezing is past.)

These showy flowers are Very easily raised, and with their tall spikes and brilliant colors of almost every variety, simple and blended, make
one of the most "magnificent displays of the flower garden, By planting from May till July, a continuous succession of flowers will be secured.
In planting have the rows about a foot apart, the bulbs six inches apart in the row and two or three inches below the surface. Orders will be put
on file as received and filled in April.

Beautiful French Hybrid varieties—Splendid Mixtures—including nearly white, rose and crimson colors-^per dozen, , . , $1 00 .

" " " " . " " " " " " " " per 100 by Express, .r< 6 00

SPLENDID NAMED SORTS.
Adonis, light red and yellow, stained with carmine
Aristotle, 'carnation rose, flecked or blotched with carmine.

Berenice, rose and variegated red, with purplish carmine
Breuchleyensis, deep scarlet, splendidfor clumping
Calendulaceus, bright nankeen yelloiu

Calypso, rose with a beautiful white throat, slightly striped

Ceres, pure white, stained with purplish rose

Charles Dickens, a delicate rose striped with a darker rose, very fine.

Charles Michael, variegated
Couranti fulgens, brilliant crimson
Docteur Andfy, very bright orange—fine shape
Don Juan, orange fire-red, spotted with yellow -

Edith, carnation rose, with dark stripe

Fanny Rouget, carnation rose i

Galathea, delicate rose, nearly ivhite, stained with carmine
Goliath, light red, striped with carmine
John Bull, yellowish white, very fine
Le Poussin, clear light scarlet, with ichite throat, very brilliant

Lord Byron, brilliant scarlet, stained with pure white, magnificent

Louis Van Houtte, velvety carmine, with purple stains •

Madame Basseville, cherry color, with purple stain

Madame Paillet, a beautiful pink, striped with carmine
Madame de Vatry, sulphur v;hite, stained with carmine
Madame Henricq, yellowish vihite, marbled ivith lilac

Madame Hacquin, yellowish vjhite, flaked with lilac

Madame Leseble, pure white, stained with purplish rose
Mars, beautiful scarlet

Mazeppa, orange rose, striped with red
Mons. Vinchon, salmon, tinted with rose and flaked with crimson.
Neptune, variegated and stained with carmine
Ninon de L'Enclos, carnation rose, striped or variegated
Othello, light orange-red—dwarf and very fine
Pegasus, light salmon, stained with carmine and violet

Penelope, French white, striped with carmine
Premices de Montrogue, scarlet, variegated with maroon
Prince Imperial, peach blossom pink, with violet stains
Princess of Wales, white, flaked with rosy crimson
Raphael, beautiful vermilion '.

Rembrandt, deep scarlet

Surprise, amaranthine—currant-colored
Triomph d'Enghien, rich-flamed crimson
Vesta, pure while, and purplish carmine, on yellow ground

20
25
10
15
45
20
20
10
10
20
10
10
20
15
15
25
25
15
15
10
25

DESIRABLE
.20

.20

Aster, Peony Flowered. Dark purple-red; magnificent

Aster, Peony Flowered. Black-brown ; very beautiful color.

.

Aster, "Goliath" 25

An acquisition of extremely vigorous growth, forming large bushes

from two to two and a half feet in height, profusely covered with flowers

immense in size, measuring upwards of five inches in diameter, and very-

double. The seed which I offer is a fine mixture of white, rose, dark

blue, ash grey and crimson.

Aster, Imbrique Pompon. Black-blue; very attractive 20

Aster, "Meteor" 10

A beautiful novelty. The plant is completely studded with small,

globular, extremely double flowers, bright crimson in color. Extremely
'

showy and brilliant.

Aster, " The Queen's Cockade" 15

This gem differs in habit from any other kind of Aster. The plant is

of robust growth with self-supporting habit, profusely branched, repre-

senting a perfect globe of great regularity, about one foot high, densely

studded with extremely double flowers of a bright deep satiny rose, hav-

ing a well defined, pure white centre.

Aster, Washington. White 20

Flowers very globular and extremely pure in color.

Aster, "Washington, Peach-Bloom 25

Flowers very globular and extremely delicate in tint. Seed scarce.

Balsam. Double yellow 20

Baslam. Carmine-rose 25

(Camelia^flowered. Splendid, new luminous color.

Balsam. Pomegranate-red with white edge 25

Half-high
;
very beautiful.

Black-leaved Beet • 5

Intensely blackfoliage, -very glossy and elegant
;
highly ornamental as

a.foliaged plant.

Begonia, Sedeni Victoria 35

A great acquisition. The plant is of a strong, compact habit and
bears a profusion of bright carmine flowers, presenting a gorgeous as-

pect. From the beginning of June until end of October plants bedded
out on the lawn were loaded with their dazzling blossoms, eliciting

general admiration.

Bocconia fruteseens. 15

Beautiful fdliaged, greenhouse plant, suitable for lawns in summer.

Cockscomb, New Japan , ii

Leaf scarlet or crimson, with comb delicately cut and of a brilliant

scarlet hue, resembling the finest coral both in form and color.

ZFLOWIERS.
Cockscomb, variegated 20

Beautifully variegated with gold and crimson, the golden yellow as well
as the deep crimson being of the most brilliant hues. It attains a
height of three feet. Should be sown early.

Boeky Mountain Columbine 50

A recent introduction, from the Rocky Mountains. Exceedingly
fine, indeed one of the handsomest of the columbines. Sometimes
called the "Queen of Columbines." In color white and violet blue. It

has remarkably long spurs.

Golden Feather Feverfew 15

One of the ornamental foliaged plants. Very desirable for vases
and baskets to mix in with other plants.

Ipomea, Bona NoX. {Evening Glory.) 10

This very interesting plant is, as its name indicates, allied to the
" Morning Glory," but differs from it in choosing the evening for its

time of blooming. It is also deliriously fragrant. The flower is pure

white and very large. Soak the seed in warm water several hours

before planting.

Mignonette, New Victoria 50

This new mignonette is of a more brilliant red color than any ever

before grown.

Nasturtium, " Spit-firef 16

Very fine
;
bright fire-red. Flowers very freely and makes a striking-

ly showy appearance.

Pansy, Emperor "William 35

One of the most valuable of the large growing pansies. Flowers of

a rich ullramarineblue, with a well defined eye. The large blooms are borne

well above the foliage.

Pentsemon Speetabilis 20

A very ornamental perennial from California, with long and grace-

ful spikes of richly colored blue flowers. Very beautiful. Start in the

house early in March.

Pink, Carnation, Dwarf Fiery-Bed 35

Extremely double and full-blooming. Of great value for market
gardeners.

Sunflower globosus s

The. finest of all sunflowers for ornament. The plant is middling

sized, flowers very large, completely double, of a bright golden yellow.

Thunbergia Coccinea 25

A deep scarlet variety of this beautiful free-flowering climber.

Zinnia, double sulphuria striata .
.
.25

Sulphur colored, striped with scarlet. Very showy and beautiful.
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EARLY ROSE. My seed stock was procured directly

from the original growers and is warranted true to name.

EXCELSIOR POTATO. (See engraving this page.)

The varieties are few and far between that combine so many
good qualities for all purposes for which this potato is raised

as the " Excelsior." Its remarkable excellence as a table po-

tato, its valuable characteristic of retaining its superior cooking

qualities the year round, (a somewhat remarkable feature,

"VARIETIES OF POTATOES.
23f* Will' my customers please take notice that I cannot begin in the spring to forward potatoes until all

danger from frost is passed, and that each order must then take its turn. Customers in the South should order

their potatoes in the fall, before the middle or latter part of November, as after that there is always more or less

danger from frost.«@|f (For Price List of Potatoes see page 26.)

EARLY ROSE. " The potatoes I received of you did remarkably well considering the

"~ season. From the peek of Excelsior and Peerless I raised about twelve
bushels of each, and might have done a great deal better if it had not
been for the moles and wet weather." Frank Litxin.

ML Erie, Wayne Co., Illinois, March 18, 1874.

" From one pound Excelsior, I got 200 lbs." J. L. Perkins.
Little Sioux, Iowa, Feb. 0, 1871.

"From one pound of Excelsior potatoes I had from you I raised two
bushels of handsome potatoes," Henry Bakek.

Lincoln, N. H., April 25, 1871.

" As a table potato, I think the Early Rose is not to be compared to
the Excelsior. I raised nine and one-half bushels from four pounds,
and should have had nearly as many more had the season been favorable
and the ' bugs ' stayed in Colorado." J. I. Salter.

St. Cloud, Minn., Feb. 12, 1871.

"I got one pound of Excelsior potatoes of you last spring, and raised

about two bushels, and am well satisfied with the quality and yield."

Attica, Ohio, March 20, 1870. E. B. Farmer.

" There is no potato which combines so many good qualities as the
Excelsior." J Nelson Jacobs.

Worcester, Mass., Nov. 9, 1870.

"The Excelsior potatoJ received of you last spring yielded over one
bushel of splendid potatoes. They are excellent table potatoes and good
keepers." A. Hoffman.
Plymouth, Ohio, March 17, 1870.

" I have sold about 800 bushels Excelsiors for eating. They are
.excellent both boiled and baked, and give better satisfaction to the
consumer than any potato I ever grew."

Georgia Plain, VL, Dec. 20, 1870. C. A. Hotchkiss.

" The Excelsior potatoes purchased of you last spring are the best
potato I ever ate. I raised one bushel from one pound. I am well
pleased with them." John W. B. Youtsey.

Troy, Ohio, Jan, 29, 1870.

" The Excelsior potatoes received from you last year yielded remarka-
bly well, and I regard them the best potato I have ever raised, not even
excepting the Early Kose." Albert Watson.

Wan-en, Ohio, March 1, 1870.

" The pound of Excelsior potatoes purchased of you last spring proved
splendid. My yield is 90 lbs. They are superior to all the new varieties

that I have bought, except the Early Rose. I think the Excelsior and
Kose ought to satisfy the most fastidious.. J. C. McKenzie.

Woodstock, Sept. 27, 1869.

"The one pound of Excelsior potatoes that you sent me last spring
were planted on the 30th of April, and from them I dug this day five

and a half bushels of as nice potatoes as need be."
La Prairie Centre, III., Oct. 6, 1869.. C. S. Vincent.
"The pound' of Excelsiors yielded two bushels and a half; quality

excellent." A. Ernsberger.
Defiance, Ohio, Dec. 15, 1869.

" I received of you last spring an Excelsior potato that weighed one-
third of a pound,"which I planted, .and dug this fall 82 lbs. of first class

potatoes." Edney Smith.
Waterloo, 2f. Y., Nov. 14, 1869.

EXTRA EARLY VERMONT POTATO. Seven to ten
days earlier than the celebraied Early Rose. A seedling raised

in 1866, doubtless a cross between the well known Jackson
White and the Garnet Chili. The habit, growth and general
appearance of this new seedling are much like those of the
Early Rose. Vines of medium height, somewhat spreading,
the tubers growing very compactly in the hill. For five years
they have grown side by side with the Early Rose, both under
the same treatment, and have proved seven to ten days earlier

than that favorite sort
;
they are more productive, fully equal

if not superior to it in quality,.flesh very white, dry and floury,

an excellent keeper, and is every way a most promising variety.

Tested on my own grounds the past season,, it proved to-be- a
week ahead of the Early Rose. Eor prices see page- 26*.

From Editor of American Agriculturist..

"I made two plantings of the Eaily Vermont side by side with the

obviating in a great measure the necessity of having early

potatoes, when old ones of this kind are better than early ones
of most other kinds,) make it among the most desirable of all

the varieties that are now before the public.

Description. The Excelsior is a white skinned potato, of
medium size, cooking white, and very mealy ; form nearly
round

;
eyes prominent ; skin thin and smooth. It will bear

very light seeding , a late variety. The vines though short are
very stalky, almost bushy.

I append testimonials from farmers in different parts of the
United States who have tested this potato.

"I think the Excelsior potato is entirely ahead of anything that I
have tried." Jonathan Hawokth.

Windfall, Feb. 14, 1874..
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Early Rose, and in both cases it was easily ten days ahead of that well-
known variety."

From H. S. Goodale, Editor of the Berkshire Courier, So. Egremont, Mass.

"The seedling ripened at least one week in advance of the Early Rose.
Twelve hills of the Early Vermont yielded fifty-seven pounds, while
twelve hills of the Early Rose yielded thirty-six pounds. In quality
they are fully equal to the Early Rose."

From Col. F. D. Curtis, a prominent and well-known member of the Farmers'
Club, New York.

" The Early Vermont ripened from a week to ten days ahead of the
Early Rose. I have no hesitation in pronouncing it at least a week ear-
lier than the Early Rose."

From W. K. Bergholz, Westchester l; B. R. R. Co., New York.

"The Early Vermont matured about nine days earlier than the Early
Rose, and showed itself to be more productive. In quality it is as good
a potato as I ever had on my table."

From Tlwmas C. Andrews, Morestoivn, N. J.

"In six weeks the tubers of the Early Vermont were fully one-third
larger than those of the Rose, thus convincing me they are a desirable
variety for planting for the early market."

BRESEE'S PEERLESS, or No. 6. (See engraving,
this page.) This is a very large potato, some specimens

weighing over two pounds. It is nearly round in shape, with
few eyes, and growing so large is very rarely irregular in shape.

It matures late, yet is so vigorous that planted June 20th it

yielded a most abundant crop of very large sized potatoes.

''The Peerless that I obtained of you last year proved a success in
spite of the bugs. While other potatoes are dull at 50 cents per bushel,
my Peerless goes off at $1.00 per bushel and I coufd sell many more if I
had them." Thomas H. Bittingek.

Grantsville, Maryland, May 20, 1874.

"My son got some of Bresee's Peerless Potatoes. We planted four
pounds, and I harvested seven bushels or 105 lbs. for one, which I
consider highly satisfactory." Thomas Pethrick.
Kewanee, III , Jan. 19, 1873.

" The Peerless potato excels any of the potatoes raised in this vicinity,
I mean in quality and quantity." Louis E. Pattison.

Webster, Mass., Oct. (i 1873.

"I planted one pound Peerless April 27
;
dug them Aug. 29 ; had 47

pounds." J. Skillman.
Ashley, III., Feb. i, 1873.

" I got 4 lbs. of your Peerless Potatoes two years ago. The last year
they yielded over 800 bushels per acre, several potatoes weighing 3i lbs.
each." Aikw Miner.

Worthington, Minn., Feb. 22, 1873.

"I received 4 lbs. of Peerless No. 6 of you in 1871, which did finely. I
have raised some the first year so large that two potatoes weighed 4£ lbs."

Jeromeville, Ohio, July 1, 1873. . Wm. W. Scott.

"Last year you sent me a small potato of Bresee's Peerless, No. 6.

made twelve hills of it and dug one-half bushel of flue potatoes."
Forest Hill, Indiana, Feb. 4, 1873. Thomas O'Connor.

"I sent for four pounds of your Peerless Potatoes last spring, planting
them June 5th on one and one-half square rods of ground

; and about
November 1st, I dug from the piece eight bushels of the largest potatoes
that ever I saw." J. B. Lickason.

Tedrow, Ohio.

" I received one and a quarter pounds of Peerless potatoes from you
last spring, from which I raised 193 lbs. of good potatoes."

Clyrner, Chaut. Co., Jf. Y., Feb. 26, 1872. B. J. Huelbut.

EROWMLL'S BEAUTY POTATO. This new seed-

ling combines many of the best qualities of the Early Rose
and the Peach Blow. It is of a handsome and symmetrical
shape, grows to a good market size and crops remarkably well.

In maturing, it is later than Early Kose, and keeps plump and
free from sprouts late into the spring. In color, it is rather
redder skinned than Early Rose, while the flesh is very white
and cooks dry. I consider it a first class late potato. It is in its

prime for eating towards the close of winter. A capital sort

for spring and summer use. Brownell's Beauty and Extra
Early Vermont are two of the few sorts that received a first

class certificate from the English Ro}ral Horticultural Society

when in competition with over three hundred varieties. Por
price see page 26.

When the Early Rose was first sent out, I found in my
crop, here and there, scattered vines of a later variety. I

gave directions to my men to be careful when digging the

crop to set these late ones aside, and after the crop v,
ras

dug I used them in the faniity. An enterprising, wide-

awake farmer in New York State, kept the new variety

distinct, and in due time has introduced it to the public as

the 'New York Late Bose. This new potato carries such a

fine vigor with it that I heartily recommend it for trial to

those who find the kinds they now cultivate failing to give

satisfaction. In shape, this new potato bears a very close

resemblance to the Early Rose, when under ordinary good

farm cultivation ; but when stimulated to do its very best,

it grows to be somewhat longer. Careful experiments on
my grounds this season have proved beyond discussion that the ]STew York Late Rose is a great advance in productive

ness over the Early Rose. My engraving I have had made from a photograph of one of my own growing, and it represents

about the average form of the !N"ew York Late Rose. It has proved to be exceedingly productive when tested with some



Beginning at the left hand, the smallest Cucumber is the Early Eussian, then follow Short Green,
Early Cluster (two specimens) , White Spine, Long Green and Improved Long Green Prickly.

"Winter Crooknecb Squash. Cayenne Pepper. Bell Pepper.
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twenty other varieties, most of them sent me as new seedlings famous in their several localities. In quality, it is^ry

superior, cooking white, while it is mealy and fine grained. The vines are stalky and vigorous in their habit of growth. In

color, it tends to a little darker pink than the Early Eose, though on some soils there is not any difference. My price for

this variety this season will be found on page 26.

" Of all the Potatoes by you sent to me, the Late Hose is at the head,

Is the best, and yields the best of all old or new varieties."

Hamburg, lovxt, Feb. 20, 1874. Daniel Germann.

"The pound of Late Hose Potatoes I got of you last spring did well

for nie. I raised from the one pound 80 lbs. of as nice potatoes as I ever
saw." Henry Shafer.
Big Indian, Indiana, March 16, 1873.

" From the pound and a half of Late Rose Potatoes I had of you year

before last, I got (178 lbs. ) one hundred and seventy-eight pounds."
Falmouth, Mass., Nov. 13, 1873. Isaac S. Lawrence.
" From one pound of Late Eose Potatoes purchased of you I raised

over 100 bs., on very poor, high, sandy-land which suffered badly from
drought." Geo. K. Oldham.

South Hanover, Mass.
" Last year the Late Pose gave me great satisfaction, yes, surprised

me at digging, the vines being small ; from two pounds of seed I had
183 lbs. large potatoes."
Lancaster, Wis., Feb. 16, 1873.

BROOKS' SEEDLING POTATO. This potato originated in a community of farmers, and has been adopted by
them as their market potato for two or three years past. It is of good size, a first rate cropper, of excellent quality for table

use, and well worthy of general introduction. Skin reddish ; flesh white
;
nearly round.

COMPTON'S SURPRISE POTATO. This is a late variety. Skin purple, flesh white. In quality unsurpassed
Rather oblong in shape. In many localities it has proved exceedingly prolific, though on my own grounds it was but moder-
ately so.

A NEW POTATO—THE EARLY OHIO.
This new acquisition is the first potato of my own introducing since I several years ago sent out the Excelsior. Mean-

while, I have received from kind friends, on an average, about fifty new seedlings a year. To all of these I have given a

careful and conscientious trial of their merits, on my experimental grounds, planting them with note book in hand, and fol-

lowing their growth and development, with note book, throughout the season. Among such a multitude of varieties, I have

found many that were almost decided acquisitions, but were either too similar to varieties already well known
;
yielded too

many small potatoes, or potatoes that were prongy, ran to too sharp a point, or were in some other way badly shaped for

market ; had too many or too deeply sunken eyes ; were of poor quality or too prone to rot. Ultimately I have found

but three out of over two hundred seedlings that have proved themselves to be decided acquisitions. I will this year send

out one of these seedlings, viz : the Early Ohio. This is one of the numerous seedlings of the Early Rose, but while

almost all of these seedlings are so like their parent as to be undistinguishable from it, the Early Ohio, while in color

like the Early Rose is, in shape, quite distinct, being round-oblong instead of oval-oblong, so that side by side it is readily

distinguishable. Eyes about as numerous as those of the parent, while the brows are rather more prominent. On the

largest specimens, the cluster of eyes at the seed end are located slightly one side of the longer axis. Quality excellent.

Grown side by side with the Early Rose, it proved several days earlier, while the yield was a third greater. Can spare but a

few pounds, and in pound lots only, this season, which will be sent by mail at a dollar each.

My customers sometimes ask me what special manure I

would recommend from among the scores of fertilizers in the
market. Those of us who have read the appeudixof Bruck-
ner's work on American Manures (see page 48 of Catalogue)
know that most of those in the market are nearly worthless.

The average value of fifteen phosphates as analyzed by Prof.

Bruckner is $17.93, while the average selling value is $50.06.

The average value of seventeen superphosphates, as analyzed
by Dr. Nichols, was $16.35 per ton, and their average selling

value was $51.25.

I have personally examined with care into the manures man-
ufactured at two establishments—partly because in addition
to six hundred cords of compost I have to use more or less of

such manures on my own grounds. These are the establish-

ment of Mr. Charles North at Somerville, and the Riverside
Phosphate Works. I find that at each of these establishments
the manures now made are a thoroughly honest article—not
a particle of adulteration of any kind being used, and every-
thing being put in the best condition possible for application
to crops. At Mr. North's establishment, the blood, heads and
waste bones, together with the intestines of hogs, are subject-
ed to a pressure of sixty pounds of steam in a large appara-
tus, from which they come out dry. They are then ground,
bolted and barrelled. At the Riverside Phosphate Works the ma-
terials used are butchers' bones and dead animals. These, after
being cooked at a high temperature, have sufficient sulphuric
acid added to dissolve the bones, and when dry all is ground
and bolted until quite fine. These are the materials and the

processes of manufacture at each of these establishments.
Every thing is fair and above board and open to the in-
spection of any who may choose to call and examine
The analyses of these manures, as made by our best chem-

ists, are as follows :

Mr. North's fertilizer (known as Animal Dust) :

Ammonia, - - - - - 9 to 10 per cent.

Phosphoric acid, ... 12.15 per cent.
Price per ton, .... $45 00
Price per barrel of 200 lbs., - 5 00
Price per bag of 100 lbs., - - 3 00

Riverside Phosphate : .

Ammonia, 5 per cent.
Phosphoric acid and superphosphates, ~)

of which 12.76 is soluble in ci- > 17. per cent
trate of ammonia, )

Price per ton, - - - - - $45 00
Price per barrel of 200 lbs., - - 5 00
Price per bag of 100 lbs., - - 3 00

Should any of my customers desire a reliable article, I will
supply either of these fertilizers at the above prices, which
are the same at which they are retailed at the different estab-
lishments, landing them on boats or cars in Boston, with no
extra charge for bags or barrels.
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-A glance will show that each of these manures is a reliable
article—the first two being remarkably rich in ammonia, while
the second is as remarkably rich in soluble phosphates. At the
standard price for the ammonia and phosphoric acid, viz. : 25
cents per lb. for ammonia, 16a for soluble phosphoric acid, and
G cents for insoluble, Ave find the Animal Dust worth from
$56.00 to $60.00 per ton, and the Riverside Phosphate
about $70.00. Ammonia is the more stimulating article in ma-
nures, while the phosphates are the more lasting in their
effects. These manures should never be brought in direct con-
tact with the seed. In very dry seasons, all special fertilizers,
such as Guano, Bone dust and Phosphates, do not give as" satis-
factory results as in seasons of average moisture. For grass
use 300 to 500 lbs. per acre ; for grain, 400 to 700 lbs. : for
corn, potatoes and vegetables, 500 to 800 lbs.

There is a coarse, very cheap manure, rich in ammonia and
phosphates, made where salt fish is prepared for market. This
consists of the skins and fins of fish with some flesh attached,
and not far from a quarter of its weight of salt. This is excel-

lent for beets, mangolds, cabbages and almost any crop vine
crops excepted. I am unable to give specific directions for its
application, as my use of it thus far has been in composts
i-rice, put on board cars, with.no charge for barrels, $14.00 a
ton, or $1.50 per barrel of about 200 lbs

GERMAN POTASH SALTS.

There is a cheap form of crude potash in the market, known
as German salts of potash. The sulphate contains about
twenty-nye per cent, of sulphate of potash, and the muriate
about eighty per cent. The potash in each of these forms is
about five eighths pure. Potash is like ammonia and phosphate
an excellent manure in combination for all common crops. Ow-
ing to the proportion of salt contained, I would not advise the
direct application until the plants are up, but if used broadcast
it will be perfectly safe to apply it before planting the seed!
The price of the sulphate is $30.00 per ton ; of the muriate,
$65.00, or $4.00 and $8.00 respectively for bags containing about
225 lbs. Delivered on cars or boats without additional charge.

Agricultural Treatises.

Cabbages : How to Raise Them. By James J. H. Greg-
ory, Marblehead, Mass.

This treatise gives all the minute instructions so valuable to
the beginner. It begins with the selecting the ground, and
carries the reader along step by step, through the preparing of
the soil, manuring, ploughing, planting, hoeing, weeding, gath-
ering the crop, storing and marketing it, with a hundred minute
details embracing every department of the subject.
To prepare myself the more thoroughly to write this work I

experimented on foreign and native varieties of cabbage for
four years, raising not far from seventy kinds. The gist of mv
experience will be found in this treatise. It is illustrated by
several fine engravings. I have in the present edition added a
page on the green worm that is causing so much- trouble in
some localities. Price, 30 cents.

protecting the vines from bugs and maggot, the cultivating,
gathering, storing and marketing of the crops—giving hun-
dreds of minute details so valuable to inexperienced cultivators.
I have written this and my other treatises on the theory that
what the public want is minuteness and thorouqhness of detail.
The price of this is thirty cents sent by mail post paid. Dealers
supplied at discount.

If after reading either of these works, any person thinks he
has not had his money's Avorth, let him return them and I will
return the money, as I intend that every man shall have his
quid pro quo.

Onion Raising
; What Kinds to Raise, and the Way

to Raise them. By J. J. H. Gregory, Seed GroAver,
Marblehead, Mass.

This work, which I issued in 1865, has been warmly recom-
mended by some of the best authorities in the country, and
has gone through eight editions. It treats on Onions raised
from seed, Potato Onions, Onion Sets, Top Onions, Shallots,
and Rareripes, the Onion Maggot, Rust, the merits of the
different varieties of Onions, instructions in seed raising, and
Iioav to tell good seed,—beginning with the first? step of select-
ing the ground, and carrying the reader along step by step
through the preparing of the soil, manuring, ploughing,' plant-
ing, hoeing, Aveeding, gathering the crop

,
storing and marketing-

it, with a hundred minute details embracing every department
of the subject.

Illustrated Avith thirteen engravings of Onions, Sowing
Machines and Weeding Machines.

Single copies sent by mail, prepaid, for thirty cents. Seed
dealers and booksellers supplied at the usual discount.

Squashes
;
How to Grow them. By James J. H. Greg-

ory, Marblehead, Mass.

This treatise is of about the same size and style as my
treatise on " Onion Raising," and contains several illustrations,
including a section of my squash house, Avith full directions for
erecting one. In plan and thoroughness it is similar to my
Onion treatise, very minute and thorough. Beginning Avith the
selection of soil, it treats of the best way of preparing it ; the
best manures, and the way to apply them

;
planting the seed,

A First Class Book for Farmers and Gardeners.

"AMERICAN MANURES."
A description or the elements and composition or
plants and soil—the theory and practice of com-
posting—THE VALUE OF STABLE MANURE AND MANY

• OTHER KINDS USED BY FARMERS, AND A CHEMICAL ANAL-
YSIS OF MANY OF THE PRINCIPAL MANUFACTURED FER-
TILIZERS,—THEIR ASSUMED AND REAL VALUE AND A
FULL EXPOSE OF THE FRAUDS PRACTICED UPON PUR-
CHASERS. By Prof. William H. Britckner.
This is one of the boldest works issued from the Agricultural

Press
; it handles without gloves, the ignorance, conceit and

rascality that has so much to do Avith the manufacture of the
Phosphates and other artificial fertilizers of the day. By the
analysis given in this work we find that Ave have been paying
from $40 to $60 per ton for many phosphates Avhose real value
is from $10 to $30 per ton. Besides this, it presents in a very
clear way, so that any farmer can easily understand it, the
Avhole matter of manures and their application. Every farmer
will find it a capital work for himself and his groAving boys.
It is a sort of an agricultural college betAveen tAvo covers. In
its estimate of the value of the Superphosphates it allows no
value for the insoluble portion ; and this is a correct estimate
for those farmers Avho buy fertilizers only for Avhat can be got
from them the first season ; stdl as in many phosphates this
and the " returned " portions, under certain conditions, become
sooner or later soluble, to do full justice to the manufacturer,
I believe we should credit him with some value. The chemists
of Germany (Avhere the matter has been very fully discussed)
have decided that the insoluble portion is worth 6 cents per
pound and the returned 13| cents. If, then, we add to the
editor's valuation, at the rate of six cents per lb. for the portion
of insoluble phosphates and 13^ cents per lb. for the " re-
turned " portion, we shall credit the manufacturer with the
utmost market value of his fertilizer. I will send this book of
260 pages by mail, prepaid, to any of my customers at the
publisher's price,, viz. : $1 50-



My friends are oftentimes pleased, without any solicitation of mine, to write me the results of their trials

of my seed. Here are extracts from a few I have taken the liberty to publish from among the many free-will

offerings that I have received. They are from forty different States and Territories, and the Canadas and

British Provinces.

" I consider your Canada Victor Tomato quite an acquisition. They
astonished nry neighbors in earliness and quality. Your Yellow Danvers
Onion seed were the purest 1 ever saw."
Pittsylvania Co. Ho., Va.,Feb. 9, 1874. Mrs. Susan C. Withers.

"This will be the fifth year we have sold your seed, and we are happy
to say that they have given general satisfaction."

Newton Junction, N.H., Feb. 23, 1874. W. C. & D. Stevens.

" The seeds purchased of you for the last two years have given me
perfect satisfaction. My Cabbages this year were a perfect wonder to all

who saw them. The great inquiry was ' Where did you get seed ?' and
'What kind are they ?' From $3.50 worth of cabbage seeds purchased
of you, I have sold nearly .$250 worth of cabbages, and have plenty left

yet for my own use. Cabbages were a general failure all over this part
of the country except mine." John Martin.
Parkville, Piatt Co., Mo., Nov. 1, 1873.

" The seeds we got from you last fall were as usual first rate. I have
the finest field of Cabbages raised in this section, Winnigstadt, Premium
Flat Dutch and Stone Mason." J. P. Janes.

Jacksonville, Duval Co., Fla., Dec. 22, 1873.

"I say Gregory's seeds are the best and I don't care who knows it,

and I recommend my neighbors who want seeds to Gregory."
Hightstown, Mercer Co., N. J., March 30, 1874. Nathaniel Cox.

" The seed I bought from you last spring were decidedly the best lot of

seed I ever bought. They were just what they were recommended to be,

'all right.'" Geo. S. Powell.
Catawba, N. C, Jan. 15, 1874.

"I have grown Sill's Hybrid Muskmelon for two years past, and
consider it superior, it being vigorous and productive. The quality of

the fruit is truly delicious." 'Geo. W. Stetson.
Barre, Mass., Feb. 28, 1874.

"Allow me, sir, to state that I have extraordinary success with your
seeds. Your Fejee Beans are the earliest and hardiest, as well as the
most prolific, I have ever grown. Your Yellow Danvers Onion seed is

the best I have ever planted. Your Marblehead Mammoth Cabbages do
very well here. I have had several heads that weighed 32 lbs."

Jolou, Monterey Co., Cal., March 1, 1874. J. Alonzo Forbes.

" I bought seed of you last season that were tiptop. The Mammoth
Cabbage and Bastian Beet were superb. The Onions were the finest I
ever saw. I raised more from two packets of seed than my family could
use." Jas. S. Halsey.

Clarksburg, Decatur Co., Indiana, Feb. 3, 1874.

" I have for the past three years sent to you for seeds and have always
found them what Andrew Jackson would call O. K." G. \V. Cate.
N. Montpelier, Washington Co., Vt., April 20, 1874.

" I desire to see your seeds scattered all over this country, as they are
unqualifiedly good as my experience shows clearly." Geo. C. Rose.
Turkey Creek, Bourbon Co., Kas., Feb. 15, 1871.

"The California Mammoth "White Radish was very nice. There were
one or two that were 18 inches long. I had one that was 5^ inches
through. My neighbors wanted to know where I got my seed."

Barnes, Warren Co., Pa. We H. Taylor.

"I obtained some Sandringham Celery seed from you last year, through
my neighbor, Mr. Black, and I found it far superior to any I ever saw
for early marketing. Notwithstanding the drought I got it into markei
large and well bleached on July 6th." Paul M. Barker.
Neivport, B. I., Feb. 11, 1874,

"Your Marblehead Mammoth Cabbages are par excellence above all

others that I have ever grown. They are mammoth in size, delicious
and very tender. Dr. Wm. T. Williamson.

Sistersville Taylor Co., West Virginia.

" The Canada Victor Tomato and Marblehead Squash, that I procured
of you, were two grand acquisitions to my garden." Chas. Spencer.
Mohawk, Berk. Co., N, J., Jan. 5, 1874.

"The Flower seeds planted very late last year, and in a poor season
surprised me by all coming up and doing well." Mrs. T. J. Deavitt.
Montpelier, Vt., March 22, 1874.

" The Dahlia seed I had of you last year produced some of the most
beautiful Dahlias ever seen. People could hardly think they were seed-

:ngs." Mrs. Chas. Farnham.
ncuck^Co., North Castine, Me.

" I am proud to say that the Marblehead Mammonth and Stone Mason
Cabbages were the best in this county, and your Yellow Danvers Onions
were the admiration of the whole country," Conrad Fisher.

Parknille, Piatt Co., Mo.

"Your Fottler's Early Drumhead. Improved Savoy, Marblehead Mam-
moth and Chappel's Dark Red cabbages were all that I could desire
them to be. And your Mammoth Chilli Squash—I dare not tell you how
large those squashes grew; they were a wonder to the surrounding
country" James W. Hawes.
Accord, Ulster Co., N. Y., March 5, 1^74.

" The seeds that I received from you last year were just what you rep-
resented them to be, and true to name. From one Mammoth Pumpkin
seed I raised thirteen large pumpkins, and the Marblehead squash ex-
celled anything I ever raised for table use or market."

Quinay, Mich., Jan. 22, 1874. Wm. R. Campbell.
" This is my fifth annual order to you for seed, and I have always

found them just what you recommend them, true to name, and sure to
grow. Your Canada Victor Tomato is truly an acquisition; it ripened,
ten days earlier than any I -had last summer. The "fruit is beautiful,
very solid and of excellent flavor." C. C. Pinney.
Jordon, Jay Co., Ind., March 3, 1874.

" I have used your garden seeds and they are the best that I have ever
used. I have raised thirty tons of the Mammoth Cabbage to the acre."
Dayton, Nev., Dec. 8, 1872. " A. J. Barrett.

" I think it would be a difficult matter to find a finer lot of Cabbages
than those I have growing from the Little Pixie, Cannon Ball and Win-
nigstadt seeds obtained from you in the winter."
- Walterboro, S. C, May 17, 1872. W. S. Harley.

" I tried a packet of Fottler's last spring, and they did splendidly in
sod freshly broken without manure. I sold them for three cents ijer ib."

Monument^ Col., Sept. 1, 1873. B. F. Zimmerman.
" Your seeds give me great satisfaction. I consider it cheaper to buy

of you than to raise my own." J. P. Rains.
Washington, Idaho, Dec. 21, 1872.

' The Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage seed I received from you last
spring did remarkably well. My neighbors say they never saw such
big cabbages before. I weighed three heads and they weighed 42, 50,

and 59 pounds. Your Phinney's new Watermelon was the best raised
in this part of the country. They grew to a large size and yielded a
great many. I had one vine with 32 melons on it ; some of them
weighed 40 lbs." James P. Ellis.
Florence, Ky., Dec. 20, 1872.

" I have purchased my seed from you for the last ten or twelve years,

and have always found them reliable and true to name, and I think I

may be allowed to brag a little, especially as we live in a new place and
away up in the north woods of Michigan. I raised Fottler's Cabbages
last summer that weighed 28 lbs. clear of outside leaves, and Danvers
Onions that measured four and a half inches diameter. From the four
lbs. Peerless Potatoes I got from you last spring, I raised 13 bushels as
nice potatoes as you ever saw." John Brimmer.
Marilla P. O., Mich., Feb. 5, 1873.

"I was so well pleased with the seeds I got of you and grew last

spring and summer, that I have concluded it will not pay to buy my
seeds here any longer. The Cabbages and Onions astonish the inhabi-
tants. No one would believe that I grew the onions from seed, as they
have made so many fruitless attempts to raise them in this section. I
was never better satisfied." J. S. Stebbins.
Biceboro, Ga., Dec. 2, 1872.

" Last season I raised a very good patch of cabbage, about two tons of
Fottler's Early Drumhead. I weighed several heads after taking away
the loose leaves and 1 found many which weighed 33 lbs."

Fountain, Utah, Jidy 25, 1873. Rees R. Lewellyn, P. M.
" Permit me to say, what I have long had in my heart to say to you,

that, during several years of experience in using your seeds, we are happy
to say we have always found them perfectly reliable. Never in a single

instance have they failed to germinate or to be true to their kind."

Wallingford {Conn.) Community, May (i, 1873. S. W. Nash.
" Since I left off purchasing your seeds, three years ago, I have been

very unsuccessful in raising vegetables, so I have concluded to try yours
again. I can safely recommend them to the confidence of any com-
munity." C. G. Lynch.

Crupton, M. D., March 17, 1S73,



I have-always met with perfect .satisfaction with your seed, and I
wish to introduce them here; am confident that after trying them once,
Ho one will want any other." J. W. Fisher, Jr.

Trindad Col., Feb., 14, 1873.

" I have had sufficient experience with your seeds to know they can he
relied on, which 1 can't well say of others." L. L. C. Elliott.
Camden, Arkansas, Jan. 30, 1S73.

"Your garden seeds have given me the best of satisfactiou for two
years. lean say with pleasure that your seeds are the best ever intra*
duced in this neighborhood

;
they are true to name and flesh. I get

mure seeds for less money from you, than from any where else. So here
comes my order for seeds this year. Jonathan M. Parker.

Georgetown, Missouri, March 10, 187.3.

" Having proved your seeds by a four years' trial, I can truly say they
have always given entire satisfaction, and it is a pleasure "for nie to
recommend them to my neighbors and friends." H. C. Kibbe.
Fairwater, Wisconsin, Mch. 22, 1S73.

"The Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage seed sent me by you last season
did remarkably well, beat anything of the Cabbage kind ever grown in
this locality. They were a wonder to my neighbors, and I must say the
season was very unfavorable for them." T. A. McDonald.
Dumrah, West River, Nova Scotia.

" The seeds I got from you last spring were excellent. The Peerless
potatoes, Hubbard Squash, Phinney Watermelon and Trophy Tomato
are ahead of anything we ever had here." Neptune Lynch.
Horse Plains, Montana Territory, Feb. 12, 1873.

" Your seeds are giving great satisfaction in this section, taking prece-
dence of all others from their well known purity and reliability. It af-
fords me pleasure always to refer persons, enquiring for good seed, to
those grown and put up by you." . M. N. Lufktn.
Rumford Centre, Me., Jan. 11, 1871.

"I know the value of your seed after having used them two years
with perfect success." Peter Vandarwarker.
Alma City, Minn., March li, 1871.

" I have been acquainted with your seed for ten years or more, and
they have always given satisfaction, and I would gladly recommend them
toothers." James A. Bush.

Jasper Mills, Fayette Co., Ohio.

" 1 have bought seeds of you two years, and they have proved to be
just what you say. The Rutabagas surprised all my neighbors, they
grew so large. They were the finest I ever saw. The Mammoth Cab-
bage can't be beat." John Dougherty.
Jackson, Dakota Co., Nebraska.

"I have tried many seeds, but have found no success with any Cab-
bage and Radish, Lettuce, Watermelon and Cucumber seed this year but
yours, and I can truly recommend them as true and reliable and the best
seed that ever came to Eastern Kentucky." James Clark.

Grayson, Carter Co., Ky., Nov. 26, 1871.

" Allow me to say that the seeds I purchased of you last year were
the best I ever had. The Boston Market Celery sold when, no other celery
could be sold, some stalks being two inches in thickness."
Chatham, Canada, March 14, 1870. James A. Drake.

"From four pounds of the 'King of the Earlies' potatoes I dug four
bushels and forty-six pounds, and better potatoes I have never eaten.
The Mammoth and Eottler's Cabbages have never been equalled in this
section of the country. With ordinary culture the heads weighed from
twenty to twenty-nine pounds clear of root and outside leaves. The
While Belgian Carrots and Norbiton Giant Mangolds can not be sur-
passed. The above named vegetables have all taken premiums' at our
township Pair

; the cabbages could not have been beaten at the Provin-
cial Exhibition." William Niece.

Sherbrook, Ontario, Oct. 22, 1870.

" The seeds received of you gave entire satisfaction, they were the best
I ever planted. The vegetables grown from them were extra fine and
were admired by all who saw them." Geo. K. Walker.
Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 23, 1870.

" Your seeds have proved far superior to any 1 have ever purchased
elsewhere. I think that every seed came up. I made a great mistake
in sowing your seeds last year, and it caused me much disappointment.
I planted them as I did other seeds, that is, planting two or three seeds
where I wanted one to grow, and I had to pull up two-thirds of the
plants. But I shall know how to do in the future."

Forest Lake, Penn., March 30, 1870. H. A. Yail.

" All the seeds I have ever had from you have been as recommended.
I have had a great deal of trouble to get seeds to growuntil 1 began to
buy from you. Since then, the great difficulty is, we get plantsjtoo thick.
Th'ey grow well." Samuel P. -Libbey.
Makanda Jl/., March 4, 1872.

" The seed purchased of you for the past three years have given per-
fect satisfaction." Jno. Dager.
Camden. Del., Feb. 25, 1870.

"I had a peck of your Early Dan O'Rouke Peas last season, and
thinking the price high concluded not to buy of you again. But when I
saw how well they germinated and how early they were, being all gone
before >uy neighbors had any, thus making then; profitable for market
I liked them, so here comes my order for a bushel this year."

llollistbn, Mass., April 1, 1870. Francis Fisice, Jr.

I think you will have more orders for Fottler's and Early Jersey
Wakefield Cabbage seed than ever before, for all who have seen my
patch are astonished at them. I have been using and selling for two
weeks fine large heads of Wakefield and can find heads of Fottler's that
will measure eight by ten inches in" diameter." Samuel D. Lucas.

Winterport, Va., June 18, 1870.

"After having proved the quality of your seeds by a three years' trial,

I- can truly say that I would not exchange them for 'store seeds' plus
their weight in greenbacks, if I could not obtain more."

Cromwell, Iowa, March 7, 1870. Jay Culver.

" I have tried seeds from several dealers, but must give you the praise
of sending a purer lot than Ijever found from any other establishment

;

every seed comes iip and true to name''" J. F. Brown.
McMinnville, Tenn., Feb 9, 1870.

" Ko seeds purchased elsewhere have ever given me such uniform sat-

isfaction as those yearly purchased from you
;
they are fresh, sure and

reliable, germinating readily, and producing abundant and excellent
vegetables." Wm. W. Boss.

Peru, Ind., March 11, 1870.

" Your Cabbage, Beet, and Turnip seeds do much better here than
those grown further South." : J. Lillie.
Salem, Ala., Feb, 11, 1871.

" Your Mexican Sweet Corn I think the best of any variety we ever
tried." Mrs. J. V. Bandall.
Newtown, Bucks Co., Pa., Feb. 17, 1871.

" The seeds I received from you last season were XXX, the only trouble
was in putting in too thick. They are not much like our store seeds."

Kewanee, III., March 6, 1871. A. Murchison, Jr.

" I always have the best luck with your seeds of anj' that I have tried,

and I have tried quite a number of others, but find none as good and
true to kinds as yours." I. P. Ulrich.
Three Rivers, St. Joseph Co., Mich., March 14, 1871.

"The seeds I ordered of you last year arrived promptly and proved to
be the best ever seen in this vicinity. The Marblehead Cabbages were
enormous and of excellent flavor. I don't want any more Mammoth
Squashes, they attract too much attention

; one weighed 103 lbs.,

although the season was both dry and frosty. But the crowning glory of
my garden, in my judgment, was the bed of Yellow Danvers Onions.
Every seed produced a well-bottomed onion ; not a scullion to be found.
In quality they were the best onions I have ever seen. There is no waste
material about them

;
you peel off an outer skin not thicker than tissue

paper and come at once to an onion which 'can't be beat,' as the farmer
said when he pulled up a carrot. ' If the court know his own mind, and
he rather think he do,' he will always keep a supply of Yellow Danvers
Onion seed." C. B. Rider
Pike, N. Y., Feb. 15, 1S72.

" Your Marblehead Cabbage beat everything in the cabbage line ever
seen in these parts." William Luce.
Canyon City, Grant Co., Oregon, Feb. 22, 1871.

" The seeds I had from you last year were first rate, especially Boston
Marrow Squash, which grew to weigh 20, 25 and even 30 lbs."

Miscouehe, Prince Edward Island, Feb. 23, 1873. Charles Ives.

" The seed I had of you last season are splendid, especially the
Marblehead Mammoth Cabbage and Yellow Danvers Onion. They
were the admiration of tiie whole country." A. L. Brigance.

Oivensville, Robertson Co., Texas, Jan. 1, 1871.

" The Orange Jelly Turnips are a splendid turnip, stand the winter
well and are considered by my neighbors to be the best turnip they e^er
saw." James E. Ford.
Shady Grove, La., Feb. 5, 1871.

" This is the fifth season that I have had your seeds, so it is no matter
of experiment with me. When using them I feel confident that wbat-
so'er I sow, that shall I reap Several of my neighbors will make a
trial of your seeds this season." . James K. Tobey.

Calais, V/ashington Co., Vepnont, March 3, 1871.

Xfgg^If any of my friends wishing for Circulars to distribute to their

neighbors, will write me to that effect, I will send extra copies free, ^et


